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ABSTRACT

This dissertation deals withmagmatic processes of the mid-ocean ridge (MaR)

systemon a global scale. The styleof mantle upwelling, partialmelting, crustal level

processes, and the dependence on plate spreading rate are evaluatedbasedon mid-ocean

ridge basalt(MORB)chemistry. The approach is an integration of observation, data

compilation, petrologic andgeochemical interpretation, and theoretical modeling.

Evaluation of buoyancy forcesin the meltingrange shows that density differences

between melt and solidsincrease towardthe surface, implyingan increasing melt migration

rate with upwelling and melting, but the densitydifference is significantly less than the

commonly assumed value: _ 0.5g-cm-3.

An empirical model is developed to calculate the compositions of primary magmas for

MORB. Its application hasrevealed that: 1) mostMORBs are generated by 10-20%

meltingat initialdepthsof 12-21 kbar;2) primary MORBmelts have MgO=10-12 wt %;

and 3) mantle temperature can vary up to 50°-60°Coverdistancesof 30-50 km both across

and alongaxis withweakly conductive temperature gradient superimposing on adiabatic

gradient.

Examination of closely-spaced samplesat - 9°30'N, EPR shows that fractional

crystallization is the dominated process in axialmagmachambers (AMC), but mechanical

differentiation due to density differences between differentphases is also veryimportant, as

revealed from crystal sizedistribution (CSD)and density relations. Chemical correlations

withaxialdepth suggesta chemically zonedAMC, which is maintained by a singlesite

magmainjection (at the topographic high)and intra-chamber lateral transport.

Analysis of a globalMORB data baseshowsthat the so-called local trend is unique

to slow-spreading « 50 mm/yr) ridges. whereas the so-calledglobal trend is characteristic

of fast-spreading (> 60 mm/yr) ridges. For transitional rates (50 - 60 mrn/yr), both trends
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appear. Passive upwelling withefficient compaction and meltsegregation can well

explains the global trend at fast-spreading ridges,whereas diapiric upwelling withslow

meltsegregation andsolid-melt reequilibration can explain the local trend at slow-spreading

ridges, consistent with othergeophysical observations.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 What we know about mid-ocean ridge processes

The mid-ocean ridge system has received extensive studyin the past decades because

of its tectonic importance on a globalscale: 1) it represents a site of the best access to

processes occurring in the earth'sinteriorthrough magmatism and hydrothennalism

compared with othertectonic settings; 2) it is the place where new ocean basinsare initiated

and oceaniccrust is createdthrough extrusion and intrusion of basaltic melt generated by

partialmelting of mantle material as a resultof plate spreading; and 3) it is this divergent

plateboundary thatprovidesan additional opportunity to understand mantle-crust recycling

overthe historyof the earth. In short, a greatdeal has beenlearnt about the ridgedynamic

processesin petrology, geochemistry, as well as geophysicsin the past decades [e.g.,

Macdonald, 1982; Sempere and Macdonald, 1987;Phipps Morgan, 1991;Klein, 1991].

Some important advances may becategorized as follows.

1.1.1 Spreading-rate-dependent features at MOR

Plate spreading rate, which variesfrom 10 - 160 mrn/yr(full rate), has beenshownto

control the morphology of ridges and the roughness of ridge flanks [e.g., Macdonald,

1982]. Slow« 50 mm/yrfull rate) spreading centers such as the mid-Atlantic ridge

(MAR)have ruggedtopography and are characterized by a 1 - 3 krn deep, 15 - 30 km

wide axialrift valley; intermediate (50 - 80 mm/yrfull rate)spreading centerssuch as

Galapagos spreading center (GSC)have a 50 - 400 m deep,7 - 20 km wide rift valley; and

fast spreading centers such as the East Pacific Rise (EPR)have a 200 - 400 m tall, 5 - 15

km wide axial high with a 0 - 300 m axial summitcaldera (ASe) [Haymon et al., 1991b].
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Along-axis topographic and gravityvariations have been shown to dependon the

spreadingrate [Lin andPhippsMorgan, 1992]. At fast spreading centers (e.g., the EPR)

the axialdepthvariesby as little as a few hundreds of meters over the great lengths (- 3000

km) of the ridge and the gravity profile is very smooth. In contrast, at slow spreading

centers (e.g., the MAR)the axialdepth variesas much as 1.5km over a lengthscale of

only-100 km and the mantle Bougueranomaly, which correlates negatively with axial

depth, varies by as muchas 30 mgal over the same length scale.

Petrologically, differences in MORB chemistry between slow (MAR)and fast (EPR)

spreadingridges have also been observed [Natland, 1980b; Flower, 1980; Moreland

Hekinian, 1980; Batiza, 1991; Sintonand Detrick, 1992] with slow spreadingcenters

characterized by moreprimitive (higherMg#) and petrologically and petrographically more

diverse lavas than fast spreading centers [e.g., Rhodeset al., 1979]. Isotopic variability

seems also to exhibit signaturesrelated to theridge spreading rate [e.g.,Batiza, 1984;

Allegreet al., 1984; Ito et al., 1987]; slow spreading ridgeshave much greaterisotopic

variations that fast spreadingridges [e.g.,Batiza, 1984]. Mantle plume effectsseem to be

more importantat slow-spreading ridges(e.g., the mid-Atlantic ridge) [e.g.,Schilling et

al., 1983]than at fast-spreading ridges (e.g., the East PacificRise).

1.1.2Ridge segmentation

Although the ridgesystem circlesthe globe, it is not a continuous, unintenupted,

feature. Instead, it is characterized by segmentation at various scales. Recent extensive

geophysical observations with multibeamand side-scan sonarsystemshave greatly

enhanced our understanding of seafloorstructure and tectonic features of the ridgesystem.

In addition to large, stabletransform faults and fracture zoneswhich offsetridgesegments

by 40 - 400 km, spreading centersare segmented by numerous smallerdiscontinuities.

These include propagatingrifts (PRs) [Hey, 1977; Hey et al., 1980],overlapping

2



spreadingcenters (OSes) [Macdonald and Fox, 1983; Londsdale, 1983],small non

overlappingoffsets (SNOOs) [Batiza and Margolis, 1986],and deviations from axial

lineariy (DEVALs) [Langmuir et ai., 1986],which, although discovered in the Pacific,

have also been recognized at the mid-Atlantic ridge [e.g., Sempere et al., 1990; Forsyth et

al., 1990;Patriat et al., 1990;Grindlay et ai., 1991].

Interestingly, petrologicvariations of MORBhave been foundto partly reflect ridge

segmentation [Langmuir et al.; 1986; Macdonald et al., 1987;Dick, 1989; Sinton et al.,

1991]. This magmatic segmentation seems to show a hierarchical arrangement that may

correspondto differentcharacteristic length scales of petrologic processes such as melting,

mantle source composition,segregation systematics, anddifferentiation patterns. The

lengthscale of magmaticsegmentation appears to be proportional to the spreading rate

[Sinton et al., 1991].

1.1.3MORB chemical systematics on a global scale

Recent work by Dick et al. [1984] and Klein and Langmuir [1987] basedon data

available at the time enhancedour first order knowledge about MORB mantlemelting

systematics in terms of along-axis mantle temperature distribution. Hottermantle begins to

melt at a greaterdepth and produces greater amounts of melt for crust formation. The

recent data from the superfast-spreading portion of the EPR [Sinton et al., 1991]and the

slow-spreading Indian Ocean ridges [Mahoney et al., 1989;Klein et ai, 1991] extend the

global MORB data base for moredetailedinvestigation.

Most importantly, geochemical studies have shown that MOREs displaya uniquely

"depleted" nature in isotopic systematics and incompatible trace elementabundances that is

not observedelsewhere in oceanicor continental volcanic domains [e.g.,Allegre, 1982;

Allegre et al., 1984;Zindler and Hart, 1986; Hart and Zindler, 1989]. This has provided

importantinformation about present-day mantlecompositional structureand the evolution

3
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of oceanicmantle over the historyof the earth [e.g.,White and Hofmann, 1982; Saunders

et al., 1984;White, 1985; ZindlerandHart, 1986; Hart andZindler, 1989].

1.1.4Near-ridge seamounts

Near-ridge seamounts are found to be ubiquitous near the EPR [Batiza, 1981; 1982;

Fornariet al., 1987; Batizaet al., 1989a; Allan et al., 1989; Batizaet al., 1990] as well as

at the MAR [Batiza et al., 1989b]. Mostof thosefrom the EPRflanks are volcanically

active andtheir lavas are chemically indistinguishable fromthe nearby axial MORB except

that the seamount lavasare,on average, moreprimitive and more diverse than axial lavas

[Batiza and Vanko, 1984; Batizaet ai, 1990]. Interestingly, many near-ridge seamounts

are members of well-defined seamount chains, whichareparallel either to absolute plate

motion or relative platemotion directions [Vogt, 1971; Barr, 1974;Batizaand Vanko,

1983; Davis and Karsten, 1986; Fornari et al., 1984;Batizaet al., 1990]. These

observations provide limitson mantle thermal structure across the ridge axis, the geometry

of mantlemelting regime beneath ridge axis, and the width of mantle upwelling underneath

the plate boundary zone.

1.1.5 Axialmagmachambers (AMC)

Because of the muchmorefractionated chemical compositions of observed MORB

than theoretically predicted for primary magmas [O'Hara, 1966], plus models of oceanic

crust structure inferred from ophiolite studies and seismic data, magmachambershave been

proposed to playan important rolein MORB petrogenesis. Recent multichannel seismic

(MCS)reflection studies [Detrick et al., 1987; Mutteret al., 1988; Harding et al., 1989;

Vera et aI., 1990; Kentet al., 1990; Detricket al., 1990] reveal the existence of axial

magmachambers (AMes) at intermediate to fast ridges (suchas the EPR). Interestingly,

slow spreading ridges (suchas the MAR) haveno chambers even at magmatically robust

segments [Detrick etaI., 1990],confirming the prediction of Nat/and [1980b]. In addition,
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recentgeophysical study by Kentet al. [1992] has shown that the size of an AMC is much

smallerthan previously thought and actual AMCs arecharacterized by a thin lensof melt

bodyoverlying a large volume of mush [e.g.,Sinton andDetrick, 1992].

1.1.6 Mantlemelting and meltsupplyto the ridge axis

Studiesof mantlemelting andmelt supply, though controversial, have greatly

enhanced our knowledge aboutthe physical processes which couldoperate beneath the

ridge axis. It has beengenerally accepted thatmagmageneration at mid-ocean ridgesis

accomplished by decompression-induced meltingas mantle passively upwells in response

to plate separation [e.g., Oxburgh and Turcotte, 1968; Hanks, 1971; BottingaandAllegre,

1978; Houseman, 1983]. It has also beenrecognized recently thatmeltingbeneath the

ridge axes is polybaric [McKenzie, 1984; Klein andLangmuir, 1987; McKenzie and

Bickle, 1988] and can bevisualized as a column melting process. A parcelof mantle,

following an adiabatic pressure-temperature (P-T)gradient, risesvertically, intersects the

solidus at a depth determined by its temperature andmelting characteristics, and begins to

melt. Continued upwelling is accompanied by continuous melting, matrix compaction, and

meltsegregation. Application of the results of peridotite melting to MORB has beenproven

to be veryuseful in understanding mantle melting processes and the mantle temperature

variation alongridge axis [e.g.,Klein andLangmuir, 1987].

1.2 Unresolved problems and questions

Despite theachievements briefly reviewed above, manyquestions remain unresolved

and manyproblems need solving. Amongthese,somekey questions are brieflydiscussed

below.
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1.2.1 Style of mantleflow and width of mantle upwelling beneath MORs

Although passivemantleupwelling in response to plate separation has gaineda

general acceptance, diapiric upflow has also been proposed [Rabinowicz et aI., 1987;

Whitehead et al., 1984;Crane, 1985; Schouten et al., 1985; Nicolas, 1986; 1989; Lin and

Phipps Morgan, 1992], particularly for slow-spreading ridges whereridge segmentation

patterns and drastic axial depthvariations seemto warrant such an explanation. As for the

widthof mantleupwelling, controversies remain. Although the mid-ocean ridge systemis

of globalscale, the axial volcanic zone at ridges is extremely narrow« lkm). In addition,

seismic evidence suggeststhat ocean floor achieves its full thickness (5 - 7 km) within only

a few kilometers of the axis [Detrick et al., 1987], indicating that off-axis additions of

materialto the crust are small. To explain the narrowness of the axialaccretion zone,two

groups of modelshave been proposed. (1) The mantle upwellingzone is broad, as

suggested by models for passive mantleupwelling in responseto plate separation, but

additional processes are required to focusmelt toward the axis [Spiegelman and McKenzie,

1987; Phipps Morgan, 1987;Sleep, 1988; Ribe, 1988; Sparks and Parmentier, 1991].

These models suggest that the flow of meltconverges toward the axis, whereasmantle

flow lines of the solidresiduediverge awayfrom the axis. (2) The mantleupwelling zone

is narrow, an explanation thatcircumvents the difficulty of focusing melt flow [Bottinga

and Allegre, 1978; Scott and Stevenson, 1989; Buck and Su, 1989; Rabinowicz et al.,

1987].

1.2.2 Physical details of melting, melt segregation, andmelt supply

It is agreedthatupwelling mantle begins to meltacross the solidus, but the

mechanism thatsegregates meltintoan eruptable magma body at the crustallevel is

completely unknown. The amount and distribution of melt in the meltingregion,the

mechanism of meltsegregation, andthe roleof lateral melt migration to focus meltbelow
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the verynarrow« 1 km) crustal accretion zoneare controversial. Theoretical arguments

[e.g.,McKenzie, 1984; Richter and McKenzie, 1984; Ribe, 1987; Riley and Kohlstedt,

1990] suggestthat the maximum meltretention in mantleis likelyto besmall ( 1 - 3 %), but

exactly howsmallis debatable. The levelandphysical mechanisms of meltsegregation are

alsocontroversial. Themaximum depth where dikes may be efficient meltconduits

[Nicolas, 1986;Sleep, 1988] is presently unknown. If the zoneof upwellingis wide, then

lateral meltmigration toward the axismay be needed to focus eruptions in the narrow

accretion zone [Phipps Morgan, 1987; Scott and Stevenson, 1989], but the importance of

thisprocess is presently very difficult to evaluate.

1.2.3 Spreading-rate-dependence of mantle upwelling and meltsupply

Several studies [e.g., Scott and Stevenson, 1989; Sotin and Parmentier, 1989] have

suggested that upwelling may be episodic or periodic at slowspreading rates. Schouten et

al.[1985] suggested a spreading-rate dependence of the spacing of central supplyconduits

feeding ridges. In contrast, others [Langmuir et al., 1986; Macdonaldet al., 1988; Sinton

et al., 1991] suggest a hierarchical supply geometry. Recently, Lin and PhippsMorgan

[1992] suggested that fastspreading ridgesmay bedominated by spreading-induced

passive upwelling, whereas at slowspreading ridges, buoyant "plumes" may be more

important. The buoyancy couldcomefromthe presence of melt, large temperature

differences, and/orcompositional variation createdby meltingprocess, butthe buoyancy

forces havenot beenquantitatively evaluated.

1.2.4Mantle thermal profile

Mantle temperature structure beneath the mid-ocean ridge system is unknown. The

onlyreasonably directindication of mantle thermal structure comesfrom the chemistry of

the "zero-age" MORB as it is a function of mantle melting temperature. Because MORB

chemistry variesgreatly on both regional and global scales [e.g., Klein andLangmuir,
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1987; Brodholt and Batiza, 1989; Klein and Langmuir, 1989], it is likely that mantle

isotherms are not horizontal; however, a quantitative approach to map the mantle

temperature is needed.

1.2.5Nature of primarymagma

The debateoverthe nature of primary magmaparental to MOREshas beenactive for

over two decades; our currentknowledge is largelybasedon interpretations of isobaric

batchmeltsproduced in the laboratory plusthe use of simplified phasediagrams (versus

complicated, natural, multicomponent systems) invented by experimental petrologists.

Two opposingschools of thoughts exist: 1) the primary magmasparental to MORB are of

picritic composition and are generated at highpressures (e.g.,20 - 30 kb) [O'Hara, 1968;

Green et al., 1979; Stolper, 1980; Jaques and Green, 1980; Elthon and Scarfe, 1984;

Fal/oon and Green, 1987]; and2) most primitive MORBsthemselves are primary magmas

producedat mediumpressures (-10 kb) [Presnall and Hoover, 1984; Fujii and Scarfe,

1985; Fujii and Bougault, 1983]. To revealthe natureof the primarymagmas is of great

importance because composition ofprimarymagmacan provide mostreliable information

about the mantle melting conditions (e.g., temperature and pressure), whichare essential

for understanding manyphysical detailsof melting and melt segregation processes.

1.2.6Some observed perplexing features in magmachamberprocesses

Comparison of low pressure experimental results with naturalMORBs showsthat

crustal levelfractionation (presumably occurring in magmachambers) is an important part

of MORE petrogenesis [Walker et al., 1979; Grove and Bryan, 1983]. However, several

observations are perplexing in termsof simple crystal fractionation. Magmamixingin a

periodically replenished and erupted magmachamberseemto explain somefeatures, but

not others. Over-enrichment of certainincompatible traceelements in termsof perfect

(Rayleigh) fractionation has beenfound in several areas [e.g.,Perfit et al., 1983; Hekinian

8
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and Walker, 1987]. Open-system, frequently replenished magmachambermodels

[O'Hara, 1977; O'Haraand Mathews, 1981] and in-situ crystallization [Langmuir, 1989]

have beeninvoked to explain this phenomenon, but in naturalmagma chambers

fractionation maynot be Rayleigh-type. Instead, equilibrium or semi-equilibrium

crystallization may be morerealistic if solidsortingis inefficient when crystallinity is high

and chambers are small, as proposed by Sintonand Detrick [1992]. Anotherunresolved

question is the so-called"clinopyroxene paradox" [e.g.,Rhodes et al., 1979],where

clinopyroxene is apparently required in models of fractionation in lavasuites without

clinopyroxene phenocrysts. Models invoking picriticparental magmas [Bryan et al., 1981;

Francis, 1986], second-stage melting [Duncan and Green, 1987], resorption of

clinopyroxene duringmelting [O'Donnell and Presnall, 1980; Fujiiand Bougault, 1983],

magmamixing [Walker et al., 1979],and high-pressure fractionation [Tormey et al, 1987]

haveall beenproposed. Mechanical fractionation due to densitydifferences between solid

phasesand melt, and among solid mineral phasesmay play an important role, but has not

beenpreviously evaluated in detail.

1.2.7"Zero-age" lavas

The lackof a reliable datingtechnique for MORB hampers ourultimate understanding

of manyquestions. The assumption of zero-age is obviously not true in detail. This

assumption is morereasonable for fast spreadingridges, but may be seriously erroneous

for slow spreading ridges. Two promising techniques, 39ArADAr and U-Th

disequilibrium, are expected to provide ageson young MORB and will probably modify

previous interpretations.
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1.3 Purpose of this dissertation research and methods employed

This study is intended to deal with mid-ocean ridge magmatism in a broad sense with

emphasis on the questionsmentioned abovesuch as style of mantle upwelling, partial

melting, crustal level processes,and spreading rate dependence. These questions are

approached from a petrological viewpoint. The methods are an integration of observation,

data compilation,petrological and geochemical interpretation, and theoretical modeling.

1.4 Organization of dissertation

The dissertationis organizedinto four chapters in terms of the questionsto be

answered and the methods employed. Eachchapter represents a separate and complete

project, although they are relatedand deal with the general topic of mid-ocean ridge

dynamics as a whole.

In Chapter 2, the buoyancy forces in the mantle meltingenvironment are

quantitatively evaluated throughcarefulandcriticalexamination of data in the literature on

density, thermal expansion, and compressibility of silicate melt and relevant mineral

phases. I present a computerprogramfor calculatingthe densitiesof melt and mineral

phases as a function of temperature, pressure,and compositionin the mantle melting

environment.

In Chapter 3, I use the experimental data set ofJaques and Green [1980],Falloon

and Green [1987, 1988],and Falloon et al. [1988] to develop an empirical model for

calculating the compositionsof primarymagmasproduced beneathmid-ocean ridges. This

model is applied to natural MORB melts in severaldifferentsettings (a fast-spreading ridge,

a slow-spreading ridge, and near-fast-ridge seamounts)to resolve several important

questions, including 1) nature of primary magmaparental to naturalMORB melts;2)

range of mantle meltingdepth for MORB;3) width of the mantleupwelling zone and

10
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geometry of the melting regime beneath the MOR system; 4) mantle thermal structure

beneath MORs; and 5) potential differences in melting and meltsupply mechanism between

fast- and slow-spreading ridges.

In Chapter4, many details of axial magmachamber(AMC) processes are discussed

using petrographic, petrologic, and geochemical data of closely-spaced lavasamples at

9°30' N EPR. The petrological consequences of magmachamberprocesses are carefully

investigated. Although crystal fractionation is known to be the most important process for

the observed chemical variation, mechanical differentiation is found to besignificant as

revealedby crystalsize distribution (CSD) analysisand density relations among melt and

mineralphases. For example, the densityrelationsare foundto be responsible for the so

called clinopyroxene paradox (olivine-clinopyroxene paradox in this case). In addition,

small-scale magmatic segmentation, longevity of the magmachamber, and the patternsof

melt supplyare also examined.

In Chapter5, the potential differences in meltingand meltsupply mechanism between

fast- and slow-spreading ridgesare examined by analysis of a globaldata set of MORB

chemistry. Meltingand meltsupplymechanisms are shown to depend on the rate of plate

spreading,as do axial morphology, topography, and gravity signals. It is found that the

fast-spreading ridges are dominated bypassive, plate-driven, upwelling withefficientmelt

segregation, whereasthe slow-spreading ridges are dominated by buoyantupwelling of

highlycentralized mantlediapirs in which slow-melt segregation andsolid-melt reaction are

both importantprocesses.
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CHAPTER 2

IN-SITU DENSITIES OF BASALT MELTS AND MANTLE MINERALS AS

A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE, AND

COMPOSITION IN THE MELTING RANGE

2.1 Abstract

Recenttheoretical studiesof mid-ocean ridge (MOR)accretion have shown that the

densitydifferences between silicatemelt and solid phasesand between fertile and residual

mantle may beimportant controlson the upwardflow of upper mantle and separationof

melt from the upwelling matrix. Both compositional and thermal buoyancy may play an

importantrole. To quantitatively assess the magnitude of these effects,variations in

density of silicate melts and solid phases as a functionof temperature, pressure, and

composition must be accurately known. I have compiledthe available data for calculating

densities as a function of composition, temperature (lOOO'C-1500·C), and pressure (1 atm

to any pressure where the solid phases of interest remain stable). I include measuredand

calculatedvalues of thermalexpansion and compressibility for both solids and liquids. My

calculations for mantle material undergoing decompression-induced meltingshow that

densitydifferences betweeninstantaneous melt and residual solids increasetoward the

surface,implyingan increasing melt migration rate withcontinuingupwellingand melting.

However,the density differenceis significantly less than the value of - O.5g-cm-3,

commonlyassumedin theoretical models. In agreement with previousstudies, I also find

that residual mantle is less dense than unmeltedmantle. However,using realistic pressures

for MORBgeneration, the difference is small.
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2.2 Introduction

The processes thatcontribute to the formation of oceanic crust are of great interest

because of the geologic importance of ocean crust and its role in plate tectonic cycles. An

important aspect of the genesis of ocean crust andthe mid-ocean ridge basalt (MORE) of

which it is made, is the mechanism which causeshot solid mantle material to upwell

beneath active spreading ridges. Upwelling may occuras a passive response to the

separation of plates [Oxburgh and Turcotte, 1968; Hanks, 1971; Bottinga andAllegre,

1978; Houseman, 1983; Phipps Morgan, 1987]. Recent analysis of topography and

gravity data [Lin and PhippsMorgan, 1992] indicates that this may be the dominant

mechanism of mantle upwelling beneath fast-spreading ridges. Evenso, along-axis

topographic variation [Macdonald et al., 1984; Macdonald, 1989], petrologic evidence

[Langmuir et al.; 1986], andmy model temperature profiles beneath mid-ocean ridges(See

Chapter3) indicate thatmantle upwelling is characterized by somethreedimensionality.

Thus,passive, two-dimensional upwelling of uppermantlealonecannotexplain all the

observations, even at fast-spreading ridges.

Another possible mechanism of mantle upwelling beneath active mid-ocean ridges is

diapiric upflow. Gravity data at the slow-spreading mid-Atlantic ridge [Lin and Phipps

Morgan, 1992] suggest thatsuch a mechanism may be important at slow-spreading ridges.

Geologic evidence for diapiric flow has been found in ophiolites [Rabinowicz et al., 1987],

and several theoretical models indicate thatdiapir-like instabilities may be important below

mid-ocean ridges [Whitehead, et al., 1984; Crane, 1985; Schouten et al., 1985]. These

buoyant instabilities may bedriven by thermal buoyancy, compositional buoyancy or

buoyancy provided by basalt melt [Oxburgh and Parmentier, 1977; Jordan, 1979].

Buoyancy forces maythus playan important role in the generation of oceancrust.

Many modelsof mid-ocean dynamics[e.g.,Lachenbruch, 1976; Ribe, 1988; Nicolas,
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1986; Scott andStevenson, 1989; Buckand Su, 1989; Sotin andParmentier, 1989]

discussthe importance of buoyancy forces. Density differences, along with other forces,

are also important for meltmigration andmelt segregation below ridgecrests [e.g., Ahearn

and Turcotte, 1979; McKenzie, 1984, 1985; Spiegelman and McKenzie, 1987; Richterand

McKenzie, 1984; Sleep, 1988; Ribe, 1985]. Because of the greatimportance of melt and

soliddensities in these dynamic processes associated withthe genesis of oceancrust, I

havecompiled up-to-date dataon the densities of minerals. In addition, I compiled data

needed to compute in-situ densities at variable temperature andpressure in the melting

rangeof peridotite for MORB. The purpose of thisnote is to present this compilation, to

discuss briefly how these data are usedto calculate densities andto presentsomeresults of

thesecalculations. My new compilation and methodology allow rapid calculations of in

situ density for melts and solidsas a function of temperature, pressure, and composition.

For example,most recentmodels assume a density contrast of 0.5g-crrr- between MORB

melt and solid mantle. Mynew resultsshowthat this may be toohigh, by up to a factor of

two.

2.3 Density calculation for silicate melt

2.3.1 Temperature effecton melt density

Severalmethods existto calculate the densities of silicate melts as a function of

temperature and compositions [Bottinga and Weill, 1970; Nelson and Carmichael, 1979;

Bottinga et al., 1982, 1983; Langeand Carmichael, 1987]. All these methods are basedon

models relating the partial molar volumes of major element oxides to experimentally

measured densitydata and volume-mixing behavior between the oxide components in a

melt. Of thesemodels, I usethat of Lange andCarmichael [1987] because it is based on

experimental density measurements by the mostprecise technique, the double-bob
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Archimedean method. In addition, themeasurements by Lange and Carmichael [1987]

avoidsthe effectsof inter-laboratory errors due to the differences in techniques usedto

measuredensity. Theyfound that silicate liquidvolumes in multicomponent systems have

a lineardependence onliquidcomposition [Lange andCarmichael, 1987] with the

exception of TiOz which interacts withNazOforming an excessvolumeterm, the only

volume-mixing nonideality recognized for silicate melts:

(2.1)

where V is the volumeof melt in the experiment, Xi is the oxide(SiOz,TiOz,Alz03,

FeZ03, FeO, MgO, CaO, NajO, KzO ) mole fraction in the melt, and V i is the partial

molar volume of oxidei at temperature T and 1 atmosphere pressure. The second term on

the right hand side of (2.1) is the nonideal contribution to the volume of the melt. The

partialmolarvolumeswere determined by leastsquares fit to the measureddensitydata,

V(T). The effectof temperature on partial molar volume ofeach oxide are thenseparately

regressed by fitting

- - d\7i
Vi (T,l) = V i,TR +dT (T - TR)· (2.2)

where Vi ,TR is the partial molar volume of oxidei at the reference temperature TR

(1400°C), and d Vi /dT is the temperature derivative of the partial molarvolume. Sinceno

partialmolarvolumedata forMnOis available in thismodel, I use the thermal expansion

data of Bottingaet al. [1982] to obtain it, i.e.:

V MnO (T, 1) =14.13*exp{l5.l *10-5 * (T - TR)}
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Thus, the molar volumeof the melt at temperature T is V(T,I) =VeT, 1) (from (2.1» +

V MnO (T, 1)(from(2.3». In calculatingthe density of a melt of given composition at any

temperature, (2.2) is substituted in (2.1), and the density of the melt is given by

(T 1) - Molecular weight of the melt
p ,- VeT, 1) (2.4).

No data for P20Sis available. Modeldata required in equations 1 and 2 are taken from

Table 8 of Langeand Carmichael [1987].

2.3.2 Pressure effect on melt density

Two existingmodelsfor dealing with the pressureeffect on the density of natural

silicatemeltsare presented by Lange and Carmichael [1987; denotedLC] andHerzberg

[1987a, 1987b; denotedH]. LC, employingtheir newly obtained thermal expansiondata

combinedwith the availableultrasonic velocitydata [Rivers and Carmichael, 1987] and

heat capacitydata [Richet and Bottinga, 1984,1985; Stebbins et al., 1984;Zeiglerand

Navrotsky, 1986],obtain the isothermalcompressibility(B) by

B _ V + TV a 2

T- c2 Cp (2.5)

where V =volume, T =temperature, a =thermal expansion,Cp =isobaricheat capacity,

and c =sound velocity. A quantityBi,T, which represents the compressibilityof individual

oxide components in the melt at temperature T, is thus obtained,by assumingideal mixing,

and least-squares fit to the equation

BT = I x B· T1 I>

Likewise, the temperature derivative of Bi is determinedby least-squares fit to

BiT =B? + dB?/dT (T - TR,), 1 I
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Datafor Bi,T and dBf/dT are from Table 12 of Lange and Carmichael [1987]. The

compressibility of the meltis simplyrelated to the bulk modulus by

(2.8).

Herzberg [1987a , 1987b] derived a set of isothermal bulkmodulifor individual

oxidecomponents (KT,i> basedon his own detailed fusion curve analysis(For Si02, FeO

and MgO) and thoseultrasonic data of Riversand Carmichael [1987] for Al203,CaO,

Na20, and K20. The ultrasonic data wereconverted to isothermal bulk modulus by

(2.9)

whereK, =pc2, P is the measured density of the melts,and c is the ultrasonic velocity.

The bulkmodulifor each of oxide components werethen obtained by fitting the Voit

Reuss-Hill mixingequation

(2.10)

whereKv =IVjKi,T and KR=(I(VjlKi,T)2. Comparison of the LC compressibility

(Bi,T) and H bulk modulus (Ki,T) for individual oxidecomponents between the two models

is not straightforward because Ki,T does not necessarily equal the 1/Bi,T. However,

comparison betweentheir KT'S for a given melt composition shows that the H's valuesare

greaterthanthe valuesderived by LC mainlydue to the contribution by KpcO,T and

KMgO,T. Herzberg's veryhigh KTvalues(high incompressibility) have been used to

argue againstthe hypothesis of olivine-floatation at high pressures [Stolper et al., 1981].

In contrast,LC's compressibility data supportthe notion.The fact that olivinedoes indeed

float at high pressuresin experiments byAgee and Walker [1988] suggeststhat Herzberg's

KT valuesfor liquidFeO and MgOmay be too high. Therefore, I use the model
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compressibility data of Langeand Carmichael [1987]. The isothermal bulkmodulus at

reference temperature (1400°C) is denoted JC;.
Usingthese data, the pressureeffect on the densityof silicate meltsis evaluated using

the well-known third orderBirch-Murnaghan equation of state:

(2.11)

derived from finite straintheory. Although (2.11) was originally derived to model the

compressions of solids underhydrostatic pressure, its applicability to silicatemelts has

beenproven useful [Stolper et al., 1981; Herzberg, 1987a, 1987b; Langeand Carmichael,

1987; Agee and Walker, 1988]. In (2.11), KT is the isothermal bulk modulusat

temperature of interestandatmospheric pressure, which is usually calculated by KT = JC; +

dK~dT (T - TR), and for silicate melthere, it is directly calculated from (2.6) and (2.8).

K' is the pressurederivative of K~, dK~dP. For silicatemelt, K' "" 4 [Lange and

Carmichael, 1987; Herzberg, 1987a, 1987b; Agee and Walker, 1988]. R =V(T,I)N(T,P)

::: r(T,P)/r(T,I), where r(T,I) is calculated by (2.4), and the unknownr(T,P) is evaluated

by successiveapproximation of the pressurecalculated by (2.11) to the pressureof

interest.

2.4 Density calculation for solid mineral phases

Exceptfor olivine, complete datafor calculating the in-situ densities of important

mantlesilicates are lacking. For example, precise determination of the densities of

orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene, gamet, spinel, and plagioclase as a function of temperature,

pressure, andcomposition are unavailable. Partlythis is due to insufficient thermal

expansion and compressibility data forend-members of the phasesand the difficulty in

treatingmixing among complex solid solutions. Even so, I have compiled the published

data that are available anduse theseto deriveequations needed to calculate thedensities of
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these minerals as a function of temperature, pressure, and composition. For simplicity, I

calculate the densities of endmembers as a function of temperature and then evaluate the

densitiesof the solid solutionsby assumingideal mixing. Non-ideal mixingis, of course,

probablymore realistic, however, we lack the information needed to considerit

quantitatively. Ideal mixingshould be a valid assumption fordensity, an intensive

thermodynamic quantity. The bulk moduli of the solidsolutions arecalculated using the

Voit-Reuss-Hill mixingmodel as done byHerzberg [1987a, 1987b] rather thanideal

mixing. This model has beendemonstrated to be the most satisfactory algorithm for

reproducing experimentally determined elasticproperties on complex mixtures of crystalline

solidsfrom their end members [Watt et al., 1976]. Finally, I use the Birch-Murnaghan

equation of state «2.11» to evaluatethe pressure effect on thedensities of thesemineral

phases.

In the following sections, I discuss the datacompilation used to calculate the mineral

densities.

2.4.1 End members or components of solid solutions

For olivine, orthopyroxene, and plagioclase solid solutions, only two end-members

or components are required to specifythe compositions appropriate to uppermantle

conditions (Table 2.1), because other end-members probablycomprise less than 2 wt % of

mantleminerals [Dick and Fisher, 1983; Maaloe and Aoki, 1977]. However, for

clinopyroxene, garnet, and spinel which are crystallographically verycomplex, moreend

members are required(Table2.1). I have used traditional end-member compositions for

these phases, although the choice of components is somewhatarbitrary. For

orthopyroxene (Opx), I do notconsider an aluminum component (Ca-, Mg, and/orFe

Tschermaks) becausethereareno dataavailable on thermal expansion andcompressibility.

At low pressures, the Tschermak components in Opx is not significant, but at higher
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Table 2.1. Parameters used to calculate mineral densities

Formula Name p (g/cc) a b KO
dKtdT dKjdP

T
(25"C,1 atm) xl0·5rC xlO-8rC Kbar KbarrC (dimensionless)

Olivine
Mg2Si04 Forsterite 3.223(28) - 10.353 - 1.9697(3,28,34) 1271(3,28,34) - 0.239(3,28,34) 5.39(24)
Fe2Si04 Fayalite 4.400(32) - 12.124 - 2.2511(3,32,34) 1368(3,32,34) - 0.268(3,32,34) 5.20(15)
Orthopyroxene
Mg2Si206 Enstatite 3.204(8) - 9.4732 - 0.0486(31) 1070(11,21,35) - 0.270(14) 5.00(11)
Fe2Si206 Ferrosilite 4.003(8) - 11.685 - 0.0826(31) 1010(7,24) - 0.300(14) 5.00(11)
Clinopyroxene
Mg2 Si206 Clinocnstatite 3.206(8) - 9.3865 - 0.0334(31) 1070t - 0.270t 5.00t
Fe2Si206 Clinoferrosilite 4.005(29) - 11.722 - 0.0686(31) 1010t - O.300t 5.00t
CaMgSi206 Diopside 3.272(23) - 2.0119 - 0.1008(12) 1130(21) - 0.200(1)* 4.50(26,27)
CaFeSi206 Hedenbergite 3.632(29) - 2.2436 - 0.1003(31) 1200(21) - 0.200(1)* 4.50(1)*
NaAlSi206 Jadeite 3.347(29) - 8.7469 - 0.1803(10) 1430(21) - 0.200(1)* 4.50(1)*
CaA l2Si06 Ca-Tschermak 3.432(17) - 7.7055 - 1.3155(17) 1200(1)* - 0.200(1)* 5.00(1)*

N
Garnet

0 Mg3A12Si3012 Pyrope 3.562(18) - 8.7253 - 0.0474(31) 1750(18,25,30) - 0.210(9) 4.50(25)
Fe3A12Si3012 Almandine 4.324(29) - 9.9226 - 0.4912(31) 1779(5,30) - 0.201(9) 5.45(36)
Ca3A12Si3012 Grossular 3.594(22) - 8.1304 - 0.2493(31) 1700(18,25) - 0.220(33)* 4.25(36)
Mn3Al2Si3012 Spessartine 4.190(29) - 11.113 - 0.3450(31) 1742(5,30) - 0.220(33)* 4.59(36)
Ca3Fe2Si3012 Andradite 3.860(29) - 9.4224 - 0.0773(31) 1570(6) - 0.220(33)* 5.00(1,11)*
Ca3Cr2Si3012 Uvarovite 3.848(29) - 9.3377 - 0.1233(31) 1620(6) - 0.220(33)* 5.00(1,11)*
Spinel
MgAl204 Spinel 3.577(29) - 9.4271 - 0.1251(31) 1940(13) - 0.220(1)* 4.00( 13,37)
FeAl204 Hercynite 4.265(29) - 9.8861 - 0.4143(31) 2103(37) - 0.200(1)* 4.00(1,11)*
FeCr204 Chromite 5.086(29) - 8.5401 - 0.1246(31) 2103(1)* - 0.200(1)* 4.00(1,11 )*
FeFe204 Magnetite 5.201(29) - 21.439 - 0.7541(31) 1860(13) - 0.200(1)* 4.00(2,13)

MgCr204 Picrochromite 4.4J5(29) - 7.5781 - 2.4431(31) 2100(1)* - 0.200(1)* 4.00(1,11)*

r
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Table 2.1. Parameters used to calculate mineral densities(eontinued)

r
!1

Formula Name p (g/cc) a b K~ dKtdT dK/dP

(2S·C,1 aun) xlO-5r c xlO-sr C Kbar KbarrC (dimensionless)
Plagioclase
NaAISi30S
CaAl2Si20S

Albite 2.611(29) - 3.2612
Anorthite 2.762(29) - 1.6459

- 0.SI90(31,39)
- 1.3693(16,31)

699.3(4)
943.4(4)

- 0.200(1)*
- 0.200(1)*

4.00(1)*
4.00(1)*

tv
........

t No data for clinoenstatite and clinoferrosilite are available, but those of enstatite and ferrosilite are used instead (see text for discussion).
.. No data or no consistent data available, the values are assumed (see text for discussion).
References: 1)Anderson [1989]; 2) Anderson and Anderson [1970]; 3) Anderson and Suzuki [1983]; 4) Angel et at. [1988]; 5) Babusaka

et at. [1978]; 6) Bass [1986]; 7) Bass and Weidner [1984]; 8) Berman [1988]; 9) Bonczar et at. [1977]; 10) Cameron et at. [1973]; 11)
Duffy and Anderson [1989]; 12) Finger and Ohashi [1976]; 13) Finger et at. [1986]; 14) Frisillo and Barsch [1972]; 15) Graham et at.
[1988]; 16) Grundy and Brown [1974]; 17) Haselton et at. [1984]; 18) Hazen and Finger [1978]; 19) Hazen and Prewitt [1977]; 20) Isaak
and Graham [1976]; 21) Kandelin and Weidner [1988]; 22) Krupka et at. [1979]; 23) Krupka et at. [1985]; 24) Kuwazawa and Anderson
[1969]; 25) Leitner et at. [1980]; 26) Levien and Prewitt [1981]; 27) Levien et at. [1979]; 28) Matsui and Manghnani [1985]; 29) Robie et
al. [1967]; 30) Sato et at. [1978]; 31) Skinner [1966]; 32) Suzuki et at. [1981]; 33) Suzuki et at. [1983a]; 34) Suzuki et at. [1983b]; 35)
Vaughan and Bass [1983]; 36) Wang and Simmons [1974]; 37) Wang and Simmons [1972]; 38) Weaver et al. [1976]; 39) Winter et at.
[1979].



pressures may comprise up to 2 wt % in mantle Opx [Maal¢e andAoki, 1977]. For

clinopyroxene, spinel, andgarnet, the components necessary in terms of their

stoichiometry at mantleconditions [Nixon, 1987;Lindsley, 1983] are considered.

2.4.2 End memberdensitydataat 25'C and 1 atmosphere

I choose25'C and 1 atmosphere pressure as the reference state. Examination of the

published data for the mineral end members of interestshows thatreporteddataof both

molarvolume (Vf) and molardensity (pf) varyslightly for almostall these end members

(superscript 0 refers to reference state,and subscript i refers to end member i). Because the

newly determined Vf and Pf for forsterite (Fo) and fayalite (Fa) by Suzuki et al. [1981,

1983] and Matsui andManghnani [1985] are consistent with thoseof X-raydiffraction data

tabulated by Robieet ai.[1967], I believe that Robie'sdata are still the best and I therefore

adopted their values of Vf and Pf in Table 2.1.

2.4.3 Thermalexpansion data

Except for Fo [Suzuki et al., 1983; Andersonand Suzuki, 1983;Matsuiand

Manghnani, 1985], Fa [Suzuki et al., 1981; Anderson and Suzuki, 1983],Jd [Cameron et

al., 1973],andCa-Ts [Haselton et al., 1984], the onlythermalexpansion data set available

for end members of orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene, garnet,spinel, and plagioclase are

those tabulated by Skinner [1966]. Thus, thesedata are adoptedhere (Table 2.1). Some

data are available for solidsolutions, for example, Frisillo and Buljan [1972] determined

thermal expansion of an orthopyroxene solidsolution (Engo-Fs20). Also, Suzukiand

Anderson [1983] determined the thermal expansion of a naturalgarnet solid solutions.

Skinner [1966] reported the thermal expansion data for mineral end members in two

ways, by thermal expansivity (a's) at severaltemperatures, and by the percentages of

volumeexpansion (~V%'s) at severalelevated temperatures (from20·C to 1400'C).

Becausethere aremoredata for~V to determine da'/dT, I haveconvertedSkinner's
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~V%'sto ~p%'s and express othernew thermal expansion data also in termsof ~p%'s to

haveconsistency. Plots of these ~p%'s against temperature (T - 25°C) show thata second

degree of polynomial is the bestexpression todescribe thethermal expansion ofend

member components of all the mineral phases of interest with R2 = 0.995:

P (T) =P~50C + a (T - 25 CC» + b (T - 25 ("C))2,

where a and b are regression coefficients.

2.4.4 Isothermal bulkmodulus data

(12)

Much work has been donedetermining theelastic properties of theminerals andend

members of interest. As will bediscussed in thefollowing, for some end members,

multiple values havebeen reported, but for others (which areusually minor components in

the mantle) no information is available at all. Forthe former, I choose those which have

beenrecently recommended, andfor the latter, appropriate values are assumed. These

values are listedIn Table 2.1 andare briefly discussed in the following paragraphs.

2.4.4.1 Olivine

The~ andd~dT (1271 Kbarand -0.236 KbarfC for forsterite; 1368 Kbarand

-0.268 Kbar/'C for fayalite) are obtained by least-square fitting Kr =~5 - dK~dT (T

25) to the data of Suzuki et aL. [1983], Anderson and Suzuki [1983], andMatsui and

Manghnani [1985] with R2= 1.000(Figure 2.2). Different values for K' (see (2.11» have

been reported in the literature, butas suggested byAnderson andSuzuki [1983], the values

of 5.39 [Kuwazawa andAnderson, 1969] for Fa and 5.97 for Fa [Chung, 1971] may be

the best. On the otherhand, Graham et al. [1988] argue that5.97 is toohigh for Fa based

on theirnewexperiments. Thus,the model value of 5.2 forFa recommended byGraham et

al., [1988] and5.39 for Fo by Kuwazawa andAnderson, [1969] are usedhere.
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2.4.4.2 Orthopyroxene

Duffy and Vaughan [1988] reported a model valueof 1023 Kbar for K~ of enstatite

(En). A value of 1070Kbar is reported by Vaughan and Bass [1983] and Kandelinand

Weidner [1988]. The two model valuesare veryclose and a valueof 1070Kbar is adopted

here as suggestedby Kandelinand Weidner [1988]. Several valuesfor ferrosilite (Fs) have

been reported in the literature [Akimoto, 1972; Chung, 1974; Weidneret aI., 1978;

Weidnerand Vaughan; 1982;Bass and Weidner, 1984;Kandelin and Weidner, 1988],

which range from 1010to 1160 Kbar. I use the value of 1010Kbar, as suggestedby Bass

and Weidner [1984] andKandelinand Weidner [1988]. No accurate determination has yet
obeen made for dKT/dT. I use the valuesof - 0.22 Kbar/T' for En, and - 0.30 Kbar/T' for

Fs as suggestedby Frisillo and Barsch [1972].. No consistentK' values are available, so,

as suggested by Duffy and Anderson [1989], I use a value of 5 for both En and Fs.

2.4.4.3 Clinopyroxene

Clinopyroxene (Cpx)is a verycomplex solid solution series. Although Mg and Fe2+

are the two most important cationsofCpx in peridotite, the two end-members,

clinoenstatite (CEn)andclinoferrosilite (CFs), rarelyoccuras individual minerals naturally,

so no elasticproperties are available. HereI assume that theirelastic behavior is similarto

that of En and Fs. This assumption may be valid because structural difference between

Opx and Cpxderives mainly from the introduction oflarger cations such as Ca and Na

[Kandelin and Weidner, 1988].Thus,the contribution of the CEn and CFs to elasticity

may be similarto the contribution of theircounterparts in Opxstructure. Acmite might be

an important component of mantleCpx, but sinceoceanicmantle is veryreduced [Bryndzia

et al., 1989] it must be very minor. Several sets of elasticproperties for natural

clinopyroxenes have been reported, but few deal with their individual components. IC;'s

calculated froma new model basedon available data and a newdetailed crystallographic
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analysis by Kandelin andWeidner [1988] are probably the bestavailable and are adopted

here: 1120Kbarfor diopside, 1200Kbarfor hedenbergite, 1430Kbarfor jadeite, and

1060Kbar for acmite (Table 2.1). No dIC;/dT's are available at all butany valuebetween 

0.2 to -0.3 KbarfC is probably reasonable [Anderson, 1989]. Here I use a value of - 0.20

KbarfC. No consistentdata for K' available, but a value of 4.5 for diopside (Oi) [Levien

et al., 1979; Levien andPrewitt, 1981] may be appropriate. I assume a similarvaluefor

hedenbergite (Hd), Jadeite(Jd), and Ca-Tschermak (Ca-Ts)as suggested by Anderson

[1989] and Duffy andAnderson [1989].

2.4.4.4 Garnet

Garnetis anothercomplex solid solution series. The six components needed for

mantlegarnetsare pyrope (Pyr), almandine (AIm), spessartine (Spes), grossular (Gro),

andradite (And),and uvarovite (Uvr) (Table 2.1). Thereexist many determinations of

elastic data fornatural garnets and several models forcalculating theelasticities of the end

members are also available [Wang andSimmons, 1974; Weaver et al., 1976; Bonczaret

al., 1977;Sato et al., 1978; Babusaka et al., 1978;Leitneret al., 1980]. The reported~

valuesfor the end members vary slightly. The~ values I use are 1750Kbar for pyrope

[Leitner et ai., 1980], 1779 Kbar for almandine [Babusaka et ai., 1978], 1742Kbar for

spessartine [Babusaka et al., 1978], 1700Kbar forgrossular [Leitner et ai., 1980], 1570

Kbar for andradite [Bass, 1986],and 1620Kbar for uvarovite [Bass, 1986]. Bonczaret

al. [1977] reporteddIC;/dT values, - 0.21 Kbarz'C for pyrope and - 0.201 Kbar/tC for

almandine, butno valuesareavailable for the othercomponents. With these two valuesas

reference, plus the calculated valueof - 0.22 Kbar/tC from a natural garnet studiedby

SuzukiandAnderson [1983], I use - 0.22 Kbar/'C for the other components. Values for

K's are incomplete and variable in a small range. I choose 4.5 for pyrope [Leitner et al.,

1980], 5.45 for almandine [Weaver et al.; 1976],4.59 for spessartine [Isaak and Graham,
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1976],4.25 for grossular [Wang and Simmons, 1974]. No K's are available for andradite

and uvarovite, but 5 is assumed to be appropriate for both by Anderson [1989] and Duffy

and Anderson [1989].

2.4.4.5 Spinel

Five end members, spinel (Spl), hercynite (Her), magnetite (Mgt), chromite (Chr),

and pichromite (Pch) are considered (Table 2.1) because they describe fully the oceanic

peridotite spinel minerals (estimated from various mantle xenoliths from Nixon, 1987 and

oceanic peridotites by Dickand Fisher, 1983]. Relatively consistent elastic data are

available for these end members [Anderson and Anderson, 1970; Wang and Simmon,

1972; Changand Barsch, 1974; Finger et al., 1986] except for chromite and pichromite

because they play only a minor part as components for most of the fertile peridotite spinels.

I choose the following Ie; values: 1940 Kbar for spinel [Finger et al.; 1986],2103 Kbar

for hercynite [Wang and Simmons, 1972], and 1860 Kbar for magnetite [Finger et al.,

1986]. Since no K~ is available for chromite, I use the value of hercynite. This is

reasonable because of the similarity in atomic radii of Cr3+(1.83 A) and A13+ (1.82A), and

the fact that both occupy M3+site and have Fe2+on M2+ site. No dIC;ldTvalues are

reported for spinel mineral end members, thus a value of - 0.20 Kbar/'C is assumed for

these end members following Anderson [1989]. A value 4 of K' is reported for spinel

[Wang and Simmons, 1972; Finger et al., 1986] and magnetite [Anderson and Anderson,

1970; Finger et al., 1986], and I use this value for hercynite and chromite also [Anderson,

1989].

2.4.4.6 Plagioclase

Room temperature compressibilities for albite (Ab) are given by Birch [1966] and

Hazen and Prewitt [1977]. For anorthite (An), values are available in Birch [1966].

Recently, Angel et al. [1988] reported new compressibility data determined between 1 bar
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and 50 kbar by singlecrystaldiffraction techniques usinga Merrill-Bassett type diamond

cell: the bulkmoduli, IC;, are 699.3Kbar for albite, and 943.4Kbar for anorthite(at

pressures< 25 kb) respectively . The temperature effect on the bulk moduli is unknown.

So, I assume a reasonable value of - 0.2 KbarfC for now as this value may be reasonable

forcommonsilicate minerals [Anderson, 1989]. Moreexperimental data are needed to

constrain dIC;JdT. No K data are available either, but a value of 4 is probably reasonable

for both albite and anorthite [Anderson, 1989].

2.4.5 Summaryof elasticdata of solid minerals

As discussed above,elasticdatacompiled in Table2.1 are the bestpresently available

to calculatethe densitiesof olivine,orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene, gamet, spinel,and

plagioclase. A numberof assumptions have been made for the elasticproperties of some of

the end membercomponents, particularly the temperature derivatives of bulk modulus for

spineland plagioclase. In computing the densities, I ignorethe pressureeffect on thermal

expansivity, i.e., I assumethat da/dP =0 following Langeand Carmichael [1987] and

Herzberg [1987a, 1987b]. This assumption should be validfor the pressure range of

interest (5 kb to 30 kb) because (da/dP)T =1114(dKT/aT)p (see Table 2.1) gives values

rangingfrom 10-7 to 10-8 Kbar-! ·C-I for solids. The effectson the calculated densities

would be on the order of about 10-6, which can be ignoredfor this purpose. A highly

interactive program, DENSCAL, hasbeen written in microsoft BASICto calculate the

densitiesof silicatemelts and solidphasesas a function of temperature, pressure, and

composition. Appendix I lists the code and on a 3.5" Macintosh diskette with RUNTIME

is provided under Appendix m.
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2.5 Application

Usingthe data of table 2.1 and (2.11)and (2.12), densitiesof mantlematerial may be

calculated. Mymeltingmodel calculation (See Chapter3) shows that decompression

induced mantle meltingfor most observed MOREs begins at solidus pressures ranging

from about 10and 22 kbars. This pressure range is well within spineland plagioclase

stable fields, whichis consistent withoceanicmantle peridotite studiesofDicket al.

[1984]. I thus considerthis pressurerange in the following calculation.

Figure2.1 showsthe density variation of a fertile mantle (unmelted mantle peridotite:

MPY-90 of Fal/oon and Green [1987] as a function of temperature and pressure by

assuming no melting occurs. It is clear from this figure that thermal buoyancy is only

0.013-0.014 g-cm-3/lOO°C. The pressure (depth)effect is on the order of 0.032 g-crrr

3/lOkb for bothspinel-and plagioclase-peridotite fields. A dramatic density change

accompanies thespinel/plagioclase phasetransition. Note that the spinel/plagioclase phase

transition is arbitrarily set at 9 kb in mycalculation. Thus,the overall pressure effect on

melt-free solidmantle densities in the pressure rangefor MORB genesisbeneath mid-ocean

ridges may be up to 0.05 g-crnVf.Okb.

Compositional buoyancy due to meltextraction may also be important [Oxburgh and

Parmentier, 1977; Jordan, 1979; BuckandSu, 1989; Satin andParmentier, 1989]. I use

my adiabatic upwelling melting model (SeeChapter3) to evaluate the effect. This model

calculates majorelementcompositions of MORBmelts usingsolid-liquid partition

coefficients empirically derived from peridotite melting experiments [Jaques andGreen,

1980; Falloon et al., 1988;Falloon andGreen, 1987,1988]. Because the very low melt

retention in mantle and rapid meltextraction process [McKenzie, 1984, 1985b] suggest that

meltingandmeltextraction occurs continuously in the mantle, I considerin this model that

melting occurs as a seriesof infinitesimally small incremental batches in thecourseof
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Fig. 2.1 Calculated densities of a fertile mantle, MPY-90 of Falloon and Green [1987], to
show the effect of temperature and pressure alone without considering compositional
effect (i.e., no melting is assumed) for pressure range of MORB genesis. Numerals to the
right are pressures in kilobars. It is clear that the temperature effect on densities is only
about 0.013 to 0.014 g-cm-3/100°C. The pressure (depth) effect is also small, on the
order of 0.032 g-cm-3/10kb for both spinel- and plagioclase-peridotite fields. The overall
pressure effect on mantle densities in peridotite melting beneath mid-ocean ridges may be
as much as 0.05 g-cm-31l0kb.
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continuous meltingby instantaneous melt extraction as mantle adiabatically upwells.

Figure 2.2 shows the adiabaticpaths at 4 initial melting pressures(20, 16, 12, and 8

kbars). These incremental batches may aggregate or accumulate to form MORB melts. For

simplicityand because of lack of experimental data for low degreesof melting, the first

melt I produceis a 4% isobaric batchmelt which is followed by incremental steps of 1%.

In each step, the residueis calculated by mass balance, and it serves as the source of the

next increment of melting. The partition coefficients are recalculated in response to the

changes in P and F (or T) at each step along the paths shown in Figure 2.2. The

mineralogy and mode of the residualmantle are calculated usinga revised versionof the

CIPWnorm algorithm in combination with a least-squares procedure that agrees well with

the experimental data and the modaldata of Dick et ai. [1984].

Figure2.3 shows the effect of meltextractionon solid (melt-free) residualmantle.

With initial melting beginning at 8, 12, 16 and 20 Kbars, for variousextents of melt

extraction (total amount of meltextraction from unmelted fertile mantle) alongthe adiabatic

meltingpaths shownin figure 2.2, the density differences between fertile mantle (solid

lines)and residual mantle(stippledlines)are smallerthan estimated in the literature (e.g.,

O.lOg-cm-3 with 30% melt extraction of Buck and Su 1989;- 0.06g-cm-3 with 20% melt

extractionof Sotin and Parmentier [1989]. Figure2.3 shows that in decompression

inducedmelting0.035 - 0.040 g-crrrJ may bethe maximum and for most conditionsthe

effect is only0.015-0.025 g-crrrJ. Consideringthe uncertainties ofthis model,primarily

derived from modal estimates of solid phasesdiscussedlater, the valueof 0.06g-cm-3

iSotin and Parmentier, 1989] may be the extreme. Thus compositional buoyancy due to

meltextraction, whilelargerthan the effectof thermal expansion or compressibility alone

(Figure 2.1), is rathersmall in the spinel or plagioclase peridotite field. Despite the small

absolute valueof this effect,if compositional and thermal buoyancy are dynamically
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Fig. 2.2 Adiabatic melting paths of upwelling mantle in P-T space. Thick solid line and
thin dashed lines are mantle (MPY-90) solidus and isopleths of extent of partial melting
(See Chapter 3). Thin solid lines are adiabatic upwelling paths adopted from McKenzie
[1984]. Pressure values (20, 16, 12, and 8 kbars) indicate the initial melting pressures
along the paths across the solidus. Values in italics are the densities of unmelted mantle at
indicated P-T points (open squares). A - B path at Po =8 kbar is referred in Figure 2.3.
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Fig. 2.3 Calculated densities of residual solids (stippled lines) as melting proceeds.
Numerals to the left are the pressures (in kilobars) of initial melting along the four
adiabatic paths (Figure 2.2 shows how the extents of melt extracted relate to pressure
release along the paths: A - B path along Po = 8 kbar, for example). In comparison, the
densities of a fertile mantle (solid lines) without melting are also plotted using the same
P-T conditions. Numerals to the lower right are corresponding initial melting pressures
along these paths. This comparison explicitly displays the density reduction of solid
mantle due to melt extraction. The largest density reduction is only about 0.035 g-crrrJ
and for most conditions the effect is only 0.015-0.025 g-crrr-', The possible errors that
stem from uncertainties in estimating modal mineralogy and the compositions may be on
the order of ±D.O I - 0.04 g-cnr-', but this will not expect to affect the relative density
differences. See text for discussion.
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Fig. 2.4 Calculated densities (thick solid lines) of instantaneous MORB melt (1% of
incremental melt except the initial 4%) as melting proceeds along the four adiabatic paths
as labeled to the left (see Figure 2. 2 for input changing P and T). The compositions of
the instantaneous melt as a function of P, T, and extent of melt extraction are calculated
using my melting model (See Chapter 3). The stippled lines are isobars (in kilobars,
labeled to the right) to show the compositional and temperature effect on instantaneous
melt densities.
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Fig. 2.5 Density differences (solid thick lines) between instantaneous MORB melt (see
Figure 2. 4) and solid residues (see stippled lines in Figure 2. 3) as melting proceeds
along the four adiabatic paths as labeled to the right (see Figure 2.2). The stippled lines
mean the same as in Figure 2.4. This clearly shows that the differences between the melt
and residue vary from 0.28 g-crrrJ to 0.45 g-cm-3, and decrease with decreasing
instantaneous melting pressures. See caption to Figure 2.3 for uncertainties for solid
residues and text for discussion.
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balanced [see, e.g., Sotin and Parmentier, 1989; Scott and Stevenson, 1989], time

dependent episodic behavior of mantle upwelling can result.

Figure2.4 showsthedensityvariations of instantaneous (or 1% incremental batch

exceptthe first4%) melts produced bypressure-release melting as mantle adiabatically

upwells (Figure 2.2) against the total meltextraction withrespectto the unmelted fertile

mantle. Thesecalculated in-situ meltdensities include the effects of composition (See

Chapter3), thermal expansion and compressibility. Figure2.5 compares the densityof

instantaneous meltin a given increment of melting withthe density of the "coexisting"

solidresidue. Because of thegreatercompressibility of melt [Stolper et al., 1981; Lange

and Carmichael, 1987; Agee and Walker, 1988] .1p(Presidue - PmeU) decreases with

increasing in-situ pressure. As upwelling and melting proceed, the.1r values increase.

This effect is ratherlargeandcould modify the results of Scott and Stevenson [1989] who

assumed a greater,and pressure-independent.zip of 0.5 g-cnrJ.

In addition, the density of porousmantle residue containing meltcan be computed.

This effect can be important as shown by Scott and Stevenson [1989], howeverthe amount

of melt retention in upwelling mantle below ridges is presently controversial. The effectof

one to two percentmeltis of the order- 3 to - 9 x 10-3 g-crrrJ in reducing the densities of

the bulkmantle.

2.6 Summary

The method developed in this chapterprovides for rapid and accurate calculations of

thermaland compositional buoyancy of meltsand solidphases. The formal errorsof

(2.11) and (2.12)generated fromcompiled data are expected to be small, on the orderof 5

x 10-4 to - 5 x 10-3 g-crrrJfor bothsilicate melt and solidminerals including the

uncertainties from solidsolution mixingbehavior. However, the errorsstem from

uncertainties in estimating modes of solidphasesand theircompositions aredifficult to
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evaluatewith our presentknowledge. Given an uncertainty of 10%relative modal

proportionfor major mantlesolid phases (olivine,orthopyroxene, and clinopyroxene), the

calculateddensities for solid mantlemay be subject to errors of± 0.01 - 0.04 g-cm-3.

These uncertainties will not affectthe conclusions I come to in this study, particularly the

relativedensitiesbetween fertile mantle and residual mantle (Figure 3). In the case of

densitydifference between residualsolid and in-situ melt (Figure5), the uncertainties may

be large, but0.5 g-crrrJ will in any event be the maximum at pressure range of mantle

meltingconditions for MORB.

One conclusion of this studyis that the effectof the presenceof melt on the density of

mantleresidueplus meltincreasesgreatly withdecreasingpressure, as expected. Thishas

importantimplications for the rate of melt migration as a function of depth. The main

conclusion is that the densitydifferences between melt and solid residue, which has

importantimplications for buoyancy belowridges,is overestimated in theoretical studies.

However, the new methodallow accurate density estimatesto be calculated.
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CHAPTER 3

AN EMPIRICAL METHOD FOR CALCULATING MELT COMPOSITIONS

PRODUCED BENEATH MID-OCEAN RIDGES: ApPLICATION FOR AXIS AND

OFF-AxIS (SEAMOUNTS) MELTING

3.1 Abstract

In this chapter, I present a newmethodforcalculating the majorelement

compositions of primary melts parental to mid-ocean ridge basalt(MORB). This model is

basedon the experimental data ofJaquesandGreen [1980], Fa/loon et al. [1988], and

Fa/loonand Green [1987,1988] which are idealfor this purpose. My methodis empirical

andemploys solid-liquid partition coefficients (Dj) from the experiments. I empirically

determine D, =f(P,F) anduse this to calculate meltcompositions producedby

decompression-induced melting along an adiabat (column melting). Results indicatethat

most MOREscan be generated by 10-20% partial meltingat initialpressures (Po) of 12-21

kbar. My primaryMORB meltshaveMgO= 10-12 wt %. I fractionate these at low

pressure to an MgOcontent of 8.0 wt % in orderto interpret natural MORE liquids. This

model allowsus to calculate Po, Pf, To,T], and F for natural MORB melts. I apply the

model to interpret MORB compositions and mantle upwelling patternsbeneath a fast ridge

(East PacificRise (EPR) 8°N to 14°N), a slowridge (mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR) at 26°S),

and seamounts near theEPR(Lamont seamount chain). I fmd mantle temperature

differences of up to 50°--60°C overdistances of 30-50 km both acrossaxis and along axis

at the EPR. I proposethatthesearedue to upward mantleflow in a weaklyconductive

(versusadiabatic) temperature gradient. I suggest that the EPRis fed by a wide (-100 km)

zone of upwelling due to plateseparation but has a centralcoreof faster buoyant flow. An

along-axis thermal domebetween the Siqueiros transform and the 11 °45' Overlapping

Spreading center (asC) mayrepresent such an upwelling; however, in general there is a
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poor correlation between mantletemperature, topography,and the segmentation pattern at

the EPR. For the Lamont seamounts I fmd regular across-axischanges in Po and F

suggestingthat the melt zone pinchesout off axis. This observationsupports the idea that

the EPR is fed by a broad upwelling which diminishes in vigor off axis. In contrast with

the EPR axis, mantle temperature correlates well with topography at the MAR, and there is

less melting under offsets. The data are consistentwith weaker upwellingunder offsets

and an adiabatic temperature gradient in the subaxialmantle away from offsets. The MAR

at 26°Sexhibits the so-called local trend of KleinandLangmuir[1989]. My model

indicatesthat the local trend cannotbe due solely to intra-column meltingprocesses. The

local trend seems to be geneticallyassociated with slow-spreadingridges, and I suggest it

is due to meltingof multipleindividual domains that differ in initial and final melting

pressure within segments fed by buoyant focused mantle flow.

3.2 Introduction

Several recent studies [McKenzie, 1984;Klein and Langmuir, 1987;McKenzie and

Bickle, 1988] have emphasized thatmeltingoccurringin adiabatically rising mantle material

is polybaric. It is now widely accepted that mid-ocean ridge basalts (MORB)are produced

by such melting,commonlyreferred to as column melting. In this model, solid mantle

materialrises along an adiabatictemperature gradient,intersectsthe solidus at a depth

determinedby its temperature and meltingcharacteristics, and begins to melt. Continued

upwellingis accompanied by continuous melting,matrixcompaction,and melt segregation.

While this generalscenariofor the genesis of MORB has gained wide acceptance,

many of the details of the processand how these might vary in specific tectonic settings

remain controversial. For example, some studies favor a wide (-1 ()() km) zone of passive

mantle upwellingresultingfrom plate separation [e.g., Oxburgh and Turcotte, 1968;

Hanks, 1971;Bottinga and Allegre, 1978;Houseman, 1983;Phipps Morgan, 1987;
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Spiegelmanand McKenzie, 1987; Sleep, 1988; Ribe, 1988]. Alternatively, a narrow(l0

20 km) zone of upwelling is favored by models whichconsiderthermal, compositional,

and melt buoyancy forces [e.g.,Scott and Stevenson, 1989; Sotin and Parmentier, 1989;

Buck and Su, 1989] and diapiric flow [Rabinowicz et al.. 1987; Whitehead et al., 1984;

Crane, 1985; Schouten et al., 1985; Nicolas, 1986, 1989].

The amountand distribution of melt in the column, the mechanism of melt

segregation, and therole of lateral meltmigration to focus melt belowthe verynarrow(-1

km) axial neovolcanic zone are also controversial. Theoretical arguments [e.g., McKenzie,

1984; Richterand McKenzie, 1984; Ribe, 1987; Riley and Kohlstedt, 1990] suggestthat

melt porosities in the mantleare likelyto be small (1-3 %), butexactlyhow small is

debatable. Even small(1-2%) melt porosity can provide significant buoyancy [Scott and

Stevenson, 1989] (alsosee Chapter2). Recent trace elementstudiesof abyssalperidotites

[Johnson et al., 1990] alsosuggestsmallmeltporosities and favorfractional melting over

batchpartialmelting for MORBs [Dick, 1989]. Smallmelt porosities supportthe

continuous melting model of Langmuir etal. [1977], alsotermed critical melting [Maal¢e,

1982].

The leveland physical mechanisms of melt segregation are alsocontroversial. The

maximum depth where dikes may be efficient melt conduits [Nicolas, 1986; Sleep, 1988] is

unknown, but interpretation of uranium decayseries isotopes (Rubin and Macdougall,

1985; McKenzie, 1985a; Williams and Gill, 1989] shows that MORB melts probably are

produced, segregated, anderuptedrelatively rapidly. This is also favored by the

observation that MORB meltsdo not chemically reequilibrate at shallow depths [Bedard,

1989; Plank and Langmuir, 1992]. lfthe zone of upwelling is broad, then lateral melt

migration toward theaxis may be needed to focus eruptions in the narrow neovolcanic zone

[Phipps Morgan, 1987; Scott and Stevenson, 1989]. However, the importance of this

processis presently difficult to evaluate.
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Additional unresolved questions concernthe mannerin which mantleupwelling and

magmasupply vary with spreadingrate of mid-oceanridges. Several studies [e.g.,Scott

and Stevenson, 1989; SotinandParmentier, 1989]have suggestedthat upwelling may be

episodic or periodic at slow spreadingrates. Schouten et al. [1985] suggesteda spreading

rate dependence of the spacing of central supply conduits feedingridges. In contrast,

others [e.g., Macdonald et al., 1988; Sinton et al., 1991] suggest a hierarchic supply

geometry like that proposed by Langmuir et al. [1986]. Recently,LinandPhipps Morgan

[1991] suggestedthat fast-spreading ridges may be dominated by spreading-induced

passive upwelling, whereasat slow-spreadingridges, buoyantplumesmay bemore

important. The buoyancy could come from melt, large temperature difference, and/or

compositional buoyancy created by the meltingprocesses. The significance of ridge offsets

in perturbingmantleflow and causingedge effects on MORB chemistryalso is a subject of

debate [e.g., Benderet al., 1984;PhippsMorgan and Forsyth, 1988].

The chemistry of MORBmeltsprovides an important line of evidence for helping to

answer these questions and others. The majorelementchemistryof MORBis particularly

helpful whencomparedto the chemistryof melts produced in the laboratory under

controlledconditions. For this reason, there have been several previous attemptsto use the

experiments to deduce the conditions of melting (e.g., pressure of melting, extent of partial

melting,nature of the peridotite source) of naturalMORB glasses. Ito [1973]used existing

experimental data to quantifyphaseequilibriain the basalt-peridotite system. More

recently,Klein andLangmuir [1987],McKenzie and Bickle [1988], and [Kinzler and

Grove, 1992],usingdifferent approaches, have attempted to use experimental data to

calculate the chemicalcompositions of MORB meltsfanned under a variety of melting

conditions.

In thischapter, I present a method, based on experimental data, for calculating

MORB melts fanned bydecompression-induced meltingprocesses. My interestis not only
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to understand the origin of MORE and magmatic processes at ridge axesbut also to provide

a self-consistent set of MORE meltcompositions for use in physicalmodels of upwelling,

flow, melt migration, and otherphysical-chemical processes beneath mid-ocean ridges.

Sincethe chemistry of MORE meltscontrolstheirdensity (seeChapter2), viscosity, and

otherphysical properties, chemical information will also be of use as an inputto physical

models of magmatic and tectonic processes at activeridges. In this paper, I first discuss

the experimental data upon which my modelis based. I thenpresentthe method and

discuss its possible applications to interpreting the originof natural MORB melts. Finally,

I applythe method to threeMOREsuitesfroma fast ridge(the East Pacific Rise (EPR) at

8°-14°N), a slowridge (the mid-Atlantic ridge(MAR) at 26°S), and a seamount chain

formed near the EPR(the Lamont seamount chain at -lOON). I discuss theseresultsand

drawsomeconclusions regarding magmatic processes occurring below the plate boundary

zone.

3.3 The method

3.3.1 Experimental data

Thereexista greatdeal of experimental data bearing on the origin ofMORB melts.

These data have been recentlyreviewed by Fal/oon and Green [1987, 1988], Elthon [1989,

1990], and Fujii [1989]. In this study, I have relied on the experiments ofJaquesand

Green [1980] andFal/oon et al. [1988] and alsohave incorporated someresultsfrom

Falloon and Green [1987,1988]. Theseexperiments are conductedwith several starting

compositions and covera widerange of temperatures and pressures. Jaques and Green

[1980] conducted isobaric batch melting runsusingHawaiian Pyrolite (HPY) and

Tinaquillo Lherzolite (TQL)modified by subtracting 40% olivine (Fo91.6 andF09I.9,

respectively) to facilitate identification of minorphases. However, iron loss andquench
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modification hamperobtaining equilibrium partial melt compositions directly. They

avoided theseproblemsby analyzing all the residual crystal phases,combinedwithmodal

analysis of the entirecharge, and obtained calculated equilibrium partialmelts (CEPM) by

mass balance.

Recently, Falloon andGreen [1987,1988] andFalloon et ai. [1988] showed that the

CEPMof Jaques andGreen [1980] are too olivine-rich. They concluded that theCEPM of

JaquesandGreen [1980] incorporated errorsin the modal analysis (especially in

distinguishing fine-grained olivine and orthopyroxene) and phase compositions of residual

minerals whencompositional zoningwaspresent. Fal/oon et al. [1988] also pointto

problems in the resultant Si02 and Ah03 contents of the CEPM. Becauseof these

potential problems, I have carefully compared theJaques and Green [1980] andFal/oon et

al. [1988] data. Plottingthese data against each othershowsexcellent agreement for most

elements for bothstartingcompositions (HPYand TQL)as the correlations haveslopesof

1.00 ± 0.05 and R2> 0.94. However, there are indeedsome differences in Si02 and MgO

for both HPY and TQL as wellas in Al203 and FeOforTQL. Falloon et ai. [1988] carried

out reversaland/orsandwich experiments on CEPMofJaquesand Green [1980] by using

Fe, Pt, and graphitecapsules. The gain and loss of ironare inevitable when usingFe and

Pt capsules, although the absolute amountis difficult to evaluate. However,the runs using

Fe and Pt capsulesshouldroughly bracket the unmodified melt concentrations if

equilibrium is approached.

Figure3.1 showsthe comparison of these data and indicatesthat the discrepancies

between JaquesandGreen [1980] and Fal/oon et ai. [1988] are, in general, systematic.

Assuming that the data of Fal/oon et al. [1988] constrained by graphite capsulerunsand

bracketed by Fe and Pt capsuleruns are correct, thenthe CEPM ofJaquesand Green

[1980] can becorrectedfor these discrepancies. Figure3.1 showsthat the differences in

Si02 are ~0.5 wt % for HPY and~1 wt % forTQL. The A1203 contents in three runs of
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Fig. 3.1 For most elements, the calculated equilibrium partial melts (CEPM) of Jaques
and Green [1980] are in excellent agreement with the reversal experiments of Falloon et
al. [1988]. This figure shows that the discrepancies that do exist are systematic. The
experiments of Fal/oon et al. [1988] using Pt, Fe, and graphite (C) capsules can be used
to bracket the systematic differences in Si02 and FeO for Tinaquillo Lherzolite (TQL)
and Si02 and MgO for Hawaiian Pyrolite (HPY). The discrepancies in MgO for TQL
seem to be independent of capsule materials used. The three runs of Jaques and Green
[1980] for TQL have obvious high values in Al203 (open diamonds). Assuming the
recent experiments are more reliable, we can correct the CEPM.
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TQL are clearlyhigh,but can be corrected in a straightforward manner. The FeO

difference for TQLand the MgOdifference for HPYcan also be corrected. For MgOof

TQL the difference seemsto be independent of capsulematerial. Thiscomparison gives us

confidence that thedataset ofJaquesand Green [1980] is in fact of high quality

considering experimental difficulties. Thus, in my model I use the data of Jaquesand

Green [1980] andFalloon et al. [1988] for HPYandTQLplus the data of Falloon and

Green [1987, 1988] for MORB pyrolite 90, which is a morereasonable sourceperidotite

(see Table3.1) for MORB than HPY(notdepleted enough) or TQL (too depleted).

3.3.2Determination of major oxide partitioning fromexperimental data

To compute the majorelement composition of peridotite melts, it would be ideal to

use a thermodynamic basis takingaccount of mineral compositions, modalabundances,

reactions occurring duringmelting, and changes in pressure (P) and temperature (T). For

low-pressure conditions, such modelshave been reasonably successful [e.g., Langmuir

and Hanson, 1980b; NielsenandDungan, 1983; Ghiorso and Carmichael, 1985; Nielsen,

1985, 1988;Weaverand Langmuir, 1990]. However, there is not yet enough information

to confidently employ such modelsat highpressure. For this reason, my approach here is

empirical.

Sincethe potential complexities attending melting areall reflected in melt

composition, I attempt to extractfrom theexperimental datathe apparent bulksolid-liquid

partition coefficients (Dj) for eachoxide component (i ):

D . s / 1I =X. x.,
l I

(3.1)

wherexf is the weight percentof component i in the solidand xi is the weightpercentof i

in the liquid. Usingmass balance, we have
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Table 3.1. Compositions of source materials investigated

Oxide
Si02
Ti02
A120:3
FeO
MgO
Cao
Na20
K20
Total

HPY TQL MPY-90
45.20 44.95 44.74
0.71 0.08 0.17
3.54 3.22 4.37
8.47 7.66 7.55

37.50 40.03 38.57
3.08 2.99 3.38
0.57 0.18 0.40
0.13 0.02 0.03*

99.20 99.13 99.22

(44.50-45.60)
(0.10-0.35)
(3.85-4.44)
(7.40-8.40)

(37.50-39.5)
(3.05-4.00)
(0.35-0.42)
(0.02-0.08)

Data for HPYand TQL are fromJaques andGreen [1980] and for MPY-90
are from Falloon and Green [1987]. In the parenthesis after MPY-90 are
compositional ranges for which the coefficients in Tables 3.4 and 3.5 may
apply.

*Assumed K20 content for MPY-90 in our calculations.

Table 3.2. Empirical coefficients determined for extent of partial melting

Source a b, Kbar- 1 c, °C-l
HPY - 98.620 - 6.551 0.10872

TQL - 117.149 - 6.028 0.11679

F(wt%) =a + b P(kb) + {c + dP(kb)} T('e).
HPY - Hawaiian pyrolite; TQL - Tinaquillo lherzolite.
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x? =FX~ + (1 - F)x~ ,
I I I

(3.2)

(3.3)

wherexf is the weight percentof i in the peridotite sourceand F is the fraction ofmelt

produced. Combining (3.1) and(3.2), we thus have

I
x~/x~ - Fs I I

Di == x: Ix. = 1 F'I I -

Equation (3.3) is used to derive Di valuesfrom theexperimental data ofJaques and

Green [1980] and Falloon et al. [1988] of Si02, Ti02, A1203, FeO, MgO,CaO,Na20,

and K20 for HPY and TQL sourcecompositions. Ideally, these derivedD, values and the

corresponding experimental run conditions (i.e., P and T) could be used to find an

expression Di =j(T, P) for eachsourcecomposition. Thermodynamically, this may be

expressed in logarithmic form:

lnDi =cJfr + C2 + C3 Pff +j(x) (3.4)

where ci. C2, and C3 are constants, P and T are pressure and temperature, and f(x) is a

function dealing withthe compositions of the solidphasesandliquid in the system and

probablyalso dependson pressure and temperature. In practice, however, to find an

explicit form for (3.4) is not possible with available data. Fortunately, usingF, theextent

of partialmelting, as a single variable can substantially simplify the problem. Thisis

because F implicitly contains temperature andcompositional information aboutthe melting

process. As illustrated in Figure3.2, I find that F is linearlyrelatedto temperature for each

pressureconsidered byJaquesandGreen [1980], that is,

F(wt%)=a + b P(kb) + (c + d P(kb)}T(°C),
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Fig. 3.2 The extent of partial melting (F, weight percent) versus temperature (T, degrees
Celsius) for four pressure values from experiments on HPY of Jaques and Green [1980].
F is a linear function of temperature alone at constant pressure for the range of F
investigated. At low F «10%), the relationship between F and T is probably nonlinear.
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where a, b, c, and d are empirical constants for each of the given sourcecompositions

(HPYand TQL). Table 3.2gives these coefficients for HPYand TQL and showsthat their

dependence on bulkcomposition is not large, as the coefficients for these verydifferent

peridotites are within 10%of each other (exceptfor a : 17%). Figure 3.3 compares

experimental valuesofF with thosecalculated using (3.5). It is important to note that (3.5)

is purely empirical and should not be extrapolated outside the range of the experimental

data. Forexample,it cannot be used to derivethe solidusbecause of the lack of

experimental dataon very lowextents of partial melting, and because F increases

nonlinearly in the first few tensof degrees abovethe solidus [Jaques and Green, 1980;

McKenzie and Bickle, 1988]. Figure3.4 shows the isopleths of F for HPY and TQL.

Theseare calculated using(3.5)exceptfor the solidusand dashed isopleths near the

solidus, which are fromJaques and Green [1980, Figures 1 and 2].

Thenext step in my model is to empirically derivean expression for OJ = f(P,T).

But sinceat constantpressure, F onlydependson T, I insteadderive an expression for OJ

=f(P,F). My empiricaltechnique for deriving this expression for each oxidecomponent is

illustrated in Figure 3.5 using Si02. This showsOSi02 as a function of F for several

pressures for both HPY and TQL. For the eight oxidesI consider, I find

0i =e +fF(wt%) + g /F(wt%)+ h P(kb) + i P/F, (3.6)

wheree,j, g, h, and i are empirical coefficients whichdifferslightlyfor each bulk

composition. Table 3.2gives the coefficients for HPY and TQL, and Figure3.6 compares

calculated OJ values withthosederived from the experimental data. In Figure3.7 I directly

compare the weight percent of each oxide with the CEPMfor both startingcompositions.

This figure also showsthat typical uncertainties for calculated D, values and weight

percents are about thesameas analytical uncertainties.
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Table3.3. Empirical coefficientsdeterminedfor apparent bulkdistribution coefficients

HawaiianPyrolite TinaguilloLherzolite
Oxide e f g h i R2* e f g h i R2*

Si(h 0.8788 - 0.0031 0 0.0060 0 0.977 0.8840 - 0.0030 0 0.0060 0 0.973
(±O.0430) (±O.OO20) (±O.OO20) (±O.061O) (±O.OO20) (0.002)

Ti(h 0.0910 - 0.0020 0 0 0 0.974 0 0 0 0.974t
(±O.OO20) (±O.OOIO)

AhO) 0.0812 - 0.0031 0.1253 0.0050 0 0.955 0.0682 - 0.0030 0.0520 0.0050 0 0.931
(±O.0061) (±O.OOOl) (±O.O41O) (±O.OOIO) (±O.0091) (±O.OO80) (±O.0110) (±O.OO10)

FeO 1.6091 -0.0181 0 0.01210 -0.8661 0.947 1.5804 -0.0192 0 0.0061 -0.6190 0.932
(±O.231O) (±O.OO8l) (±O.OO60) (±O.l380) (±O.231O) (±O.OO3) (±O.003) (±O.1010)

MgO 6.6463 - 0.0842 0 - 0.0760 0 0.948 4.6234 - 0.0500 0 -0.0542 0 0.926
(±O.5111) (±O.OO70) (±O.OO9) (±O.4203) (±O.0060) (±O.0040)

Cao - 0.4751 0.0059 10.1521 0.0005 0 0.956 -0.1015 0.0022 3.4592 0.0005 0 0.929
(±O.0310) (±O.OO11) (±1.4312) (±O.OOO2) (±O.021O) (±O.0007) (±O.3321) (±O.0003)

Na20 0.0991 - 0.0042 0 0 0 0.993 0.0509 - 0.0038 0 0 0 0.993

V\ (±O.OO80) (±O.OO12) (±O.0090) (±O.0008)
.po.

K20 0.0099 - 0.0002 0 0 0 0.994 0 0 0 0.9941
(±O.OOl) (±2.00e-5)

CaOt: 0.3110 - 0.0081 0.3071 0.0005 0 0.2610 - 0.0091 0.4407 0.0005 0

FeO!: 0.9121 0 2.2670 -0.0210 -0.1213 0.8361 0 2.2870 -0.0141 -0.1922

Di =e +IF + g/F + h P + i P/F is the general form to describe partitioning behavior for all the oxides. No units are necessary for the
nondimensional Di as each of the coefficients will take the reciprocal form of the corresponding variables and will be cancelled out.

*R2 and uncertainties listed are from regression of the raw data.
t The concentration of Ti02 and K2D for Tinaquillo Lherzolite and experiment.aImelts are too low to determine, so the coefficients for Hawaiian

Pyrolite are used.
:j:Recomrnended values for CaD and FeD to extrapolate the experimental data down to -5% melting without affecting the melting ranges where

dataare available.
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Fig, 3.6 A comparison between Di calculated using (3.6) and D; directly derived from
experiments (equation (3)) for both HPY (solid circles) and TQL (open circles). The
Jaques and Green [1980] data and Falloon et al. [1988] data are corrected using the
results of Figure 3.1. For Ti02, only HPY data are plotted, since Ti02 values for TQL
are too uncertain to be of value. DNa20 and DK20 are omitted because no mass balance
could be obtained using the experimental results. Even so, (3.6) is able to reproduce
available abundances in both HPY and TQL (see Figure 3.7). The equations are for the
regression lines.
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Equation (3.6) and Table 3.3 quantify the followingfeaturesof isobaric batch melting

found by Jaques andGreen [1980] and Fal/oon andGreen [1987, 1988]. (1) The D, for all

oxides are strongly dependent on F. In some cases, this dependence is linear or nearly

linear, but in other cases the dependenceis non-linear. (2) The D, for SiOz, Alz03' FeO,

MgO, and CaO show clear pressure dependence. (3) The behaviorof FeO is complex: at

low pressure, the FeO content of melts increases with F, but at high pressures the FeO

content of melts decreaseswith F. The coefficients in Table 3.3 are optimizedafter

multiple-regression analysis in order to place greateremphasis on the higher-pressure

results of Jaques andGreen [1980] and Fal/oon et al. [1988]. The behavior of these oxides

in calculated batch melts from HPY and TQL are shown in Figures 3.8a and 3.8b.

However, neither HPY nor TQL is a good candidatefor the mantle source of most

MORB magmas. Falloon andGreen [1987] showed that, in fact, these two peridotites

probably representextremes of a spectrumof peridotites likely to be found in the

suboceanic mantle (Table 3.1). HPY is probably too rich in NazO, KzO, and TiOz and too

poor in CaO to be a good candidatefor MORB mantle. Likewise, TQL is probably too

poor in NazO and KzO. From the mantle array analysis of Fal/oon and Green [1987],

MORB pyrolitewith F090(MPY-90)appears to be the best candidate for the MORB

source.

Unfortunately, the experimentson MPY-90 by Fal/oon andGreen [1987, 1988] are

sandwich experiments, so F was not determined from each run. Furthermore,the number

of runs and the P-T coverage of MPY-90'sbehaviorare insufficient to carry out the sort of

analysis I performed for HPY and TQL. Instead, I used the equation (3.6) coefficients (e

i) for TQL as a startingpoint and by trial and error varied them to fit the available data for

MPY-90. The coefficients listed in Table 3.4 are the results of this attempt. BecauseTQL

and MPY-90are very similar in bulk composition, I use the equation (3.5) coefficients of

TQL (Table 3.2) for MPY-90. While the fit of the Table 3.4 coefficients to MPY-90
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Fig. 3.7 A comparison of isobaric batch melt compositions calculated by (3.3), (3.5), and
(3.6) with CEPM ofJaques and Green [1980] and reversal experiments of Falloon et al.
[1988] for HPY (solid circle) and TQL (open circle). Note that with a few exceptions
typical departures from the 1:1 agreement are of the order of analytical uncertainty.
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behavior cannot be verified at the same level of confidence as for HPY and TQL, I am

confident that these values are reasonably good. Figure 3.8c shows the calculated melt

compositions for MPY-90 as a function of P and F.

3.2.3 Isobaric batch melting model

Figures 3.8a, 3.8b, and 3.8c show the calculated isobaric batch melts from HPY,

TQL, and MPY-90. These are calculated using (11) of Shaw [1970] with F and D, values

from (3.5) and (3.6) and the data of Tables 1, 2, and 4. Each oxide is calculated

independently, and the melt compositions (not shown in tabulated form) sum to 100% ±

2%. My extrapolation of the results of Jaques and Green [1980] from 15 kbar to 20 kbar is

in excellent agreement with the results of Falloonet al. [1988] and Falloon and Green

[1988] at 20 kbars and higher.

In addition to the conclusions reached by Jaques and Green [1980], it is worth

making some additional points about the characteristics of isobaric batch melts. First, it is

clear that melt concentrations of Si02, A1203, FeO, and MgO are affected by pressure.

However, the effect can be complex, and F can exert an important control, as for FeO.

CaO melt concentration reaches a maximum before clinopyroxene is consumed. Because

melt composition can be strongly affected by both P and F, caution must be taken in

inferring the P and F of formation of natural MORB glasses on the basis of a single oxide.

In addition, of course, the bulk composition of the peridotite source can exert a significant

effect, as shown by Langmuirand Hanson [l980a]. A comparison among Figures 3.8a,

3.8b, and 3.8c illustrates the potential effect from source heterogeneity.

3.2.4 Decompression-induced column melting model

As discussed previously, MORB melts are probably not produced by isobaric batch

melting. Instead, melting is probably polybaric and occurs in response to adiabatic ascent

of solid mantle material. At the same time, melt escapes the system and can accumulate by
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Fig. 3.8 Calculated isobaric melt compositions for (a) HPY, (b) TQL, and (c) MPY-90. The results are plotted to show the
behavior of each oxide component in the melts with pressure (labeled with small numbers in kilobars) and extent of partial
melting (F). See text for discussion.
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Table 3.4. Estimated coefficients for MPY-90

Oxide
Si02
Ti02
A1203
FeO
MgO
Cao
Na20

K20 *

e
0.8480
0.0910
0.1960
1.4720
5.6230
0.3270
0.0509
0.0099

f
- 0.0022
- 0.0020
- 0.0065
o

- 0.0451
- 0.0120
- 0.0038
- 0.0002

g
o
o

-0.0250
0.2730
o
0.3071
o
o

h
0.0055
o
0.0021

- 0.0350
- 0.0810

0.0005
o
o

i
o
o
o

-0.0130
o
o
o
o

*Treated the sameas forTinaquillo Lherzolite.
Thesecoefficients are obtained by trialand error to fit theexperimental data for

MPY-90 [Falloon and Green, 1987, 1988]. The uncertainties for the coefficients
are probably of thesameorderas the regression errors for TQL (fable 3.3).

Table 3.5. Recommended coefficients for MPY-90

Oxide e f g h i
Si02 0.8580 - 0.0040 0 0.0050 0
Ti02 0.0980 - 0.0050 0 0 0

A1203 0.1890 - 0.0051 -0.0250 0.0021 0
FeO 1.4420 0 0.2730 - 0.0350 -0.0130
MgO 5.2860 - 0.0640 0 - 0.0630 0
Cao 0.3180 - 0.0122 0.2720 0.0005 0
Na20 0.11 IO - 0.0070 0 0 0
K20* 0.0690 - 0.0020 0 0 0

*The same as for Table 3.4. See text for discussion of how these coefficients
arcobtained.
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Fig. 3.9 Adiabatic melting paths (light solid lines) in P-T space. The solidus (heavy solid line) and melting (F) isopleths are
from Figure 3.4b. The adiabat gradients (3° Kbar 1 for solid and 6° Kbar- 1 after initial melting) are from McKenzie [1984].
The initial melting (Po) for each path is indicated.
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(3.7)

segregation processes. It is this process of columnmeltingdue to decompression of

upwelling mantle that I wishto approximate in mymodel. I stressthat available dataallow

onlyan approximation to this process and several uncertainties are present.

I attempt to model the melts produced by a parcelof mantle risingadiabatically and

meltingcontinuously along the idealized adiabatic paths shown in Figure 3.9. The very

low meltretention in themantle and therelatively rapidmeltextraction process [McKenzie,

1984, 1985b] imply thatmelting andmeltextraction occurcontinuously in the mantle.

Thus,melting can be considered as a seriesof infinitesimally small incremental batches in

the course of continuous melting accompanied by instantaneous meltextraction. These

incremental batches mayaggregate oraccumulate to form MORB melts. Thecomposition

of eachoxidein the accumulated meltcan ideally beevaluated by
F

l 1J CfCi = F F + n, (1 - F) dF,

whereC: is the concentration of i in theaccumulated meltwhen the totalamount of melting

reaches F along an adiabatic ascentpath,cf is the concentration of oxide i in the solid

residueat F, and Di is the apparent bulkdistribution coefficient of i. Theintegrand, the

concentration of i of the incremental batch, implies thatat anyinstance in the course of the

continuous melting, onlya finite amount of melt (dF) is in equilibrium withsolid residue.

Since D, =f(F,P) and Cf =f(F,Di), (3.7)cannot be solvedanalytically. I thus solve

(3.7)numerically by finite difference. For simplicity and because of lackof data forsmall

degreemelts, the first meltI produce is a 5% isobaric batchmelt which is followed by

incremental steps of dF =0.01 (1%). In each step,cf, the residue, is calculated by mass

balance, and it servesas the source for the next increment of melting. TheDi values are

recalculated in response to the changes in P andF at eachstep. I calculate the accumulated

meltcompositions at eachincrement along the adiabat corresponding to eightinitial
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Fig. 3.10 Calculated compositions of accumulated (pooled) column melts using my empirical model. Data are from Table 3.6.
Small numbers give the initial melting pressures. See text for detailed discussion.
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Table 3.6. Oxide compositions and CIPW noons of accumulated melts

F" rt Pr SiOz TiOz A120:3 FeO MgO CaO Ni20 K20 Sum CaO #
Or Ab An !Ie Oi Hy 01 Mt IIA120:3 Mg

Initial Melting At 20 kbar
6 1406 19.41 47.47 1.42 18.17 9.98 10.67 9.16 3.27 0.35 100.50 0.50 67.93 2.04 22.84 33.90 2.60 9.33 0.00 25.58 1.61 2.10
8 1402 18.10 41.60 1.31 11.95 9.96 10.88 9.43 3.19 0.30 100.68 0.53 68.40 1.74 22.55 33.79 2.42 10.52 0.00 25.57 1.60 2.59

10 1397 17.85 47.74 1.29 17.68 9.93 11.13 9.72 3.08 0.26 100.83 0.55 68.95 1.52 22.23 33.63 2.09 11.81 0.00 25.60 1.60 2.46
12 1391 16.87 47.90 1.21 17.36 9.88 j 1.40 10.01 2.94 0.23 100.93 0.58 69.56 1.34 21.96 33.52 1.57 13.06 0.00 25.68 1.59 2.30
14 1384 15.76 48.08 1.13 11.04 9.80 11.61 10.31 2.75 0.20100.91 0.60 70.23 1.20 21.86 33.54 0.71 14.22 0.00 25.77 1.58 2.14
16 1376 14.51 48.34 1.03 16.74 9.61 11.88 10.62 2.48 0.18100.88 0.63 71.00 1.07 20.95 34.03 0.00 15.05 2.24 24.13 1.55 1.96
18 1368 13.12 48.61 0.94 16.46 9.36 12.04 10.95 2.20 0.16100.79 0.67 11.81 0.97 18.62 34.54 0.00 15.95 1.10 20.42 1.51 1.79
20 1359 11.60 49.02 0.85 16.14 9.12 12.20 11.28 1.98 0.15100.14 0.10 12.61 0.88 16.76 34.71 0.00 17.14 10.90 17.37 1.47 1.61
22 1349 9.95 49.37 0.77 15.79 8.88 12.36 11.63 1.80 0.14100.74 0.74 73.38 0.80 15.23 34.61 0.00 18.59 13.93 14.18 1.43 1.41
24 1338 8.16 49.14 0.71 15.40 8.66 12.51 11.98 1.65 0.12 100.18 0.78 74.12 0.74 13.96 34.25 0.00 20.27 16.39 12.53 1.39 1.34
26 1327 6.23 50.11 0.65 14.97 8.44 12.67 12.34 1.52 0.12100.83 0.82 14.83 0.68 12.89 33.61 0.00 22.14 18.41 10.53 1.36 1.24
28 1314 4.11 50.48 0.61 14.49 8.24 12.83 12.07 1.41 0.11 100.24 0.83 15.51 0.63 11.91 32.88 0.00 21.61 23.12 6.98 1.33 1.15

Initial Melting At 18 kbar
6 1385 17.37 47.96 1.42 18.46 9.11 10.33 9.20 3.27 0.35 100.11 0.50 69.19 2.04 24.78 34.69 1.55 8.86 0.00 24.10 1.41 2.10
8 1381 16.12 48.08 1.31 18.23 9.10 10.53 9.48 3.19 0.30 100.28 0.52 69.61 1.74 24.49 34.55 1.31 10.08 0.00 24.08 1.47 2.59

10 1376 15.94 48.22 1.29 17.94 9.09 10.76 9.18 3.08 0.26 100.43 0.54 10.10 1.52 24.17 34.31 1.04 11.41 0.00 24.11 1.46 2.46
12 1311 15.Q3 48.38 1.21 17.62 9.06 11.01 10.07 2.94 0.23 100.52 0.57 70.65 1.34 23.90 34.22 0.52 12.71 0.00 24.11 1.46 2.30
14 1365 13.98 48.55 1.13 11.28 9.01 11.21 10.31 2.15 0.20 100.56 0.60 11.25 1.20 23.29 34.19 0.00 13.91 0.84 23.64 1.45 2.14
16 1358 12.81 48.81 1.03 16.96 8.86 11.48 10.68 2.48 0.18 100.49 0.63 11.95 1.07 20.95 34.64 0.00 14.79 5.39 20.36 1.43 1.96

0\ 18 1350 11.51 49.13 0.94 16.65 8.67 11.64 11.01 2.20 0.16 100.41 0.66 12.69 0.91 18.62 35.08 0.00 15.74 10.12 16.80 1.40 1.79
\0 20 1341 10.01 49.47 0.85 16.31 8.47 11.81 11.35 1.98 0.15100.39 0.70 73.41 0.88 16.76 35.19 0.00 16.99 13.81 13.88 1.31 1.61

22 1332 8.50 49.81 0.71 15.94 8.28 11.97 11.69 1.80 0.14 100.41 0.13 14.11 0.80 15.23 35.01 0.00 18.49 16.74 11.42 1.33 1.41
24 1322 6.81 50.16 0.71 15.53 8.10 12.13 12.04 1.65 0.12 100.45 0.78 14.19 0.14 13.96 34.59 0.00 20.21 19.11 9.28 1.31 1.34
26 1311 4.98 50.52 0.65 15.Q1 1.93 12.30 12.39 1.52 0.12100.50 0.82 75.45 0.68 12.89 33.94 0.00 22.12 21.05 7.38 1.28 1.24
28 1299 3.02 50.87 0.61 14.57 7.76 12.46 12.11 1.41 0.11 99.91 0.83 16.08 0.63 11.91 33.08 0.00 21.69 26.30 3.92 1.25 1.15

Initial Melting At 16 kbar
6 1362 15.36 48.45 1.42 18.76 8.38 10.01 9.25 3.27 0.35 99.90 0.49 10.29 2.04 26.59 35.51 0.51 8.38 0.00 22.84 1.35 2.70
8 1359 14.78 48.58 1.37 18.52 8.39 10.19 9.53 3.19 0.30100.07 0.51 70.66 1.14 26.30 35.34 0.39 9.63 0.00 22.80 1.35 2.59

10 1355 14.01 48.11 1.29 18.22 8.38 10.42 9.83 3.08 0.26 100.20 0.54 71.11 1.52 25.98 35.12 0.05 11.00 0.00 22.81 1.35 2.46
12 1350 13.23 48.87 1.21 17.88 8.37 10.66 10.13 2.94 0.23100.28 0.51 71.60 1.34 24.86 34.93 0.00 12.34 1.42 21.83 1.35 2.30
14 1344 12.26 49.04 1.13 17.52 8.34 10.90 10.43 2.75 0.20100.31 0.60 12.15 1.20 23.29 34.86 0.00 13.59 3.82 20.17 1.34 2.14
16 1331 11.16 49.29 1.03 11.19 8.23 11.11 10.14 2.48 0.18100.24 0.63 12.18 1.07 20.95 35.25 0.00 14.53 8.30 16.95 1.33 1.96
18 1330 9.93 49.60 0.94 16.85 8.08 11.28 11.07 2.20 0.16100.18 0.66 73.45 0.97 18.62 35.62 0.00 15.53 12.93 13.50 1.30 1.19
20 1322 8.57 49.92 0.85 16.49 7.92 11.44 11.41 1.98 0.15100.16 0.69 74.11 0.88 16.76 35.66 0.00 16.83 16.53 10.69 1.28 1.61
22 1313 7.08 50.25 0.71 16.09 7.71 11.61 11.75 1.80 0.14100.18 0.13 14.15 0.80 15.23 35.42 0.00 18.38 19.38 8.33 1.25 1.41
24 1303 5.46 50.59 0.11 15.65 7.62 11.78 12.10 1.65 0.12100.22 0.71 75.38 0.74 13.96 34.93 0.00 20.15 21.66 6.28 1.23 1.34
26 1292 3.71 50.93 0.65 15.11 1.48 11.95 12.45 1.52 0.12 100.26 0.82 75.99 0.68 12.89 34.21 0.00 22.11 23.55 4.46 1.21 1.24

r
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Table 3.6. Oxidecompositions and CIPW norms of accumulated melts (continued)

1'" rt pr Si02 Ti02 A120:3 FeO MgO CaO Nl20 K~ Stun Cao #
Or Ab An !'e Di Hy 01 Mt IIA12<>.3 Mg

Initial Melting At 14 kbar
6 1338 13.39 48.96 1.42 19.07 7.76 9.70 9.30 3.27 0.35 99.83 0.49 71.25 2.04 27.65 36.35 0.00 7.89 1.07 20.96 1.25 2.70
8 1335 12.88 49.08 1.37 18.82 7.77 9.88 9.58 3.19 0.30100.00 0.51 71.59 1.74 27.01 36.16 0.00 9.17 1.64 20.51 1.25 2.59

10 1331 12.24 49.22 1.29 18.50 7.78 10.09 9.89 3.08 0.26 100.11 0.53 71.99 1.52 26.08 35.90 0.00 10.58 2.66 19.76 1.25 2.46
12 1327 11.48 49.37 1.21 18.15 7.78 10.32 10.19 2.94 0.23100.18 0.56 72.44 1.34 24.86 35.66 0.00 11.97 4.24 18.64 1.25 2.3D
14 1321 10.58 49.54 1.13 17.77 7.76 10.56 10.49 2.75 0.20100.19 0.59 72.94 1.20 23.29 35.54 0.00 13.27 6.62 16.97 1.25 2.14
16 1315 9.54 49.77 1.03 17.41 7.68 10.76 10.80 2.48 0.18100.12 0.62 73.51 1.07 20.95 35.86 0.00 14.26 11.04 13.83 1.24 1.96
18 1308 8.38 50.07 0.94 17.05 7.56 10.93 11.13 2.20 0.16100.06 0.65 74.12 0.97 18.62 36.17 0.00 15.32 15.59 10.47 1.22 1.79
20 1300 7.09 50.38 0.85 16.67 7.44 11.10 11.47 1.98 0.15100.03 0.69 74.72 0.88 16.76 36.14 0.00 16.68 19.11 7.74 1.20 1.61
22 1292 5.67 50.69 0.77 16.24 7.32 11.27 11.81 1.80 0.14 100.05 0.73 75.32 0.80 15.23 35.83 0.00 18.28 21.88 5.45 1.18 1.47
24 1283 4.11 51.01 0.71 15.78 7.20 11.45 12.16 1.65 0.12100.08 0.77 75.90 0.74 13.96 35.27 0.00 20.10 24.10 3.48 1.16 1.34

Initial Melting At 12 kbar
6 1312 11.45 49.48 1.42 19.39 7.22 9.42 9.35 3.27 0.35 99.90 0.48 72.10 2.04 27.65 37.22 0.00 7.37 3.74 18.08 1.16 2.70
8 1310 11.03 49.60 1.37 19.13 7.24 9.59 9.64 3.1 9 0.30 100.05 0.50 72.40 1.74 27.01 37.00 0.00 8.69 4.31 17.61 1.17 2.59

10 1306 10.46 49.73 1.29 18.80 7.26 9.79 9.94 3.08 0.26 100.15 0.53 72.77 1.52 26.08 36.70 0.00 10.14 5.33 16.84 1.17 2.46
12 1302 9.77 49.88 1.21 18.42 7.26 10.01 10.25 2.94 0.23 100.20 0.56 73.19 1.34 24.86 36.41 0.00 11.58 6.92 15.69 1.17 2.30
14 1297 8.94 50.04 1.13 18.03 7.26 10.23 10.55 2.75 0.20100.19 0.59 73.64 1.20 23.29 36.24 0.00 12.93 9.30 14.01 1.17 2.14
16 1292 7.97 50.28 1.03 17.65 7.20 10.43 10.87 2.48 0.18100.11 0.62 74.17 1.07 20.95 36.51 0.00 13.98 13.68 10.88 1.16 1.96
18 1285 6.87 50.55 0.94 17.26 7.11 10.60 11.20 2.20 0.16100.03 0.65 74.72 0.97 18.62 36.74 0.00 15.11 18.15 7.60 1.15 1.79
20 1278 5.64 50.85 0.85 16.85 7.01 10.78 11.53 1.98 0.15 100.00 0.68 75.28 0.88 16.76 36.64 0.00 16.52 21.60 4.94 1.13 1.61
22 1269 4.27 51.15 0.77 16.39 6.92 10.95 11.88 1.80 0.14100.00 0.72 75.83 0.80 15.23 36.25 0.00 18.18 24.31 2.71 1.11 1.47

-.....l
0 Initial Melting At 10 kbar

6 1285 9.55 50.01 1.42 19.72 6.75 9.15 9.40 3.27 0.35 100.07 0.48 72.86 2.04 27.65 38.12 0.00 6.84 6.29 15.41 1.09 2.70
8 1283 9.21 50.12 1.37 19.45 6.78 9.31 9.69 3.19 0.30 100.21 0.50 73.13 1.74 27.01 37.87 0.00 8.19 6.86 14.92 1.09 2.59

10 1280 8.73 50.25 1.29 19.10 6.80 9.50 10.00 3.08 0.26 100.29 0.52 73.47 1.52 26.08 37.52 0.00 9.69 7.88 14.12 1.10 2.46
12 1276 8.11 50.40 1.21 18.71 6.81 9.71 10.30 2.94 0.23 100.31 0.55 73.85 1.34 24.86 37.19 0.00 11.18 9.47 12.95 1.10 2.30
14 1272 7.34 50.56 1.13 18.29 6.82 9.93 10.61 2.75 0.20100.29 0.58 74.27 1.20 23.29 36.95 0.00 12.59 11.84 11.25 1.10 2.14
16 1266 6.44 50.77 1.03 17.88 6.78 10.13 10.93 2.48 0.18100.18 0.61 74.75 1.07 20.95 37.14 0.00 13.70 16.16 8.17 1.09 1.96
18 1260 5.40 51.04 0.94 17.47 6.71 10.30 11.26 2.20 0.16100.09 0.64 75.26 0.97 18.62 37.31 0.00 14.89 20.58 4.94 1.08 1.79
20 1253 4.22 51.32 0.85 17.03 6.64 10.48 11.60 1.98 0.15 100.04 0.68 75.77 0.88 16.76 37.13 0.00 16.36 23.97 2.33 1.07 1.61

Initial Melting At 8 kbar
6 1256 7.68 50.55 1.42 20.06 6.34 8.90 9.45 3.27 0.35 100.34 0.47 73.53 2.04 27.65 39.05 0.00 6.29 8.74 12.91 1.02 2.70
8 1254 7.43 50.66 1.37 19.78 6.37 9.05 9.74 3.19 0.30100.46 0.49 73.79 1.74 27.01 38.77 0.00 7.68 9.31 12.40 1.03 2.59

10 1252 7.03 50.79 1.29 19.41 6.40 9.23 10.05 3.08 0.26 100.52 0.52 74.10 1.52 26.08 38.38 0.00 9.22 10.34 11.57 1.03 2.46
12 1249 6.49 50.93 1.21 19.00 6.42 9.44 10.36 2.94 0.23 100.52 0.55 74.45 1.34 24.86 37.99 0.00 10.77 11.94 10.36 1.03 2.30
14 1244 5.79 51.08 1.13 18.56 6.42 9.64 10.67 2.75 0.20 100.47 0.58 74.84 1.20 23.29 37.69 0.00 12.24 14.31 8.64 1.04 2.14
16 1239 4.95 51.29 1.03 18.13 6.40 9.84 11.00 2.48 0.18100.34 0.61 75.28 1.07 20.95 37.81 0.00 13.41 18.60 5.58 1.03 1.96
18 1233 3.96 51.54 0.94 17.68 6.35 10.01 11.33 2.20 0.16100.22 0.64 75.75 0.97 18.62 37.89 0.00 14.66 22.95 2.39 1.02 1.79
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Table 3.6.

F" rt

Oxide compositions and CIPW norms of accumulated melts (continued)

Pr Si~ Ti~ A120:3 FeO MgO CaO Nl20 K20 Sum A~~ Mg# Or Ab An No Di Hy 01 Mt II

r
ii

-..]
.......

Initial Melting At 6 kbar
6 1225 5.84 51.10 1.42 20.42 5.98 8.66 9.50 3.27 0.35 100.69 0.47 74.15 2.04 27.65 40.02 0.00 5.71 11.11 10.56 0.96 2.70
8 1224 5.69 51.21 1.37 20.12 6.01 8.80 9.80 3.19 0.30100.79 0.49 74.38 1.74 27.01 39.69 0.00 7.14 11.68 10.02 0.97 2.59

10 1222 5.39 51.34 1.29 19.74 6.04 8.98 10.11 3.08 0.26 100.83 0.51 74.66 1.52 26.08 39.25 0.00 8.73 12.72 9.16 0.97 2.46
12 1219 4.92 51.47 1.21 19.30 6.06 9.17 10.43 2.94 0.23 100.81 0.54 74.99 1.34 24.86 38.81 0.00 10.34 14.32 7.92 0.98 2.30
14 1216 4.29 51.62 1.13 18.84 6.07 9.37 10.74 2.75 0.20100.73 0.57 75.35 1.20 23.29 38.45 0.00 11.87 16.69 6.17 0.98 2.14
16 1211 3.50 51.82 1.03 18.38 6.06 9.56 11.06 2.48 0.18100.57 0.60 75.76 1.07 20.95 38.50 0.00 13.11 20.96 3.11 0.98 1.96

Norms assume 10% of total Fe as F~03.
"Extent of partial melting (F) is in weight percent; tTemperature (T) is in degrees Celsius; and +Pressure of final melting is in kilobars. All oxides and

nonnative components are in weight percent.



pressures (Po = 20,18,16, 14, 12, 10,8, and 6 kbar) at which upwelling mantle may

cross the solidus as shownin Figure3.9. Since we have no constraintsat this stageon the

depth wheremeltingstops (PI), I continuemeltingto a depth of -2-3 kbar.

One major assumption in thismodel is the use of bulkDj valuesderived fromisobaric

batch melting. This maynot be directly applicable to column melting because of the

progressive depletion that the source undergoes and because the compositional effects on

instantaneous D, valuesmay differ fromthosein isobaric batch melting. To partly

ameliorate this effect, I obtained a new set of empirical coefficients for (3.6), given in Table

3.5. They were derivedfrom Table3.4 by a very laborious iterativeprocess of

optimization of the "analytical" sums of oxides for each incremental meltalongeachof the

eight adiabatic melting paths(a total of 155incremental melts wereconsidered) without

affecting the compositions of the initial 5% isobaric batch melts.

Anotherpotential problem is that I assume that each melt parcelfollows the adiabatic

meltingpaths shownin Figure3.9. The slopeof this adiabatand its temperature are not

preciselyknown, butcan have an important effect on the amountof meltproduced. Also,

because of the compositional changes that occurin the solidduring melting, it is unlikely

that the modeladiabat(which should be curved) will be followed strictly. Whether

polybaric columnmelting takesplace in equilibrium with a small amount of interstitial

liquid (continuous meltingas defined by Langmuir et al. [1977])or not (Le., fractional

melting), the continual depletion of the solid will affect its meltingpath. It is possible, for

example, that meltingto produce MORB occurs veryclose to the solidus throughout the

meltinginterval. This effect is probably veryimportant in determining thepressure at

whichmelting ceases (discussed later) and underscores the importance of obtaining more

experimental data,especially at small degrees of melting for a variety of depleted peridotite

compositions. Note that my physical modelfor column melting is highlygeneralized and

does not explicitly considerthe geometry of the meltingregion,melt migration path, anda
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variety of other issues. This is deliberate, as geometric parameters and melt distribution are

poorly known, however, more specific physical models are available (e.g. Plank and

Langmuir, 1992).

With these uncertainties in mind, and with (3.5)-(3.7), and the coefficients from

Tables 1 and 5, I calculate the pooled or accumulated column melts. These are shown in

Table 3.6 and presented graphically in Figure 3.10. These simulated melts are derived

from MPY-90, and, as before, each oxide component is calculated independently.

Accumulated polybaric column melts are different in several important ways from

isobaric batch melts as can be seen by comparing Figures 3.8 and 3.10. The pressure

effects on Si02, AI2~, FeO, and MgO are larger for the accumulated melts than for batch

melts. Si02 also increases faster with increasing F than in the batch melts. No picritic

melts are produced in the range of P and F that I have investigated. FeO in the accumulated

melts does not increase with F at any initial pressure (in contrast to the batch melts, in

which FeO increases with F at lower pressures). CaO does not have a maximum for

accumulated melts, as aggregation tends to buffer drastic change in melt composition. As

expected, Ti02, Na20, and K20 in accumulated melts are higher at lower F and decrease

faster than in batch melts. This is also true for A1203, but the decrease is balanced by

increasing Al203 in the melts as pressure decreases along the melting paths.

The normative compositions of accumulated melts also differ greatly from the batch

melts. None are quartz normative even at the lowest initial melting pressures (Po). Very

few are highly depleted in Hy or have normative Ne. Overall most accumulated melts

produced at F = 10-20% and Po = 6-20 kbar are Ol-Hy normative.

3.3.5 Application

In order to apply my calculated polybaric column melts to natural MORB melts for

interpretation, I follow Klein and Langmuir [1987] in choosing a reference level of MgO =
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8.0 wt %. I fractionated myprimary melts to 8.0 wt % MgOusingthe low-pressure liquid

lines of descentalgorithm of Weaver and Langmuir [1990]. Fornatural MOREs with MgO

< 8.0 wt %, I correctfor fractionation as described by Klein and Langmuir [1987] along

individual liquid lines ofdescent appropriate to each locality. A reference levelof MgO =
8.0 wt % is reasonable, sincethe MgO rangeof my computed primary column melts is

small(9-12 wt %). In mostcases, fractionation involves onlya smallamount of olivine

andplagioclase subtraction. I alsoassume that the mantle source of MORE is

homogeneous with respect to majorelements.

Implicitly, I also assume high-pressure fractionation in the mantle is a minorprocess

forMOREgenesis. Many linesof evidence suggest that MORB meltsrisequickly anddo

notreequilibrate extensively during ascent. Several arguments can alsobe madefor the

importance of high pressure fractionation at a varietyof pressures [e.g., Elthon et al. 1982;

Kinzlerand Grove, 1992], however in this study I do not find it necessary to invoke this

process.

Figure3.11 shows the accumulated melts (Table 3.6, Figure 3.10) fractionated to an

MgO valueof 8.0 wt %. I use the subscript 8 to denote the value of otheroxidesat 8.0 wt

% MgO. Manyof the patterns seen in Figure 3.10are stillevident for the fractionated

accumulated melts, but there arealsosomeimportant differences. Forexample, the

pressure dependence of Al203 andCaO for the fractionated meltsis opposite to thatfor

unfractionated melts. This is to beexpected, as in this model, higher-pressure primary

melts are more MgO-rich andthusfractionate moreolivine to achieve higher enrichments of

CaOand A120:3 than lower-pressure melts thatcrystallize a higherproportion of plagioclase

at lowpressure. Forfractionated melts, thedecrease of FeO withincreasing F is more

pronounced, and the overall concentrations of Si02 are higheras expected from olivine and

plagioclase fractionation.
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liquid lines of descent program of Weaver and Langmuir [1990]. The abundance of each
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The next step towardapplyingmy modelresults to natural MOREs is to find a good

chemicaldiscriminant for initial meltingpressure (Po). Figure3.11 showsthat both Si(8)

and Fe(S) are sensitive to pressure, but in an opposite sense. Thus, to optimizethe

sensitivity,I use the ratio Si(s)!Fe(s) as a pressure indicator. Figure 3.12a shows that this

ratio variesrather smoothlywith F and P. This allowsus to quantify, for each melting

path, the relationshipbetweenPoand F. I find the expression

Po(kb) =25.98 + 0.967 F + 45.277 -F
1

- 5.186~
re(s)

(3.8)

fits the data very well. To use (3.8), I need to determineF independently. For this I use

N3(S) and C3(S)/AI(S), which, as shown in Figures3.11 and 3.12b, are insensitive to

pressure, but highly dependenton F [see alsoNat/and, 1989]. Ti(S) and K(S) also would

be good choices, but their abundances in MPY-90 are not as well constrained as Na20,

A1203, and CaO. From the observed variation ofN3(S) and C3(8)/Al(S) in fractionated

accumulated columnmelts, I derive the expression:

F (wt%) = 19.202 - 5.175 N3(S) + 15.537 cAIacs)
(S)

(3.9)

Figure3.13 shows the linear inversecorrelation of N3(S) and C3(syAl(S) for different

F with superimposednatural MORB glasses with MgO =7.8-8.2 wt % from the EPR,

MAR, and Indian Ocean (W. G. Melson and T. O'Hearn,personal communication, 1989).

My model indicatesthat these MORB meltswereprobably produced by 10-20 % melting,

which is consistent withstudiesof mantle peridotite indicatingthat the residual mantle

contains clinopyroxene [Dick et al., 1984]. Finally,using (3.5) (and Figure3.9), I can

derive an expression for the final melting pressure (Pf ) at whichmelting maycease. For

this, I merelycompute the amountof pressure release requiredto producean amount of

meltF:
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Fig. 3.13 The correlation of Ca(8)/Al(8) with Na(8)for different extents of partial melting
(numbered points). The error bars are derived from the main region of the mantle array
analysis of Falloon and Green [1987] and show that mantle heterogeneity would not be
expected to disturb the observed correlation. I use this correlation to determine the extent
of partial melting. I also superimpose 231 natural MORB glasses with MgO =7.8-8.2 wt
% for all oceans from the Smithsonian data base [W. G. Melson and T. O'Hearn, personal
communication, 1989] and the JOI Synthesis of the EPR [Tighe, 1988]. This indicates
thatmostMORBs result from 10-20% partialmelting.
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Pf (kb) = (1.3613 Po+3.9103) + (-1.3458 Po-13.592)/F

+ (-0.03015 Po-0.2929)F (3.10)

Note that the (3.10) assumes adiabatic melting paths. It may not apply ifmelting

occurs in a regime of nonadiabatic thermal gradients. In addition, given the uncertainties in

the actualmelting pathdiscussed previously, the Pf values are less certain thanPovalues.

For the simplecaseof adiabatic column melting considered here, however, (3.10) is

appropriate. The expressions I present for computing Po, Pf' and F are clearlymodel

dependent. The formal errors in thesederived expressions are small (±2%for F, ±1 kbar

for Poand Pf; however, their application tonaturalMORBs involves severalother

assumptions (discussed earlier). For this reason, actualuncertainties in application of these

expressions are unknown. Nevertheless, because most of the assumptions I havemade are

probably reasonable, in the nextsection I apply the model results to natural MORB

compositions fromthree localities: a fast-spreading ridge, a slow-spreading ridgeand a

chain of near-EPR-axis seamounts.

3.4 Case studies

3.4.1 East PacificRise:8°Nto 14°N

The East Pacific Rise at 8°N to 14°N has beenwell studiedby Langmuir et at. [1986}

andBatiza andNiu [l989}. Mostof the majorand traceelement datafor this portion of the

EPRare available in theJoint Oceanographic Institutes (JOI)synthesis of the EPR [Tighe,

1988}. I use these data (average sample spacing is < 8 km) and my model to examine

patternsof Poand F. In this analysis, I exclude a smallnumberof samples withMgO<

5.0%,primarily fromthe 9°03' Overlapping Spreading Center(OSC). First I divide the

EPR into sevensegments [Macdonald et al., 1988}, even though manymorechemical

segments [Langmuir et al., 1986} couldbechosen. For eachsegment,I derive individual
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Fig. 3.14 The East Pacific Rise (EPR) between 8° and 14°N. The bottom panel shows
topography [Macdonald et al., 1988] and the other panels show Si(s)/Fe(s), Ca(s)!AI(S),
Na(s), and calculated (equations (3.8), (3.9), and (3.10)) initial and final melting pressures
(Po and Pi), the initial and final temperature (To and T j), and the extent of partial melting
(P). Note that broad along-axis dome in Po, To, and F between 8°N (Siqueiros transform)
and the 11°45'N OSC. Also note the edge effects at OSCs. See text for a full description
of the filtering used to produce this figure and interpretations of the results.
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liquid lines of descent and use these to correct for low pressurefractionation (to MgO = 8.0

wt %) withineach segment. For smoothing and to remove the effects of very localized

chemicalchanges, I apply a moving boxcar filter to the data. The boxcarhas a fixed width

of five continuous dredge locations, except near segmentboundaries where it is three

dredges wide. The boxcar advances one dredge at a time to producea moving average.

Computed values of Si(s)!Fe(8), Ca(syA(8), and NacS) and calculatedPo, Pj, To, Tj, and F

are shown in Figure3.14 against latitude.

On the basisof my model, MORB melts in this region of the EPR wereproducedat

various initial pressures (Po) from 15-21 kbar (45-63 km), and extent of melting (F)

varying from -16% to 19%. Edge effectscan be seen at several tectonicfeatures, but not

all. The Clippertontransform is a notable exception,in agreementwith Klein et al. [1987].

The edge effects are not consistent;for example, at the 9°03'NOSC, Po increases toward

the OSC, but at the 12°37'Nand 13°43'NOSCs and the southern limb of the 11°45'N

OSC, Podecreases toward the OSc. In terms of mantle temperature [Klein and Langmuir,

1987; Mckenzie, 1984], OSCs appear to be mostly underlain by relativelycool mantle, but

the 9°30'NOSC is an exception. Some OSCs, such as the one at 12°54'N, show little

edge effect in any melting parameter. Overall, there is only a poor correlation between

large offsets (transforms and OSCs) and the meltingparameters; though someedge effects

are present, their magnitude and nature are inconsistent from place to place. This agrees

with the findings of Langmuiret al. [1986].

Betweenthe Siqueiros and the 11°45'NOSC, there seems to be a broaddomal

pattern in mantle temperature (To) with a broadhigh-temperature region between 9°and

lOON. This broad thermal dome extends across the Clipperton transformwithoutapparent

disruption. In contrast, the region from 11 °45' to the Orozcotransform, whichcomprises

a broad along-axis topographicdome, showsa complexpattern of mantle temperature. If

anything, this patternindicates a low-temperature region at the apex of the dome, rather
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than a high-temperature region as might be expected. This perplexing pattern of mantle

temperature and thegeneralquestion of howit might be related to mantle flow are

discussed later.

3.4.2 The Mid-Atlantic Ridge at 26°S

The petrologyand chemistry of the mid-Atlantic ridge (MAR) at 26°S have been

discussedby Batizaet al. [1988J and Castillo and Batiza [1989J. The morphologyand

geophysical characteristics of the MAR segmentare discussedby Blackman andForsyth

[1991J and Grindlayet al. [1991J. Figure 3.15 shows the raw data, corrected for

fractionation to a MgO value of 8.0 wt %, plottedagainst latitude. Though scattered,there

are somegeneral patternsof correlation between topography and majorelementchemistry.

After filtering, as with the EPR data, and plottedagainstdepth, these patternsare evident

(Figure3.16). Using my meltingmodel, I can interpret these patternsin terms of the

meltingparameters as in Figure 3.17.

In contrast with the EPR (Figure 3.14), there is a good correlation between axial

depth and melting parameterssuch as Po,To, and F. My model suggeststhat these MORB

melts have a relativelynarrow range of Po(14-16 kbar or 42-48 km) and F (16-18%

melting). Approachingthe offsets that boundthe segment, the extent of meltingdecreases,

and the depth of melting increases. I discussthe possible implications of this pattern later.

Figures3.18 and 3.19 show that MORB from the MAR at 26°S show a positive

correlation ofN<l(S) and Fe(s), but an inversecorrelationofN~S) and SiCS)' Using the

terminology of KleinandLangmuir[1989J, the MAR at 26°Sexhibits the local trend. In

contrast,the EPR (8°N- 14°N)displays the global trend even withineach segment. This

is clearly shown in Figure3.20, where I use C~SyAl(8) and Si(s)!Fe(s) as proxies for F and

Po,respectively. In this diagram, as in the work of Kleinand Langmuir[1987,1989], the

global trend is characterized by an association of increasingdepth of melting withmore
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Fig. 3.16 Filtered data for the MAR at 26°S plotted against axial depth (horizontal axis). Solid circles are points north of the
along-axis high, and open circles are points south of the high. Note that most corrected oxide abundances vary with axial
depth, particularly for the deep portions of the segment. These results show that extent of partial melting inferred from
Ca(8YAI(8), K(8) and Ti(8) is progressively lower near the offsets (deep portions of the segment). Na(s) does not show a simple
pattern, implymg that mantle heterogeneity may play some role in this case. Si(8) and Si(s)!Fe(8) indicate that melts near the
offsets are produced at greater depths. See text for full discussion.
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trend (Reykjanes Peninsula, RP; MAR at South of Kane fracture zone, SKFZ; and MAR
at 26°S, open diamonds) crosses the global trend at a high angle.
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Fig. 3.20 A more sensitive plot distinguishing the global trend and local trend:
Ca(8yAI(8) versus. Si(8)/Fe(8) diagram, using my data for the MAR at 26'S (local trend)
and the seven EPR segments (S'-14'N) (global trend). Note the opposite correlations of
the extent of partial melting with the melting pressure for the two trends. Also note that
the global trend applies to the entire length of EPR I studied as well as to individual
segments (denoted by different symbols), and that no local trend is seen at the EPR.
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Fig. 3.21 As in Figure 3.18, calculated intra-column (at specified Po values) melts
generated by initial melting at four pressures (20, 16, 12, and 8 kbar). Also shown is the
local trend for the MAR at 26°S. Note that the local trend and the intra-column melt
variations are not parallel; thus intra-column melting alone cannot explain the local trend.
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extensive melting. The local trend, in contrast, is characterized by decreasing depth of

meltingassociated with moreextensive melting. Usingmy decompression-induced

column-melting model,I can explicitly calculate the slope of the intra-column trend because

this trend simply corresponds to the progressive meltingof a mantleparcelundergoing

column meltinginitiatedat a singledepth (Po). In Figure 3.21, I show the calculated

column meltingvariations for the melting paths of Po =8, 12, 16, and 20 kbar on N:l(8)

and Fe(8) and on N:l(8) and Si(8) diagrams. While the slopes of the intra-column melting

paths are similarin sign to the data from the MAR at 26°S (shown superimposed on Figure

3.21), the actual slopes differ significantly from each other. I discusspossible

interpretations of this difference later.

3.4.3 Near-EPR-axis seamounts: Lamont seamountchain

Batizaet al.[1990] andNiu and Batiza [1989] recently showedthat young«1 Ma)

seamountchainsnear the EPR, like the nearbyEPR axis, are comprisedmostlyof zero-age

MORBmelts. However, near-axis seamounts MORB show systematic chemical

differences with EPR axialMORB. As a group, lavasfrom near-axisseamountchains

parallelto absolute plate motion have lower Fe(8) and higher N:l(8) than axial basalts. In

order to determine whetherthesechanges occur progressively away from the EPR axis

alonga singleseamount chain, I examine a well-studied absolute motionparallel seamount

chain. The best studiedof theseis the Lamont seamountchain [Fornariet al., 1988a, b;

Allan et al., 1989; SmithandBatiza, 1989; Barone and Ryan, 1990].

Figure3.22 shows the chemical variation patterns observed away from the EPR axis

alongthe Lamontseamount chain. Despite some obvious scatter, the patterns are regular

and systematic. With my column-melting model, I calculate the meltingparameters shown

in Figure 3.23. These patterns suggesta gradual pinchingout of the melt zone at 35-55

km off axis. Po, Pj, and F are relatively constant off axis out to about 30 km, but at
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Fig. 3.22 Chemistry of the Lamont seamount and EPR plotted against distance
(kilometers) from EPR axis. Shown are samples with MgO > 8.0 wt % from Allan et al.
[1989] plus some of my RAITT 02 data. Heavy lines are calculated model compositions
discussed in the text.
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greater distances,Poshallows,and F decreases. This pattern of shallow, less extensive

melting is similar to that observed at many OSCs along axis (see Figure3.14) and is

opposite to the edge effectat 26°S MARwheredecreases in F are accompanied bydeeper

melting. The axial and off-axis melting regionunder the Lamontseamountchain is shown

diagrammatically in Figure3.24.

The Lamontseamountchain is highlydepletedin veryincompatible elements. For

example, (La/Sm)N in the seamount lavas is systematically lower than at the EPR axis

[Allan et al., 1989]. This systematic depletion is interesting because it is opposite to what

would be expected for an enriched plumeor hot spot that mightexplainthe absolute plate

motion orientation of the chain. Onepossibleexplanation of the systematic depletion in

incompatible elementsis that it represents progressive depletion of a sourcedue to

continuousmeltingas upwellingmantle turns to move laterally awayfrom the EPR axis.

However, the signature of progressive meltingshould also appearin the major element melt

compositions, but it does not. Anotherpossibility is that the trace elementsignatures are

affected by lateral meltmigration toward the EPR axis, as envisioned byPhipps Morgan

[1987]. In this scenario,the Lamont seamountmelts wouldnot strictlyrepresentpooledor

accumulated column melts. Instead, they would be pooledmelts without the first few

percentof meltwhichmight beremoved by lateral melt migration.

To test the hypothesis, I calculate the traceelementabundances for meltsgenerated by

continuousmelting. I usedequations rederived fromMaaloe [1982] for criticalmelting and

varied the fraction of interstitial melt (wo) presentduring continuous melting. I found that

accumulated melt compositions produced in this mannerdo not correspond to those

observed at the Lamontseamounts. However, I can producevery depletedmelts as

instantaneous melts(versus accumulated melts)producedby continuous column melting.

Figure 3.25a shows the resultsof several calculations. The EPR axial meltsare produced

by highdegrees of partialmeltingandmelt pooling. The moredepletedseamount meltsare
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Fig. 3.24 Diagrammatic presentation of the results in Figure 3.23 showing the inferred region of melting in the vicinity of the
EPR. RT60 is a lava field west of the NEW/DID seamounts.
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(LalSm)N Variation as a Function of Extent of
Partial Melting and Critical Melt Retention
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Fig.3.25 (0) Continuous melting model calculations for very depleted melts of the
Lamont seamount chain and the EPR. Melts with (La/Sm)N =0.55 are pooled melts
(axis), whereas more depleted melts are instantaneous melts produced by column melting
with various melt porosities (wo). (b) The (La/Sm)N for the Lamont seamounts do not
show a simple off-axis trend. See text for discussion.
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producedas instantaneous melts from a source similarto that of the EPR ((La/Sm)N =

0.55) at smallerextent of meltingandsmallerWo with the first few percentof melts lacking

(melt migration ?).

The good fit of the Lamont trace elementdata to instantaneous meltsmay indicate that

the Lamontseamounts tap instantaneous melts rather than pooled melts. This is consistent

with the hypothesis that the seamount melts are primarily supplied by dikes which tap small

amounts of melt. This is also consistent with lateral melt migration whichwould hinder

efficientpoolingof meltsproducedin a rising vertical column. On the otherhand, the

major elementscan be successfully modeled as pooledmeltsand less wellmodeledas

instantaneous melts. Thus I infer that lateral melt migration toward the axismay play some

role, but the magnitude is probablysmall. Furthermore, if lateral melt migration is the

explanation, the patternof this migration is not simple. A simplepatternof melt migration

and tapping of instantaneous melts would result in a regularpattern of (La/Sm)N decrease

away from the axis. Figure 3.25bshows that such a pattern is not observed. The

geographic scatterof (La/Sm)N couldresulteitherfrom a complex pattern of lateral melt

migration andtappingorfrom that fact that all seamount lavas are not of truly zero age

[Barone and Ryan, 1990]. On the basis of the calculations illustrated in Figure3.25a, I

speculate that lateralmeltmigration toward the EPRhas played a role in producing the trace

elementdepletionof the Lamontlavas. I note, however, that otherexplanations such as

small-scale mantleheterogeneity [Fornari et al., 1988b] or complex segregation/mixing

scenarios [Langmuir et al., 1977] cannotpresentlybe ruled out.

3.5 Discussion

In this section, I discuss the resultsof my model and some of the possible

implications for subaxial magmatic processes that arise from applying the model to fast

ridges (EPR), slow ridges (MAR), and near-EPRseamountchains.
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3.5.1 Natureof primarymagma

Thedebateoverthe nature of primary magmaparental to MORBs has beenactive for

over 20 years [O'Hara, 1968; Greenet al., 1979; Stolper, 1980; Jaques and Green, 1980;

Elthonand Scaife, 1984; Falloonand Green, 1987, 1988; Presnalland Hoover, 1984;

Fujii andScaife, 1985; Fujii and Bougault, 1983] and is largely basedon the

interpretations of isobaric batch meltsproduced in the laboratory and on the use of

simplified phase diagrams. Asdiscussed byKlein and Langmuir [1987], if MORB is

produced by polybariccolumn melting, not by isobaric batchmelting, then theconflicting

viewsmay bereconciled. In Figure 3.26, I plot out model melts (bothisobaric batch melts

andpolybaric columnmeltsforcomparison) on the Ol-Cpx-Qtz normative projection of

Walkeret al. [1979]. Also shownare pseudoinvariant points from Stolper [1980]. Figure

3.26b showsthat for polybaric columnmelts,the initial melting pressure (Po)as well as

the extentof melting (F) controls the position of a melt composition in thisprojection.

In Figure 3.27, I plot natural MORB melts with MgO > 8.5 wt % and also my

polybaric columnmeltcompositions fractionated to 8.0 wt % MgO. The goodagreement

between high-MgO natural MORB and my calculated meltsprovides additional support for

the notion thatmost MORBs arenot primary melts. However, my primary melts have only

10-12 wt % MgOand are not picritic. My model suggests that most MORBs aregenerated

by initial meltingat 12-21 kbarand 10-20 % melting. The melts with 8.0 wt % MgO can

be derived from theseprimarymelts by variable amounts of olivine and plagioclase

fractionation at lower-pressure. I thus concurwiththe viewthat many MORB melts with

10-12 wt % MgO areprimary [Bryan et al., 1981]. The globalcorrelation by Kleinand

Langmuir [1987] strongly supports the idea that mantletemperature andcolumn-melting

processes control the composition of MORB melts. As shown by many previousstudies,

shallow fractionation is alsoan important process for most observed MORBcompositions.

Clinopyroxene-dominated fractionation at highpressure apparently plays a minorrole,
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Fig.3.26 Nonnative projections (Cpx-Ol-Qtz from Plagioclase) of calculated partial
melts produced by (a) isobaric batch melting, and by (b) polybaric column melting. The
projection algorithms are taken from Walker et al. [1979]. High-pressure phase
boundaries are from Stolper [1980]. In Figure 3.26b, the isobaric melting pressures are
20, 16, 12, and 8 kbar as labeled with extent of partial melting from 10% to 40% in the
directions shown by the arrow. Except for high F (Qtz-rich ) melts, all the melts should
be in equilibrium with three phases (Ol-Opx-Cpx). b). the compositions of accumulated
polybaric column melts at the initial melting pressures Po =20, 16, 12, and 8 kbars (as
labeled) are shown with the arrow indicating decompression and the increasing melt
extraction (l % step). Projected melt compositions are from 10% to 26%, 24%, 22%, and
20% for the initial pressures respectively. Data are from Table 3.6 and Figure 3.10.
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Primitive naJural MORBs: CpX
Opentriangle. MgO > 8.5%;
Solid triangle- MgO > 9.0%.
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Fig. 3.27 As in Figure 3.26: (a) primitive MORBs with MgO > 8.5% (open triangles)
and MgO >9.0% (solid triangles) from the EPR, MAR and mid-Indian ridges from the
Smithsonian data base [W. G. Melson and T. O'Hearn, personal communication, 1989];
and (b) the fractionated compositions in Figure 3.26b with 2% steps for each of melting
paths (Po =20, 16, 12, and 8 kbar as labeled). This comparison shows that the majority
of observed MORBs are fractionated at low pressure from the melts accumulated during
column-melting process with initial melting pressures ranging from 12 to 21 kbar and
with the total melt production ranging from 10 to 20 wt %.
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sincethis wouldtendto deplete Si02 in liquids and would leadto different fractionation

patterns than those shown in Figure 3.27b.

3.5.2 Mantle temperature distribution and upwelling

The majorelement chemistry of MORB meltsprovidesa very strong(via

experimental studies) constraint on the temperature of the mantle. Though somewhat

modeldependent, thisis probably the strongest directconstraint on mantletemperature

available. I thus discuss the mantle temperature variation I inferfrom the application of my

melting model to natural MORBs. Whilemostphysical models of mantleupwelling

assumethat the subaxial mantlehasconstantpotential temperature (i.e., adiabatic

temperature profile)andhorizontal isotherms (Figure3.28), I fmd strongevidence for

significant lateraltemperature differences (up to 60°C) occuning on a scale of 50-100 krn,

If thesedifferences are real, their cause is important, becausemantle temperature and

upwelling in somecasesare related. I discusslateral temperature gradientsobserved both

along axis and acrossaxis.

3.5.2.1 Across-axis temperature variation

The across-axis temperature pattern shownby comparing axial chemistry and young

« 1 rna) near-axis seamounts indicates that the mantle is coolerawayfromthe axis than

directly below the axis. Therecan be little doubtthat this pattern is real, as it is revealed by

largegroupsof seamount samples [Batiza et al.; 1990] as wellas individual seamount

chainssuch as the Lamont seamount chain (Figure 3.23). This pattern of Poand To(the

solidustemperature and pressure), though perhapsnot surprising, contradicts the

assumption of horizontal isotherms in the mantle commonly assumed in simple physical

models of sub-axial flow. One possibility is that this temperature difference is fortuitous

and simplyreflects thermal heterogeneity in the upper mantle. Such patternscouldperhaps

result fromcompositional heterogeneity and differences in thermal conductivity or stress
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[Yoder, 1976]. However, because of the widespread occurrence of this phenomenon

along the EPR [Batiza et al., 1990], this seems highly unlikely.

Anotherpossibility is that small scaleconvection [e.g., Buckand Parmentier, 1986;

Scott and Stevenson, 1989; D. Scott,personal communication, 1991]might cool the

mantle below the lithosphere adjacent to the axis. This cooling would allowupwelling

patterns of hot mantle to cause a lateral thermal gradientas shown in Figure3.28. A

problemwith this hypothesis is that for such a conditionto be initiated,the residual mantle

emplacedacross axis by flow mustcool a greatdeal to become denser than hot, fertile

mantle near the axis [e.g.,SatinandParmentier, 1989;L. Fleitout, personal

communication, 1991] (also see Chapter2). This coolingwould be expectedto take tens

of millionsof years, so small-scale convection very near (3D-50 km) the axis may be

difficult. Even so, it may not be possible to completely ruleout this possibility. At any

rate, any conductive or convective process operating below young lithosphere could

produce the observed pattern.

Anotherpossibility that can beconsidered is that the actual temperature gradient in the

mantlebelow the ridgesis slightly greater (cooler) than adiabatic for younglithosphere. An

adiabatic profileis assumed belowthe coolingplate,which is the upper conductive

boundarylayer [McKenzie and Bickle, 1988]. However, even a small amount of

conductive coolingin the asthenosphere directly underlying the lithospheric platewould

make the geothermal gradient greaterthan adiabatic, as in thethermalboundary layerfor

old lithosphere proposed byMcKenzie and Bickle [1988]. Such cooling near the boundary

might be explained by long-term 007 years) physical proximity between the plate and the

underlying asthenosphere. Sinceridgesare not fixedrelative to the underlying mantle, this

asthenosphere, with a weakconductive geotherm could be tapped by a ridge axis. If

upward flow beneath the axis is partlydriven by buoyant forces (not merelyplate

separation), and if this mantle upwells adiabatically, then upward mantle flow wouldresult
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in hot risingmantle material being emplaced next to coolermantle at theedgeof upwelling

(Figure3.28). The most vigorous buoyant upwelling in the core of the upwelling zone

wouldbe hottestbecause this material risesadiabatically from a deeperlevelwithin the zone

characterized bya weakconductive (versus convective or adiabatic) thermal gradient. This

effectwould be expected to gradeoutward from the core of the upwelling toward the edges

and would establish a lateral thermal gradient of the type observed. Thiseffectprobably

need not be dramatic to produce a lateral temperature gradient of 50·-70·C overa distance

of 30-50 km awayfrom the axis.

Because of the potential difficulties with small-scale off-axis convection rolls, I favor

this explanation for the observed lateral temperature gradient near the EPR. If correct, this

impliesthat somecomponent of buoyant upwelling mayoccur beneath the EPR,evenif in

general, the upwelling patternis mainlycontrolled by plate separation (LinandPhipps

Morgan, 1992).

3.5.2.2Along-axis temperature variation

Figure3.14 shows small-scale, along-axis temperature differences of 40-50·C below

the EPR. Whatever the cause of these variations, one might expectthese differences to be

relatedto upwelling flowpatterns because if thecomposition is constant, hottermantle

wouldbe lessdenseand less viscous than coolermantle. One might evenexpectmantle

temperature patternsand upwelling to correlate with topography alongthe EPR [e.g.,

Macdonaldet al., 1988]. Of coursethis wouldnot necessarily be the case for flow driven

exclusively by plateseparation if the mantle geotherm is adiabatic.

The broaddome in To between Siqueirostransform and 11·45'NOSC (Figure 3.14)

may indeedbe a broad, along-axis upwelling. If so, a component of buoyancy-driven flow

and/ora weakly conductive thermal gradient likethat discussed earlierwouldbe expected to

playa role. The edge effects at OSCs, most prominent north of the 11·45'N OSC(see
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Figure3.14), are difficult to explain. One possibility is that southward propagation of the

OSCs [Macdonald et al., 1987] placesthe new limbof the OSCslightlyoff centerfrom the

main upwelling zone. In this case, as for the off-axis coolingdocumented by seamounts,

the mantle material which finds itselfbelow the newlyextended ridgecould be coolerthan

normal. In contrast, a portionof ridgethat is stable(notpropagating) would be expected to

establish a robustpassiveupwelling supplycentered directly underneath the axis. This

stability couldalsobeperturbed by lateral migration of the ridgeawayfrom established

upwelling.

Although filtered to suppress local chemical variations, the patterns of Figure 3.14

provide no evidence for the existence of upwelling patterns linkedto small-scale tectonic

segmentation. Suchpatterns wouldnotnecessarily bereflected as temperature anomalies.

However, sincethe EPR data are consistent withthe globaltrend in pressure-melting

relationship, the upwelling pattern shouldbe reflected in the patternsof To. On the basis of

gravity and morphology (Linand PhippsMorgan, 1992), it seemsmost likely that

upwelling is curtain like and mainlydriven by plateseparation. Thermal perturbation in

this curtainflow, however, could adda component of buoyancy-driven upwelling such as

may exist between Siqueiros transform and I1°45'N OSC. Superimposed on this, a

hierarchical seriesof smallperturbations couldalso be present [Langmuir et aI., 1986;

Macdonald et al., 1988) though the mantle temperature signalof the small features couldbe

small to nonexistent.

In contrastwiththe EPR,the MAR at 26°S displays a muchdifferent pattern of lateral

temperature variations andmelting. Theslightly smaller extentof melting seen at the

offsetsof the 26°S segment(Figure 3.17) may be consistent with the model of Phipps

Morganand Forsyth [1988] for subduedupwelling undertransforms. However, the

highertemperatures are not consistent with this model, though the temperature differences

along thesegmentare small (30°-40°C). It is possible that thecalculated temperature
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Fig. 3.28 Schematic diagram of how upwelling (arrow) in a nonadiabatic thermal
gradient can affect the patterns of isotherms and the depth of initial melting. For the
adiabatic case, upwelling does not perturb the pattern of isotherms because all the
material has the same potential temperature [McKenzie, 1984; McKenzie and Bickle,
1988]. However, if cooling occurs (by any process) and the gradient is larger than
adiabatic, upwelling material (arrow) adds heat to this region. This raises the pattern of
isotherms and causes lateral temperature gradients. In addition, the hot upwelling
material will have a higher temperature than the static material at depth. It will thus melt
at a higher temperature and pressure if it continues to rise adiabatically. Steepness of the
lateral thermal gradients is controlled by the vigor of upwelling and the size of the
nonadiabatic geotherm.
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patternof Figure 3.17 is an artifact resultingfrom the failure of assumptions in my model.

Forexample, the majorelementcompositions of the mantlemay be heterogeneous beneath

this ridge segment. The scatterof NazOand Alz03 (Figure 3.16) may favor thisnotion,

but the systematics and correlations of most of oxidesand ratios,particularly KzO and

TiOz, indicate thatmantleheterogeneity aloneis probably inadequate to explain theresults.

IfKzO and Ti02 are used toevaluatethe extentof melting, then the F patternin Figure

3.17 would be even more pronounced, i.e., the meltingcolumn approaching offsets would

be even shorterthan indicated in Figure3.17. If mantleheterogeneity were the cause, then

it would be fortuitous for suchheterogeneity to be distributed symmetrically about the

centraltopographic high.

My modelimplicitly assumes that meltsrise vertically to the surface. Thusif

significant lateral along-axis meltmigration of the typeproposed by Phipps Morgan and

Forsyth [1988] occurs, my model wouldbe invalid. Given the regularchemicalvariation

patterns withdepth alongaxisand the fact that intra-column melting cannotcompletely

explain the chemical patterns, significant melt migration seemsunlikely; however it cannot

be ruled out. I alsocannotrule out age differences amongthe axial lavas. If significant age

differences occur, then the inferred patterns of Toneed not represent a steadystateor

snapshotof thermal conditions. Instead, the patternwould be a mixture of conditions

existing at different time.

This segmentshows a bull's-eye pattern of gravity (Blackman and Forsyth, 1992),

thus the focused buoyant upwelling mantle of Lin et al. [1990] and Lin and Phipps Morgan

[1991] might beexpectedto apply. However, there is no evidence in the meltingpatterns

or inferred thermal structure for such a pattern. One possibility is that the geotherm under

the segmentis adiabatic, in which case the upwelling patternwouldnot disturb isotherms,

and the solidusdepth(Po)and temperature (To)would be unaffected. This may be the

case, but it does not explain the higherTounder the offsets, whichmy prior arguments
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would say is indicative of more vigorous, not less vigorous, upwelling. Perhaps frictional

heatingoccurs within the transform; however, it is difficult to imagine how suchheat could

betransported to deeperlevelsof the asthenosphere.

3.5.3 Width of the upwelling zone beneath the EPR

Volcanically active seamounts existup to 50--60 km from the EPR axis, providing

clear evidence that the zone ofupwelling is -100 krn wideas proposed by Phipps Morgan

[1987]. However, becauseof the across-axis temperature differences discussedearlier, I

also suggestthat even though the passive, platedriven upwelling zoneis wide,much or

most of the mantle fluxmay actually be confmed to a narrow central zone of high-velocity

upwelling partlycontrolled by compositional, melt, and thermal buoyancy. This would

explain boththe across-axis and the along-axis temperature variation patternsdiscussed

earlier,but it requires a weakly conductive versus adiabatic temperature profile.

3.5.4 Global trend versus local trend

Kleinand Langmuir [1987] discovered the global correlation of MORBchemistry

with ridge axialdepthbased on segment-averaged data and successfully explained the

originof this correlation with a simplecolumn-melting model. Brodholt and Batiza [1989]

independently compiled unaveraged data andconfirmed this correlation, but theyshow

great scatterabout theglobal correlation. Klein andLangmuir [1989] found that the scatter

partlyresultsfrom regional scalechemical variations of the type found byBatizaet al.

[1988] whichshow opposite correlations to theglobal trend. Theycalledthe global

correlation theglobaltrendandthe regional scale correlation the local trendin diagrams

such as Figures3.18and 3.19. They explained the global trend by inter-column melting

by assuming a singlecolumn represents a segment or locality within whichchemistry is

averaged. In contrast, they interpreted the local trend as producedby melts tappedfrom

different depths within a singlecolumn (intra-column melting). Thisstudyquantitatively
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confirms their interpretation of theglobal trend,characterized bya positive correlation of

melting pressure withextentof partialmelting as represented by8°N-14°NEPR(Figure

3.20). In the case of the EPR,however, theredoes not exist an obvious correlation with

axialdepth that may berelated to the crustal thickness [Klein andLangmuir, 1987]. Partly,

this may be because theoverall topographic relief is relatively small«400 m) at the EPR

and the meltingparameters vary in a narrow range. Nevertheless, the globalscale

correlations of MORB chemistry with ridge axialdepth discovered byKleinand Langmuir

[1987] are clearlyevident.

As shownpreviously, however, the local trendis more problematic. Intra-column

melting processes produce similar, but not identical, dataarraysas the local trend. As

noted by Klein and Langmuir [1989], the local trend appears to beconfinedto slow

spreading ridges like the MAR. KinzlerandGrove (1991) propose that the local trend is

the result of high-pressure fractionation. If so, whydoessuch fractionation only occurat

slow-spreading ridges? Perhaps the depth and mechanism of eruption/intrusion vary

systematically withspreading rate [Klein andLangmuir 1989].

Since the MARat 26°8 displays the local trend,it may shed lighton the causeof the

localtrend. EarlierI concluded thatmantle heterogeneity, lateral meltmigration, or

temporal variability in axiallavascouldhelpexplain the perplexing Po andTo patterns

below this segment. If so, then each or any of these mustvary as a function of spreading

rate. I speculatethat the local trend is in factdue to the dynamics of melt supply,as did

Kleinand Langmuir[1989]. Lin and Phipps Morgan [1992] provide strongevidence that

the dynamics of upwelling change as a function of spreading rate. I suggestthat at the

MAR26°8, meltingcolumns are shorterand deeperat offsets, perhapsowingto a cold

edge effectat shallow levels. Bycontrast, in the centerof the segment, meltingcolumns

are longer. If Povaries and if the multiple melting columns within a segment overlap

significantly in their melting range(L\P), thengroups of aggregate column melts mightbe
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expectedto yielddata arrays that are intermediate in slope between inter-column and intra

column melting, as observed for the MAR at 26°8.

3.5.5 Geometry of the meltingregion

Application of my model to bothaxis andseamountmeltingprocesses showsthat

mantlemeltingactually occursin a thin layer thatpinchesout laterallyawayfrom ridgeaxis

at distances of 50-60 km in the case of EPR. The thicknessof the layer, defmed by LlP (Po

- Pt), varies from 15-30 km. Equation (3.10) assumesa perfect adiabaticcolumn melting

process,and the calculated valuesof Pt are likelythe maximumin practiceif the case is

nonadiabatic. If, as I suggest, the compositional effect on melting behavioris such that

column meltingis buffered at the solidusof a progressively depleted source, the melting

could stop at a greaterdepth than calculated Pf. An important constrainton the final depth

of melting is providedby crustal thickness, if little melt is retained in the mantle residue.

3.5.6 Crustal thicknessand melt migration

My decompression-induced column-melting modelallowsus to crudelycalculate

crustal thickness as the productof the meltinginterval (Po- Pf) and the melt fraction with

pressure-related density corrections (see Chapter 2). Rough crustal thicknesses for the

EPR and the MARderived in this mannerare slightlylow, butstill quite reasonable

consideringthe model uncertainties. I obtaincrustal thicknesses which varyfrom 2.70 to

5.01 km (with a mean thickness of 4.02 km). My crustal thicknessesare lower than those

of Klein and Langmuir [1987] partly because my meltinginterval (Po - Pf) is shorter than

theirs (Poto the base of the crust). Given the uncertainties in the exact shapeof the melting

region,upwellingrate of meltingmantle, melt migration, and melt retentionprocesses, it is

difficult to constructa good mass balance for melt in the crust and mantle. Hopefully,

futureadditional constraints will providebetterestimates of actualcrustal thickness andthe

melt budget. The difficulty of makinga melt budget hampers direct tests of the importance
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of steady state lateral meltmigration. While interpretation of thetrace element dataforthe

Lamont seamounts provides weak evidence for such possible migration, this suggestion is

somewhat speculative.

3.6 Summary and conclusions

From this chapter, I drawthe following conclusions:

1) Theexperimental dataofJaques and Green [1980],Falloon et al. [1988], and

Falloon and Green [1987,1988] provide a goodbasis for a distribution coefficient based

melting model. The dataare self-consistent, andmymodel for isobaric batch melting

yields very reasonable quantitative results.

2) Mydecompression-induced column-melting model canbeusedtocalculate melt

compositions produced by column melting of peridotite MPY-90. Sincethis is a

reasonable parental composition for MORB, I amconfident in applying the modelto natural

MORB compositions. A possible shortcoming ofmy model is theassumption that the

oceanic mantle beneath mid-ocean ridges is homogeneous withrespect to majorelements.

Thus, I suggest that the coefficients in Tables 4 and5 should be adjusted if the mantle

source composition can bedetermined independently for anydesired specific case study.

3) Application of my model suggests thatmost MOREs arederived by

decompression-induced column melting initiated atdepths of 12-21 kbar (40-65 km)and

10-20% melting. Primary column meltsfor most MORBs have MgO= 10-12 wt %, so

mostMORBs haveundergone somefractionation. I suggest that this fractionation occurs

mostly at shallow level.

4) I find thatSi(8)!Fe(8) is a sensitive chemical indicator formelting pressure andthat

Cac8/AI(8) andNac8) aregoodindicators of degrees of melting.
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5) My melting model, usingprimary meltsmodified by fractionation to MgO= 8.0 wt

%, can beapplied to natural MORB melts and allows quantitative estimates of parameters

of column melting: Po, Pj, To,Tj, and F.

6) Decompression-induced column melting occurs in a thin zone(15-30 km thick)

andpinchesout away from the EPR axisat 50-60 km.

7) I fmdlateraltemperature differences in the mantle, bothalongaxisandacrossaxis,

of 50-60·C overdistances of 30-50 km. I ascribe these differences to a weakly conductive

thermal profile(versus adiabatic) in themantle immediately below the lithosphere. If so,

these temperature differences canbe related to patterns of mantle upwelling.

8) Across-axis melting patterns at the EPR inferred from zero-age seamount MORB

melts provide evidence for a widezoneof mantle upwelling due to plateseparation.

However, the flow may have a centralcoreof highervelocity due to thermal,

compositional, and/ormeltbuoyancy.

9) Along-axis temperature patterns at the EPRsuggest a broadregion of hot

upwelling mantle between Siqueiros andthe 11·45'NOSC. Mantle temperature does not

correlate withalong-axis topography, but it does show a varietyof edge effects. These

edgeeffects are not consistent, implying a variety of causes. The EPR is probably supplied

principally by a curtainlikeflow, as suggested byLin and Phipps Morgan [1992];

however, a superimposed hierarchy of local upwelling is probably also present.

10)The MAR at 26·Sdisplays goodcorrelation between topography andmelting

parameters, including mantle temperature. Deepportions of the MAR, nearoffsets, have

deeperand lessextensive melting. Thismaybe partlycausedby a focused buoyant

upwelling withweakerupwelling below offsets dueto a cold edgeeffect. A variety of

otherfactors may alsoplaya role.

11)The MAR at 26·S exhibits the so-called localtrend,which cannotbe explained by

intra-colurnn melting alone. I propose that it is dueto meltingprocesses resulting from
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focused buoyant upwelling at slow spreading rates,namelylongermeltingcolumns in the

centerand shorter, deepercolumnsnear offsets.
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CHAPTER 4

PETROLOGY AND MAGMA CHAMBER PROCESSES

AT THE EAST PACIFIC RISE - 9°30'N

4.1 Abstract

I presentnew majorand traceelement datafor a set of closelyspaced« 1.8 Ian)

dredgesalonga well-studied portion of the East Pacific Rise (EPR)axis near g030'N

(gol7'N to g051'N). Withthe exception of enriched MORB(E-MORB) at g035'N, the

lavasare all normalmid-ocean ridgebasalt(N-MORB) with a limited range of MgO(8.40

6.22 wt%). Majorelement and traceelementdata favorderivation of the meltsfrom a

singleparentalcomposition by lowpressure crystallization of olivine, plagioclase and

clinopyroxene in the ratio of 16:62:22. This model is consistent with liquid line of descent

models but inconsistent with petrographic observations in that most of the N-MORB lavas

haveonly plagioclase phenocrysts. I ascribe this to gravitational crystal settlingof mafic

phasesand flotation of plagioclase, supported by crystalsize distribution data and density

relations. Most likelythis occurred in the axial magmachamber(AMe) thatunderlies the

EPR in this area The chemistryof axial lavas variesalong axis and correlates roughly with

elevation of the axis anddepthto the AMC. I interpret these correlations as favoring an

AMC that is chemically zoned along-axis, withFe-rich meltsat its distal ends. This favors

a centralinjection of MgO-rich meltwith lateral along-axis shallow transport. The height of

eruptionsalong axis is apparently controlled bymagmadensitysuch that leastdenseMgO

rich melts buildlocalvolcanic constructs of the highestelevation. The E-MORB lavasare

older than the N-MORB andprobably eruptedat a time when the AMCwas absentor was

muchsmallerin size thanpresently. E-MORB couldhave originated by deep melting

processes or very shallowcontamination ofN-MORB. Its presence in the g030'N area

supports the notion thatmagmachambers are not trulysteady-state. Instead they probably
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come and go on a time scaleof 3000- 6000years. A single parental magmaseems to

supplymelts to the AMCalong the entire60km segment of the EPR,suggesting that

centralsupplyinjection sitesare widely spaced. Basedon my data, there is no evidence for

petrologic segmentation corresponding to 4th-order tectonic segmentation in thisarea,

howeverit may be presentbelow the resolution of the sampling.

4.2 Introduction

Magmatic processes thatoccurbelow active mid-ocean ridgesare instrumental in

building the oceanic crust. Melting is thought to occuras a result of decompression of hot

mantle material which risespassively in response to plateseparation, with or without

additional buoyancy. Recent comparisons ofgravitydata from fast and slow spreading

ridgesindicatethat fast ridgesmay be fed mostly by a quasi two-dimensional passive

upwelling whereas morecomplex, three-dimensional buoyant mantle upwelling maybe

characteristic of slow ridges [Lin and PhippsMorgan, 1992]. Anotherdifference between

fast and slow ridgesappears to be the size andlongevity of crustal levelmagmabodies.

Detrick et al. [1990] report theabsence of magma reflectors beneath a magmatically robust

section of the mid-Atlantic ridge, whereas at the East Pacific Rise (EPR), there is abundant

evidencefor present-day magma chamber[e.g., Sinton and Detrick, 1992]

The purpose of thischapteris to present new petrologic data for a well-studied

portion of the EPR at ~ 9°30'N. The samples I studiedare from axialdredges spaced ~ 1.8

km apart between 9°17'Nand 9°40'N. Thesenew data, togetherwith previousdata on

samplesfrom 9°40' to 9°51 'N, bearon the questions of magmachamberprocesses and

shallowmagmasupplydynamics at fast ridges. Afterdiscussing previous studiesof this

segmentof the EPR,I present and interpret the new petrologic resultsanddiscusstheir

implications.
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4.3 Previous work at the ... 9°30'N

The EPR in the vicinity of9°30'N is one of the best-studied segments of the EPR.

The rise axis and its flanks have been well-mapped using Seabeamand Seamarc II

[Macdonald et al., 1984;Lonsdale, 1985]. These data, together with othergeophysical

data and observations provideconstraints on the tectonic history and processes of the EPR

axis and its offsets [Macdonald et al., 1987, 1988;Carbotte and Macdonald, 1992]. The

importance of crustal magmabodiesandsegmentation has beenhighlighted by a number of

seismicstudies [e.g.,Detrick et al., 1987; Harding et al., 1990;Kent et al., 1991; Toomey

et al.; 1990;Mutter et al., 1988]. Haymon et al. [1991a] conducted detailed geologic

studiesof the axis and mapped the distribution of hydrothermal activity. Follow-up

submersible studies [Haymon et al., 1991 b; Perfit et al., 1991] have providedinformation

on volcanic processes at the axis, and new analysesof samples from the EPR axis and off

axis flanks. Additional basalt samplesfromthe area werecollected by Langmuir et al.

[1986] as part of a larger study of the EPR axis. Nearby seamounts also have been studied

in detail [Fornari et al., 1984, 1988; Allan et al., 1989: Batiza et al., 1990].

This segment of the EPRspreadsnearlysymmetrically at 111 mm-yr [Carbotte and

Macdonald, 1992] and is broadly similar to otherportionsof the EPR nearby, such as the

EPR between WON - BON[e.g.,Macdonald and Fox, 1988;Hekinian et al., 1989;Gente

et al., 1986;Thompson et al., 1989;Detrick et al., 1987; Perram and Macdonald, 1991]

and the faster spreadingsouthern EPR [Lonsdale, 1989;Sinton et al., 1991]. The 9°30'N

areacontrastswith the BONarea in that morphologically (broader, higheraxis)it appearsto

have a more robustmagmasupplyand has a narrowerand less deep linear submitcollapse

[Haymon et al., 1991]. The axialmagmachamber (AMC)in the 9°30'Narea is

continuously presentalongaxis (or nearly so), but varies slightlyin depth alongaxis

(Figure4.1). Southof 9°17'N, the AMC reflector is displaced to the west. Interestingly,

in the seismic tomography area (9°27'Nto 9°36'N), the region of the lowest velocityabout
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Top of AMC

(after Detrick et aI., 1987)

Fig. 4.1 Along-axis changes in axial topography and depth to the axial magma chamber
(AMC) from Detrick et al. [l987[ and Macdonald and Fox [1988]. Both profiles are
greatly exaggerated vertically to show the rough correlation that exists between
topography and depth to the AMC. As shown later, lava chemistry also correlates with
these curves. The ranges of depth variation are different for each curve. Axial depth
varies from - 2700 m to ~ 2540 m (- 160 m) whereas the top of the AMC varies from ~

2100 m to ~ 1500 m (sub-bottom). I note that Kent et al. [1991] suggest that depth
variations in the AMC may be partly artifactual.
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1 - 3 km beneath the seafloor is also offset about 1 km to the west of the axis [Toomey et

al., 1990] even though the AMC reflector is centered at the axis. In this area, morphologic

segmentation (devals at 9°28'N and 9°35'N) corresponds to segmentation in crustal velocity

structure, leading Toomey et al. [1990] to suggest that small scale segmentationof the EPR

is magmaticallycontrolled. Toomey et al. [1990] identify morphologic segmentation of

linear EPR volcanoes [Lonsdale, 1985] on a scale of 5-10 km along axis. This

correspondsto the so-called4th-order segmentationof Macdonald et al. [1988]. Between

9°17'N and 9°55'N,twelve 4th-order segment boundarieshave been identified(9°17N,

20',25',26.1',28',32.7' 35', 37.1', 45',49',51.5', and 54'N [Langmuir et at., 1986;

Brodholt and Batiza, 1988;Toomey et at., 1990; Haymon et al., 1991]for an average

segment length of 5 - 6 km.

In contrast with the 4th-order volcano-tectonic segmentation, petrologicsegmentation

of the EPR [Langmuir et at, 1986; Thompson et at., 1989;Sinton et al., 1991]has usually

been thought of as occurringon a slightly longer length scale. Indeed, in this chapter I

show that petrologically, the EPR between 9°20'N and 9°54'N (- 63 km) is petrologically

rather uniform, With the exception of an enriched mid-oceanridge basalt (E-MORB) at

9°35.7'N,all the axial lavas are N-MORB and appear to be related to a single parental

composition. Further,magma temperatureor MgO content varies regularly alongaxis and

is crudely correlatedwith topographic variation. These observations provide clues about

shallow processes of magma transport, storage and eruption discussed later.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Dredges

Table 4.1 lists the sample locations, also shown on Figure 4.2. In most cases, the

samples are locatednear or withinthe axial summit caldera (ASC) mapped byHaymon et
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Fig. 4.2 Map of dredge locations. The Sea Beam base map is from Toomey et al. [1990]
and the dredge locations are from Table 4.1. The dotted line shows the approximate
position of the axial summit caldera (ASC) from Haymon et al. [1991]. Note that most of
the new dredges are near the ASC.
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Table 4.1. Dredge locations

Dredge Start End Fix Type* Depth Rock
R-34t 9°16.90'N I(W13.70'W 9°16.75'N l(W13.33'W 1 2611-2615 50Kg
R-35 9°18.71'N 104°13.I5'W 9°19.23'N 104°13.34'W 1 2581-2593 15Kg
R-36 9°19.76'N 104°13.09'W 9°19.77'N 104°13.42'W 1 2594-2595 0.5Kg
R-37 9°19.97'N 104°12.88'W 9°20.I8'N 104°12.73'W 1 2600-2590 150Kg
R-38 9°20.54'N 104°12.95'W 9~0.81'N 104°12.82'W 2 2597-2609 lKg
R-39 9°21.19'N 104°12.87'W 9°21.40'N 104°12.76'W 2 2586-2589 250Kg
R-40 9°21.97'N 104°12.83'W 9°22.I7'N 104°12.73'W 2 2590-2596 lKg
R-41 9°24.24'N 104°13.02'W 9°24.08'N 104°13.IO'W 2 2598 5Kg
R-42 9°25.05'N 104°13.47'W 9°25.43'N 104°13.46'W 2 2588-2584 20Kg
R-43 9°26.00'N 104°13.68'W 9~6.I4'N 104°13.62'W 2 2590 109
R-M 9°27.96'N 104°14.21'W 9°28.16'N 104°14.15'W 1 2580-2583 20Kg
R-45 9°28.96'N 104°14.31'W 9~9.23'N 104°14.40'W 1 2580-2582 Ig
R-46 9°29.99'N 104°14.34'W 9°30.30'N 104°14.30'W 1 2580-2581 20Kg
R-47 9°30.88'N 104°14.46'W 9°31.10'N 104°14.39'W 2 2586-2579 lOKg
R-48 9°32.00'N 104°14.61'W 9°32.15'N 104°14.58'W 2 2579-2573 20Kg
R-49t 9°31.42'N 104°12.37'W 9°31.70'N 104°12.96'W 2 2571-2699 60Kg
R-50t 9°33.23'N 104°14.49'W 9°33.42'N 104°14.42'W 2 2600-2570 lOKg
R-51 9°32.97'N 104°14.69'W 9°33.I9'N 104°14.69'W 2 2575-2576 100Kg
R-52 9°33.60'N 104°14.82'W 9°33.81'N 104°14.80'W 1 2590 15Kg
R-53 9°34.38'N 104°14.70'W 9°34.57'N 104°14.68'W 1 2563-2577 lOKg
R-54 9°35.66'N 104°15.05'W 9°35.85'N 104°15.04'W 1 2559-2562 20Kg
R-55 9°36.84'N 104°15.26'W 9°37.05'N 104°15.33'W 1 2565-2565 20Kg
R-56 9°37.84'N 104°15.l3'W 9°38.06'N 104°15.05'W 1 2561-2558 0.5Kg
R-57 9°38.89'N 104°15.37'W 9°38.71'N 104°15.40'W 2 2555-2554 lOKg
R-58 9°39.55'N 104°15.51'W 9°39.77'N 104°15.50'W 2 2552-2550 20Kg
R-59 9°40.30'N 104°16.00'W 9°40.50'N 104°16.00'W 2 2552 lKg

t = off axis; * Fix Types: 1 =Global positioning system (GPS) plus Seabeam topography, and 2 =
Transit Satellite and Dead-reckoning (DR) plus Seabeam topography.
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al. [1991] and are thus less than a few thousand yearsold. Morerecentsamplingofthe

area by submersible and transponder-navigated rock cores [Perfit et al., 1991] greatly

extendssampling of thispart of the EPR. The dredges, collectedon theRN T.

Washington in February, 1988 (RAITT 02), wereprimarily navigatedusingSeabeam and

the new Seabeam map of Toomeyet al. [1990]. The beamprofileof Seabeam was used to

track the ASCalongaxis. The dredges consistently were done with zero wire angle,S - 10

minuteson the bottom and took an average of 2.5 hours each.

All of the samples recovered are extremely fresh andglassy,with theexception of

those in dredges 34, 49, and 50 located off-axis (Figure 4.2). Fresh glass was also

obtained in the off-axis dredges, however the rocksare generally dullerand appearolder

than the freshest samples. Average dredge spacingof the new dredges between 9°17'N

and g04Q'N is - 1.8 km. In this studyI also use resultsobtained by Langmuiret al. [1986]

from the CHEPRexpedition. Dredge locations and chemical analysesfor dredgesCH-84,

-91 between9°19'Nand 9°49.2'N are given in the JOI synthesisof EPRdata [Tighe,

1988]. In addition, I use data fromsamples collected by ALVINdive 1567 at the EPR 

9°51'N [Fornari et al., 1988; Allan et al., 1989]. Most of the samplescollected and

analyzed are fragments of lobatepillows and associated ponded/collapse deposits and more

rarely true sheet flowsand pillowbuds.

4.4.2 Petrography

All the samples between 9°17'Nand 9°51 'N are sparsely phyric withat most a few

percentphenocrysts andmicrophenocrysts. A majorpetrographic breakoccursat about

9OZ0'N to g021'N, roughly coincident with the shift in location of the AMCrelativeto the

axis [Mutteretal., 1988]. Southof9°21'N, where the AMCis centeredoff-axis to the

west, the lavashave more abundant phenocrysts andcorrodedmegacrysts of olivine,

plagioclase, and clinopyroxene (up to 7% total). In contrast, north of this boundary up to
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Table 4.2. Representative probe microanalyses of olivine

Sample R39-8 R49-3 R49-4 R50-1 R50-4 R50-7 R52-1 R56-6R57-5 R57-6 R52-6 CH90-2
N 12 11 10 7 10 9 9 9 10 5 17 10
SiOz 39.72 39.30 39.42 40.03 39.94 40.06 39.82 39.74 39.84 40.26 39.64 41.73
FcO 14.71 14.39 14.35 10.91 11.27 11.92 14.68 12.49 13.51 12.90 14.94 15.63
MnO 0.23 0.22 0.24 0.17 0.11 0.21 0.24 0.22 0.23 0.19 0.00 0.26
MgO 45.40 44.18 44.65 47.07 47.55 46.51 44.60 46.43 46.03 45.68 43.32 42.76
CaO 0.39 0.37 0.34 0.37 0.39 0.35 0.34 0.35 0.37 0.52 0.38 0.34
NiO 0.11 0.08 0.20 0.30 0.17 0.23 0.12 0.18 0.16 0.22 0.12 0.11
Total 100.56 98.54 99.20 98.85 99.43 99.28 99.80 99.41 100.14 99.77 98.40 100.83

Si 0.993 1.001 0.998 1.000 0.994 1.001 1.002 0.995 0.995 1.005 1.011 1.038
FcZ+ 0.307 0.306 0.303 0.228 0.234 0.249 0.308 0.261 0.282 0.269 0.318 0.324
Mn 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.002 0.004 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.000 0.005
Mg 1.690 1.676 1.683 1.752 1.762 1.731 1.671 1.732 1.712 1.699 1.646 1.584
Ca 0.010 0.010 0.009 0.010 0.010 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.010 0.014 0.010 0.009
Ni 0.002 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.003 0.005 0.002 0.004 0.003 0.004 0.002 0.002
Sum 3.007 2.999 3.002 3.000 3.006 2.999 2.998 3.005 3.005 2.995 2.989 2.962

Fa 0.839 0.839 0.840 0.876 0.876 0.866 0.837 0.861 0.851 0.854 0.833 0.823
Fa 0.152 0.153 0.151 0.114 0.116 0.124 0.154 0.130 0.140 0.135 0.161 0.169
Ca-Ol 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.007 0.005 0.005
Ni-Ol 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.001
Mn-Ol 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.000 0.003

N = number of analyses. All the analyses were done at University of Hawaii.
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Fig. 4.3 Olivine analyses plotted against the Mg/(Mg+Fe2+) of host glass. For reference,
I show Kd (Fe-MgOI-Liq) values of 0.25 and 0.30 calculated using Roeder and Emslie
[1970]. The dots are mean compositions and the lines show observed range of variation.
Note that most olivines are in equilibrium with their host melt.
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Table 4.3. Probe microanalyses of plagioclase

Sample R39-1 R39-1 R40-5 R40-5 R41-1 R42-1 R42-1 R46-2 R46-9 R46-9 R47-1 R47-1 R48-1
N 15 9 6 4 10 28 17 5 16 8 17 8 1
Grain c r c r g c r g c r c r g
Si02 49.25 48.86 50.26 50.27 52.65 49.48 49.43 52.34 49.21 49.45 48.14 48.51 52.06
AI203 32.19 32.54 31.54 31.58 29.57 32.16 32.37 29.04 32.20 31.94 32.89 32.77 29.27
FeOt 0.45 0.45 0.54 0.60 0.93 0.42 0.45 1.07 0.50 0.51 0.37 0.41 0.84
MgO 0.21 0.19 0.21 0.21 0.28 0.22 0.23 0.39 0.21 0.21 0.22 0.20 0.35
Cao 15.41 15.74 14.39 14.58 12.84 15.41 15.51 12.67 15.28 15.10 15.90 15.62 12.14
Na20 2.65 2.49 3.09 3.10 4.29 2.73 2.66 3.95 2.75 2.92 2.24 2.36 4.14
K20 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.06
Total 100.17 100.29 100.03 100.34 100.60 100.46 100.67 99.51 100.17100.15 99.78 99.89 98.86

Si 2.249 2.232 2.292 2.288 2.384 2.253 2.247 2.394 2.248 2.259 2.210 2.223 2.392
Al 1.733 1.750 1.694 1.693 1.577 1.726 1.734 1.565 1.734 1.720 1.779 1.769 1.584
Fe3+ 0.D18 0.018 0.014 0.019 0.039 0.021 0.019 0.041 0.D18 0.021 0.011 0.008 0.024

Ca 0.754 0.770 0.703 0.711 0.623 0.752 0.755 0.621 0.748 0.739 0.782 0.766 0.597
Fe2+ 0.002 0.002 0.007 0.005 0.002 0.001 0.002 0.004 0.003 0.001 0.004 0.007 0.009
Mg 0.014 0.013 0.014 0.014 0.019 0.D15 0.D15 0.026 0.D15 0.D15 0.D15 0.014 0.024

Na 0.234 0.221 0.273 0.273 0.376 0.241 0.234 0.350 0.244 0.258 0.200 0.209 0.369
K 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.003 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.004

Cations 5.005 5.007 4.998 5.003 5.022 5.011 5.007 5.004 5.D10 5.014 5.002 4.998 5.002

An% 76.20 77.62 71.98 72.19 62.16 75.61 76.24 63.75 75.35 73.98 79.58 78.46 61.62
Or% 0.11 0.11 0.09 0.09 0.25 0.12 0.13 0.28 0.10 0.15 O.ll 0.13 0.36

Sample R49-4 R49-4 R49-4 R50-7 R52-1 R54-2 R54-2 R54-2 R56-6 R56-6 R56-7 R56-7 R58-1
N 15 10 4 15 4 15 10 5 9 7 14 8 5
Grain c r g c s c r g c r c r g
SiOz 48.68 48.65 50.71 47.94 49.87 48.52 48.64 50.69 48.64 48.62 48.47 48.24 51.17
AI203 32.39 32.51 30.62 32.89 31.08 32.49 32.59 30.55 32.40 32.45 32.73 32.86 29.92
FeOt 0.55 0.61 0.72 0.41 0.8 0.52 0.54 0.93 0.39 0.40 0.41 0.44 0.75
MgO 0.20 0.19 0.27 0.22 0.29 0.21 0.19 0.35 0.25 0.25 0.21 0.24 0.43
Cao 15.53 15.56 13.80 16.06 13.99 15.37 15.47 13.65 15.63 15.71 15.79 15.92 13.83
Na20 2.52 2.49 3.45 2.24 3.35 2.63 2.61 3.51 2.55 2.46 2.44 2.35 3.56
K20 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.09 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03
Total 99.90 100.04 99.61 99.77 99.41 99.79 100.09 99.78 99.88 99.91 100.D7 100.06 99.69

Si 2.232 2.229 2.322 2.204 2.293 2.227 2.227 2.320 2.230 2.229 2.219 2.210 2.342
AI 1.751 1.754 1.653 1.781 1.683 1.758 1.758 1.649 1.751 1.753 1.766 1.774 1.614
Fe3+ 0.017 0.017 0.025 0.D15 0.024 0.D15 0.D15 0.031 0.019 0.D18 0.015 0.016 0.044

Ca 0.763 0.764 0.677 0.790 0.688 0.756 0.756 0.669 0.767 0.771 0.774 0.781 0.678
Fe2+ 0.004 0.007 0.005 0.002 0.007 0.005 0.006 0.004 0.001 0.001 0.003 0.004 0.004
Mg 0.014 0.013 0.018 0.D15 0.020 0.014 0.013 0.024 0.017 0.017 0.015 0.016 0.029

Na 0.224 0.221 0.306 0.199 0.298 0.234 0.231 0.311 0.226 0.219 0.216 0.209 0.316
K 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.003 0.005 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.002

Cations 5.006 5.005 5.008 5.007 5.016 5.013 5.012 5.014 5.013 5.009 5.010 5.010 5.026

An% 77.19 77.44 68.72 79.80 69.63 76.09 76.36 67.88 77.15 77.85 78.10 78.84 68.08
Or% 0.15 0.17 0.24 0.10 0.21 0.34 0.31 0.54 0.09 0.07 0.09 0.09 0.20

N = number of analyses; c = core; r = rim; g = groundmass. Fe3+ is obtained by stoichiometry and charge
balance. Note the absence of systematic zoning. All the analyses were done at University of Hawaii.
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Fig. 4.4 Plagioclase analyses plotted against Ca/(Ca+Na) and Mg/(Mg+Fe2+) of their
host glass. Dots are cores (solid) and rims (hollow) of phenocrysts and
microphenocrysts; crosses are microlites. The shaded area is a field for analyses of
crystals which appear textually to be in equilibrium with their host melt.
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the Clipperton transform, the EPR axis lavas are moresparselyphyric (< 3%) and contain

almostexclusively plagioclase phenocrysts and micro phenocrysts. Many also contain

microlites and tiny (up to 6011, most< 3011) skeletal microphenocrysts of olivine. Between

9~IN and 9°25'Nthe lavascontain both sparseplagioclase and olivinephenocrysts. The

olivinephenocrysts are up to 20011 long butare greatly subordinate to plagioclase up to 3

mm in length. A singlesample(R41-2) containscpx crystalsin glass. Theseare anhedral

to subhedral, exhibit sectorzoninganddo not resemble typicalphenocrysts. Instead, they

resemble cpx grains which commonly occur in the morecrystalline portions of the lavas as

glomerophyric clusterswithplagioclase.

Overall, the samplesexhibitmineralogic and textural features typical of EPRN

MORBelsewhere alongthe axis [e.g.,Batiza et al., 1977;Natland, 1980a]. Oneexception

is the absence of spinel commonly found in high-MgO EPR lavas [Natland, 1989].

Anotheris the paucity of vesicles decorated with sulfide blebs. Sulfideminerals are

present, butoccur only as subspherical blebs up to l0011 in diameter; the wallsof tiny

vesiclesare free of sulfides.

Olivine microphenocrysts and microlites are virtually unzoned (Table4.2)and exhibit

a narrowrange of chemicalvariations (F088 to F082). Figure 4.3 shows that the olivine is

apparently in equilibrium withits host melt [e.g., Roederand Emslie, 1970; Ulmer, 1989]

confirming inferences based on olivinemorphology. Plagioclase crystals varymorewidely

in chemistry (Figure4.4 andTable 4.3) from An85 to An55. Groundmass plagioclase

microlitesare systematically more sodicthan phenocrysts and microphenocrysts which

show a narrowerrange of variation (most are An70 to An82: Figure4.4). Zoning patterns

in plagioclase phenocrysts are, as usual,very complex, with bothnormal andreverse

zoningobserved within a singlerock. Despite complex zoningandcompositional variation

of phenocryst cores (Figure4.5) withinsinglerocks, the plagioclase phenocrysts are

euhedral and appearto bein equilibrium. This cannotbeconfirmed, as plagioclase-melt
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Fig.4.6 Crystal size distribution (CSD) data for relatively primitive and relatively
evolved lavas from the 9°30'N area. In(N) is the natural logarithm of the number of
crystals per cm3 and L is the length (in mm) of plagioclase crystals. See text for
discussion and details. These CSD patterns, which deviate from log-normal at large
crystal sizes, provide evidence that plagioclase crystals were added to the magma.
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equilibriais not yet fully workedout and is stronglydependent on the bulkcomposition of

melt and other variables [e.g., Glazner, 1984;Housh and Luhr, 1991].

The size distribution of plagioclase phenocrysts and microphenocrysts in the samples

is interesting (Figure 4.6). I employthe crystal size distribution (CSD)technique of Marsh

[1988] and Cashman and Marsh [1988], but to get adequate statistics, multiple thin sections

had to becounted. A typicalEPR basaltfrom the 9°30'Narea contains only4 to 60

plagioclase crystalsover 50Jl in size per thin section. I countedfive thin sections each for

tworelatively primitive(CH-91, ALVIN 1567) and two relativelyevolved(R-40 and CH

85) lavasand combinedthe data. Evenso, statistics are still ratherpoor withtotals of only

117,41, 68 and 160crystals for each of the four rocks. Despite the low counts, the

patterns of Figure 4.6 are reasonably consistent, with values of In(N) (where N is crystals

per cm3) showinga log normal distribution with crystal size up to crystal sizesof - 0.5

mm. Such a log-normal distribution is expected for simplecases of closed system

crystallization. In contrast, the almostflat distribution of largecrystalsin the EPR lavas is

unusual. One explanation is that the original log-normal CSD patterns have been alteredby

a gain of large-sized plagioclase crystals(see Marsh [1988] for additional discussion).

4.4.3 Basalt glass chemistry

Withone exception(E-MORB glassesin dredgeR-54), all the samplesbetween

9°17'Nand g051'N are normalMORB (N-MORB) witha limitedrange ofMgO (8.4 to

6.22 wt%; Table 4.4). I analyzed basalticglassesusingelectronmicroprobes at the

University of Hawaii and the Smithsonian Institution (T. O'Hearn,analyst). In order to

compare all these data, plus data from the Lamont-Doherty probe for CHEPRsamples, I

conducted a limitedinter-laboratory comparison in which each laboratory analyzed glasses

from 16 different MORBsamples. Smallsystematic differences exist amongall probe

laboratories, but thesecan be corrected. Thedata of Table 4.4 have been adjusted using the
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Table 4.4. Major element chemistry of EPR basaltic glasses
SamplcR37-1 R37-2 R37-3 R37-4 R37-5 R37-6 R37-7 R37-8 R37-12R38-1 R39-1 R39-2 R39-3 R39-4
SiOz 50.91 50.80 50.77 50.91 50.48 50.13 50.62 51.14 51.44 51.13 49.98 50.43 50.61 50.32
rio, 1.66 1.66 1.64 1.66 1.61 1.65 1.70 1.67 1.68 1.75 1.65 1.59 1.62 1.62
AlzD.3 14.46 14.50 14.46 14.58 14.44 14.49 14.39 14.64 14.57 14.34 14.75 15.17 15.20 15.15
FcO 10.77 10.64 10.47 10.65 10.73 10.58 10.52 10.71 10.71 10.99 10.01 10.18 10.16 10.06
MnO 0.17 0.21 0.21 0.24 0.21 0.20 0.23 0.19 0.19 na 0.21 0.16 0.18 0.17
MgO 7.14 7.15 7.23 7.14 7.14 7.16 7.16 7.16 7.09 7.05 7.43 7.51 7.33 7.44
CaO 11.64 11.42 11.36 11.48 11.46 11.36 11.14 11.37 11.54 11.50 11.70 11.94 11.99 11.86
NIIJ.0 2.68 2.71 2.74 2.71 2.74 2.75 2.77 2.75 2.58 2.68 2.64 2.66 2.70 2.68
KzO 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.09 0.11 0.10 o.n 0.12 0.14 0.13 0.16 0.14 0.16
Pzos 0.15 0.18 0.20 0.14 0.19 0.20 0.14 0.22 0.23 0.20 0.15 0.17 0.17 0.18
Total 99.69 99.39 99.18 99.63 99.08 98.62 98.77 99.97 100.20 99.78 98.65 99.97 100.10 99.63

Mg# 56.77 57.10 57.77 57.04 56.85 57.27 57.41 57.00 56.72 55.96 59.50 59.36 58.84 59.43

Samplc R39-5 R39-6 R39-7 R39-8 R39-9 R39-1O R39-11 R39-12 R39-16 R39-17 R39-18 R39-19 R40-1 R40-2
sio, 50.44 49.84 50.21 49.95 50.27 50.56 50.05 50.31 50.31 50.06 50.07 49.46 50.84 50.90
rto, 1.62 1.69 1.64 1.58 1.63 1.68 1.66 1.68 1.63 1.67 1.64 1.63 1.86 1.84
A12 C>.3 14.70 15.03 14.98 14.83 15.15 14.76 14.87 14.84 14.96 14.81 14.67 14.92 14.36 14.32
PeO 10.35 10.23 10.04 10.34 10.14 10.42 10.41 10.47 10.42 10.38 10.27 10.09 11.29 10.67
MnO na 0.17 0.19 na 0.19 0.19 0.16 0.19 na 0.18 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.21
MgO 7.51 7.44 7.33 7.36 7.51 7.33 7.38 7.36 7.40 7.51 7.31 7.47 6.80 6.82
CaO 11.80 11.78 11.77 11.97 11.89 12.01 12.05 11.99 11.82 11.67 11.95 12.04 11.45 11.34
NIIJ.0 2.67 2.72 2.71 2.64 2.70 2.66 2.63 2.67 2.61 2.65 2.60 2.65 2.79 2.82
KzO 0.11 0.16 0.14 0.11 0.14 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.12 0.14 0.16
PzOs 0.19 0.19 0.20 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.17 0.21 0.23
Total 99.39 99.25 99.21 98.96 99.80 99.91 99.50 99.81 99.45 99.26 99.01 98.73 99.91 99.31

Mg# 58.97 59.02 59.12 58.50 59.47 58.22 58.41 58.21 58.45 58.90 58.50 59.46 54.41 55.85

Samplc R40-3 R40-4 R40-5 R4I-1 R41-2 R41-3 R41-4 R42-1 R42-2 R42-3 R42-4 R42-5 R42-6 R42-7
sio, 50.10 49.95 50.54 50.79 50.59 49.95 50.07 51.04 50.27 50.96 51.14 50.92 51.13 50.88
rio, 1.90 1.90 1.88 1.70 1.65 1.77 1.70 1.54 1.49 1.50 1.54 1.52 1.51 1.47
AlzOj 14.15 14.28 14.33 14.72 14.61 14.45 14.40 14.75 14.93 14.94 14.95 14.83 14.97 15.06
r'CO 11.22 11.27 10.48 10.63 10.40 10.63 10.51 9.98 9.97 9.89 10.00 9.84 9.85 9.87
MnO 0.19 0.20 0.22 0.20 0.21 0.20 0.19 na 0.20 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.18 0.18
MgO 7.01 6.75 6.76 7.07 7.06 7.11 7.22 7.66 7.76 7.75 7.76 7.60 7.78 7.80
caO I I.76 11.26 11.27 11.75 11.79 11.64 11.60 12.03 11.93 12.12 12.07 11.93 12.06 12.26
NazO 2.77 2.76 2.80 2.87 2.80 2.85 2.70 2.55 2.58 2.51 2.57 2.56 2.55 2.63
KzO 0.13 0.17 0.14 0.13 0.14 0.15 0.13 0.11 0.13 0.12 0.10 0.13 0.11 0.13
PzOs 0.25 0.23 0.13 0.21 0.19 0.20 0.23 0.17 0.24 0.16 0.17 0.18 0.15 0.14
Total 99.48 98.76 98.56100.10 99.43 98.95 98.75 99.83 99.50100.10 100.50 99.68 100.30 100.40

Mg# 55.31 54.27 56.10 56.84 57.35 56.97 57.65 60.32 60.65 60.81 60.59 60.47 61.00 61.01

Sample R44-1 R44-2 R44-3 R44-4 R44-5 R44-6 R44-7 R44-12 R44-13 R44-14 R45SG R46-1 R46-2 R46-3
sio, 50.82 50.97 51.35 51.15 51.10 50.88 50.46 51.34 50.95 50.63 50.59 50.40 50.71 50.61
TiOz I. 71 1.71 1.72 1.70 1.71 1.69 1.66 1.72 1.73 1.74 1.71 1.63 1.71 1.63
AlzOj 14.67 14.61 14.55 14.57 14.59 14.47 14.49 14.51 14.59 14.60 14.50 14.47 14.82 14.59
r<eO 9.95 10.54 10.58 10.57 10.63 10.61 10.58 10.58 10.66 10.77 10.55 10.31 10.36 10.10
MnO 0.21 0.19 0.19 0.18 0.18 na na 0.18 0.19 0.19 na 0.21 na 0.18
MgO 7.09 7.30 7.28 7.27 7.26 7.18 7.18 7.31 7.32 7.33 7.35 7.45 6.84 6.87
caO 11.57 11.85 11.79 11.80 11.91 11.77 11.77 11.80 11.79 11.82 11.76 11.53 12.10 11.57
NazO 2.88 2.63 2.63 2.61 2.68 2.62 2.66 2.64 2.69 2.68 2.65 2.65 2.66 2.73
KzO 0.1f. 0.11 0.12 o.n 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.14 0.14 0.13 0.16
PzOs 0.19 0.20 0.17 0.18 0.19 0.20 0.15 0.19 0.19 0.18 0.16 0.18 0.17 0.19
Total 99.24100.10100.40100.20 100.40 99.54 99.07100.40100.20100.10 99.41 98.98 99.50 98.63

Mg# 58.53 57.85 57.67 57.66 57.49 57.27 57.34 57.77 57.62 57.40 57.98 58.87 56.67 57.40
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Table 4.4. Major element chemistry of EPR basaltic glasses (continued)
Sample R46-4 R46-5 R46-6 R46-7 R46-8 R46-9 R46-1O R47-1 R47-2 R47-3 R47-4 R47-5 R47-6 R48-1
Si02 50.59 51.25 50.41 50.64 50.76 50.82 50.70 50.33 50.50 50.65 50.41 50.32 50.67 50.83
rto, 1.64 1.68 1.65 1.61 1.68 1.64 1.69 1.43 1.40 1.41 1.40 1.39 1.61 1.70
A120.l 14.64 14.60 14.60 14.62 14.64 14.60 14.53 15.22 15.16 15.30 15.17 15.18 14.60 14.65
FeO 10.24 10.00 10.29 10.26 10.50 10.53 10.51 9.74 9.50 9.71 9.58 9.59 10.40 10.36
MnO 0.19 0.22 0.18 0.22 0.20 0.20 0.18 0.21 0.20 na 0.16 0.18 0.19 0.16
MgO 6.92 7.43 7.40 7.36 7.23 7.18 7.17 7.89 7.88 7.87 7.88 7.82 7.29 7.20
CaO 11.90 11.59 11.57 11.53 11.53 11.61 11.70 12.06 11.83 12.28 11.91 11.88 11.58 11.75
N~O 2.60 2.66 2.66 2.71 2.68 2.71 2.65 2.49 2.61 2.57 2.57 2.58 2.67 2.60
K20 0.11 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.11 0.13 0.13 0.12 0.15 0.14 0.11 0.11
P20S 0.19 0.13 0.17 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.20 0.21 0.17 0.16 0.17 0.15 0.18 0.21
Total 99.02 99.68 99.07 99.27 99.54 99.62 99.44 99.71 99.39100.10 99.40 99.23 99.29 99.58

Mg# 57.23 59.53 58.75 58.69 57.70 57.47 57.48 61.60 62.16 61.62 61.98 61.76 58.12 57.92

Sample R48-2 R48-3 R48-4 R48-5 R48-6 R49-1 R49-2 R49-3 R49-4 R50-1 R50-2 R50-3 R50-4 R50-5
sio, 50.67 50.50 50.44 50.55 50.49 50.14 51.02 50.62 50.07 50.24 50.38 50.27 50.29 49.93
Ti~ 1.66 1.62 1.62 1.66 1.66 1.90 1.87 1.69 1.67 1.29 1.26 1.26 1.23 1.25
A120.l 14.50 14.70 14.67 14.59 14.58 14.21 14.17 14.69 15.09 15.69 15.64 15.51 15.61 15.70
!"'Co 10.47 10.43 10.46 10.42 10.41 11.20 11.31 10.04 10.17 9.22 9.02 9.25 9.16 9.00
MnO 0.18 0.18 na 0.18 0.20 0.22 0.21 0.22 na 0.18 0.16 0.17 0.15 na
MgO 7.23 7.08 7.08 6.95 7.27 6.58 6.22 6.95 7.08 8.31 8.26 8.29 8.35 8.40
CaO 11.53 11.71 11.87 11.66 11.75 11.04 11.25 11.44 11.90 12.21 12.17 12.10 12.13 12.27
N~O 2.67 2.70 2.65 2.70 2.69 2.90 2.86 2.83 2.87 2.45 2.47 2.46 2.49 2.43
K20 0.13 0.11 0.14 0.12 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.23 0.26 0.10 0.10 0.12 0.11 0.12
P20S 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.22 0.17 0.23 0.19 0.24 0.18 0.16 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.12
Total 99.24 99.23 99.10 99.06 99.36 98.56 99.25 98.94 99.29 99.86 99.59 99.59 99.67 99.22

Mg# 57.75 57.36 57.28 56.91 58.04 53.79 52.13 57.83 57.96 64.09 64.47 63.97 64.35 64.90

Sample R50-6 R50-7 R51-1 R51-2 R51-3 R51-4 R51-5 R51-6 R51-7 R51-8 R51-9 R51-10 R51-11 R51-12
Si~ 50.45 50.46 50.32 50.43 50.96 50.96 50.81 51.06 50.91 50.78 50.73 50.74 50.88 50.82
rio, 1.28 1.28 1.20 1.27 1.49 1.49 1.49 1.47 1.52 1.46 1.50 1.47 1.52 1.53
A120.l 15.58 15.55 15.73 15.44 14.69 14.68 14.61 14.75 14.67 14.54 14.73 14.72 14.50 14.85
!"'CO 9.03 8.93 9.17 9.13 9.90 10.12 9.97 10.08 10.14 9.81 10.00 10.07 10.06 10.10
MnO 0.19 0.19 na 0.18 0.20 0.18 0.19 0.21 0.18 0.18 0.21 0.20 0.19 0.18
MgO 8.31 8.37 7.98 7.99 7.37 7.34 7.42 7.33 7.39 7.43 7.48 7.39 7.43 7.22
caO 12.17 12.21 12.52 12.25 11.89 12.01 11.96 11.79 12.07 11.67 12.01 12.01 12.07 12.19
N~O 2.40 2.47 2.52 2.48 2.66 2.65 2.64 2.69 2.70 2.63 2.71 2.66 2.68 2.73
K20 0.10 0.11 0.09 0.09 0.11 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.07
P20S 0.13 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.14 0.16 0.16 0.13 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.15
Total 99.64 99.69 99.65 99.38 99.40 99.70 99.32 99.63 99.83 98.72 99.62 99.49 99.57 99.83

Mg# 64.57 64.98 63.28 63.42 59.59 58.95 59.59 59.03 59.08 60.01 59.71 59.22 59.41 58.59

Sample R51-13 R51-14 R51-15 R51-16 R52-1 R52-2 R52-3 R52-4 R52-5 R52-6 R53SG R54-1 R54-2 R54-3
sio, 50.86 51.02 50.66 51.04 50.40 50.69 50.48 50.39 50.43 50.55 50.09 50.38 49.83 50.25
rio, 1.48 1.55 1.53 1.48 1.69 1.62 1.63 1.67 1.60 1.65 1.23 1.62 1.58 1.64
A12 0.l 14.63 14.70 14.65 14.68 14.88 14.84 14.97 14.71 14.79 14.54 16.08 15.65 15.93 15.68
FcO 9.84 10.92 10.25 10.07 10.54 10.53 10.53 10.34 10.42 10.29 8.86 9.01 9.19 8.98
MnO 0.21 0.22 na 0.21 na 0.19 0.20 0.19 0.19 0.21 na 0.18 na 0.19
MgO 7.33 6.96 7.49 7.29 7.23 7.34 7.19 7.28 7.22 7.21 8.37 7.37 7.21 7.33
CaO 11.80 11.81 12.03 12.01 11.74 11.75 11.82 11.71 11.54 11.52 12.36 11.66 11.87 11.65
N~O 2.67 2.70 2.69 2.67 2.63 2.62 2.67 2.65 2.60 2.69 2.44 2.77 2.81 2.76
~o 0.12 0.12 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.10 0.11 0.08 0.10 0.08 0.43 0.36 0.42
P20S 0.15 0.15 0.17 0.17 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.19 0.17 0.20 0.15 0.26 0.21 0.28
Total 99.09100.10 99.57 99.72 99.40 99.87 99.77 99.24 99.04 98.98 99.66 99.34 98.99 99.20

Mg# 59.61 55.80 59.14 58.94 57.60 57.99 57.49 58.22 57.87 58.11 65.17 61.83 60.84 61.77
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Table 4.4. Major clement chemistry of EPR basaltic glasses (continued)
Samplc R54-4 R54-5 R54-6 R54-7 R54-8 R54-9 R54-10 R54-11 R54-12 R55SG R56-1 R56-2 R56-3 R56-4
sio, 50.42 50.16 50.50 50.54 50.28 49.86 50.57 50.57 50.68 50.09 50.18 49.82 50.35 50.10
rto, 1.60 1.61 1.61 1.62 1.64 1.56 1.65 1.62 1.62 1.72 1.41 1.31 1.28 1.28
AlzD.J 15.56 15.59 15.60 15.69 15.56 15.62 15.70 15.67 15.81 14.58 15.11 15.34 15.44 15.33
FeO 9.03 8.92 8.89 9.03 9.15 8.96 9.04 9.04 9.11 10.66 9.75 9.10 9.21 9.07
MnO 0.17 0.18 0.16 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.18 0.17 0.17 na 0.19 0.17 na 0.15
MgO 7.42 7.35 7.43 7.40 7.26 7.48 7.45 7.49 7.10 7.35 7.71 8.23 8.23 8.10
CaD 11.66 11.63 11.62 11.67 11.70 11.51 11.67 11.68 11.84 11.67 11.78 12.06 12.21 12.00
NazO 2.77 2.72 2.76 2.81 2.80 2.80 2.74 2.77 2.77 2.68 2.49 2.31 2.40 2.40

Kz° 0.43 0.45 0.45 0.44 0.44 0.42 0.41 0.42 0.45 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.09 0.09
Pzos 0.25 0.26 0.23 0.27 0.23 0.29 0.29 0.26 0.24 0.18 0.16 0.12 0.14 0.13
Total 99.29 98.87 99.27 99.65 99.25 98.67 99.71 99.69 99.81 99.03 98.87 98.55 99.35 98.66

Mg# 61.95 62.03 62.36 61.89 6\.12 62.32 62.01 62.14 60.71 57.73 61.04 64.16 63.90 63.90

Samplc R56-5 R56-6 R57-1 R57-2 R57-4 R57-6 R58-1 R58-2 R58-3 R58-4 R59-1 R59-3 R59-4
sio, 49.99 50.20 50.29 50.50 50.31 50.65 50.05 50.18 49.70 50.18 50.16 50.86 50.57
TiOz 1.29 1.28 1.25 1.51 1.49 1.53 1.63 1.51 1.52 1.53 1.75 1.75 1.76
AIzD.J 15.28 15.33 15.48 14.96 15.02 15.15 15.28 15.35 15.36 15.09 14.58 14.69 14.66
reo 9.41 9.07 9.08 9.69 9.58 9.88 9.94 9.63 9.64 9.75 10.77 10.34 10.81
MnO na 0.18 0.20 0.18 0.16 na na 0.19 0.24 0.19 na 0.20 0.20
MgO 8.20 8.10 8.06 7.65 7.64 7.85 7.72 7.79 7.70 7.70 7.10 7.10 7.02
CaD 12.36 12.00 12.02 11.65 11.96 11.95 11.77 11.61 11.56 11.42 11.59 11.68 11.72
NazO 2.39 2.40 2.42 2.51 2.51 2.54 2.48 2.54 2.56 2.51 2.63 2.62 2.69
KzO 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.10 0.10 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.12 0.11 0.12
PzOs 0.15 0.14 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.17
Total 99.16 98.79 99.05 98.92 98.93 99.81 99.13 99.09 98.57 98.66 98.89 99.54 99.72

Mg# 63.32 63.90 63.73 61.00 61.23 6\.15 60.60 61.57 61.27 6\.01 56.63 57.63 56.26

Samples without MnO were analyzed at the Smithsonian Institution: T. O'Hearn analyst. Others were analyzed at
University of Hawaii.

Group means (not listed) are computed by averaging together analyses of individual glass samples from the same
dredge, provided they are similar within analytical uncertainty for all elements. For most dredges, the group means are
simple averages of the individual glass analyses, however some dredges have two groups of samples as follows: R47a:
R47-1,2,3,4,5; R47b: R47-6; R49a: R49-I,2; R49b: R49-3,4; R51a: R51-3,4,5,6,7,8.9,IO,I1,12,13,14,15,16; R51b:
R51-I,2; R56a: R56-2,3,4,5,6; R56b: R56-1; R57a: R57-2,4,6; R57b: R57-1.
In this study, I have corrected U. Hawaii and Lamont probe glass data to conform with Smithsonian analyses. To do this,
we multiply each oxide by the factors given below:

Si02 Ti02 Al203 FeO MnO MgO CaO Na20 K20 P205
U. Hawaii 0.9994 1.0005 1.0040 0.9737 1.0000 0.9792 0.9996 1.0355 1.2597
LOGO 1.0064 1.0006 1.0057 1.0062 0.9323 0.9876 1.0037 1.0870 1.0377

Complete results of the interlaboratory comparison are available from the authors and from C. Langmuir (LOGO) or J.
Bender (UNCC). The probe mount of 16 glasses is kept at LDGO.

Mg# is 100 X Mg/(Mg + Fe2+) with Fe2+/(Fc2+ + Fe3+) = 0.9.
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Table 4.5. Trace element chemistry of representative glasses

Sample R37-1 R38-1 R39-1 R41-1 R42-1 R44-6 R46-2 R47-3 R48-1 R49-4 R51-1 R50-1 R52-1 R54-2 R56-5 R57-6 R58-1 R59-1
La 3.54 3.86 3.83 4.29 3.61 3.92 4.08 3.52 3.76 3.83 2.50 2.94 3.68 8.40 2.75 3.38 3.37 3.95
Ce 10.70 11.90 11.50 13.70 10.40 11.90 11.60 10.00 11.40 11.60 7.70 8.50 11.70 18.90 8.50 10.60 10.50 11.80
Sm 3.71 4.04 3.67 3.91 3.33 3.70 3.69 3.27 3.70 3.75 2.84 2.84 3.73 3.80 2.93 3.36 3.61 3.96
fu 1.33 1.41 1.32 1.39 1.21 1.33 1.35 1.20 1.33 1.31 1.07 1.07 1.37 1.36 1.07 1.20 1.26 1.41
10 0.91 0.95 0.92 0.92 0.84 0.89 0.94 0.71 0.94 0.90 0.71 0.66 0.96 0.82 0.69 0.78 0.88 0.94
Yb 3.41 3.74 3.42 3.50 3.07 3.48 3.55 3.10 3.56 3.51 2.71 2.64 3.58 2.96 2.76 3.18 3.35 3.75
ill 0.501 0.565 0.488 0.506 0.445 0.514 0.507 0.429 0.500 0.513 0.385 0.394 0.504 0.412 0.405 0.458 0.487 0.540

FeO 10.72 10.87 10.28 10.53 9.91 10.44 10.66 9.88 10.35 10.47 9.12 9.04 10.56 9.05 9.17 9.81 9.95 10.86
N~O 2.78 2.75 2.68 2.92 2.64 2.70 2.79 2.66 2.68 2.75 2.60 2.57 2.72 2.86 2.45 2.60 2.66 2.75

Sc 43.8 43.7 42.8 44.5 42.9 43.1 44.2 43.0 42.9 43.5 40.9 39.5 42.7 41.3 39.8 41.3 39.6 43.4
Cr 177 160 313 210 293 226 251 325 233 234 345 353 264 311 344 304 301 235
Co 44.7 43.8 43.4 43.4 43.9 43.1 44.6 44.3 42.9 43.5 43.3 43.7 44.3 40.8 43.3 43.4 43.7 44.0
Ni 70 100 80 80 80 70 70 100 140 110 120 80 140

Cs 0.21 0.15
Sr 100 160 130 160 170 100 160 160 170 130 70 160 140 210 180 120 120 120
Ba 61

'h 90 150 130 150 120 120 90 150 80 110 130 130 100 110 130
Ta 0.17 0.20 0.19 0.20 0.20 0.14 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.19 0.14 0.13 0.16 0.74 0.11 0.15 0.15 0.11...... Hf 2.84 3.01 2.84 2.94 2.49 2.98 2.95 2.47 2.84 2.97 2.11 2.13 2.86 2.91 2.16 2.58 2.68 3.11

W Th 0.09 0.19 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.22 0.13 0.08 0.19 0.13 0.13 0.09 0.11 0.67 0.11 0.16 0.16 0.10VI U 0.26

(LalSm)n 0.668 0.669 0.731 0.768 0.759 0.742 0.774 0.754 0.711 0.715 0.616 0.725 0.691 1.547 0.657 0.704 0.653 0.698
(LalLu)n 0.730 0.706 0.8Il 0.876 0.838 0.788 0.832 0.848 0.777 0.711 0.671 0.771 0.754 2.107 0.702 0.763 0.715 0.756
(CelYb)n 0.635 0.644 0.681 0.792 0.686 0.692 0.661 0.653 0.648 0.669 0.575 0.652 0.661 1.292 0.623 0.675 0.634 0.637

Mg# 56.77 55.96 59.50 56.84 60.32 57.27 56.67 61.62 57.92 57.96 63.28 64.09 57.60 60.84 63.32 61.15 60.60 56.63

Trace element were obtained by Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis at Washington University, St. Louis [Lindstrom and Korotev, 1982]. Analytical precision is
computed for each sample and these vary slightly. Typical uncertainties (20) are: La and Sm - 4%, Yb - 5%, Eu and Lu - 6%, Ce - 7%, Hf - 9%, Tb - 10%, and Na2D - 0.08
wt%, FeD - 0.3 wt%, Sc - 1.2 ppm, Cr - 10 ppm, Co - 1.2 ppm, Ni - 3Oppm, Sr - 4Oppm, Zr - 5Oppm, Ba - 18ppm, Cs - O.07ppm, Ta - O.04ppm, Th - O.04ppm and U -
O.09ppm.
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Fig. 4.9 Phase diagram (Di-Ol-Qtz) projected from plagioclase with 1 atmosphere phase
boundaries from Walker et al. [1979] and high pressure phase boundaries from [Stolper,
1980]. Note that the 9°30'N samples exhibit a very small range and plot close to the 1
atm three phase cotectic.
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Fig. 4.10 Plots of MgO and Ti02 against latitude. Dots are individual analyses. Note
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stippled when sampling is less dense. Also shown are dredge locations, devals (arrows),
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factors given in the note to Table 4.4. Accuracyand precision of the U. Hawaii electron

microprobe for basaltglasses and mineralsare given in Garciaand Wolfe [1988] and

Garcia et al. [1986].

Except for the E-MORB samples, the samplesdisplaychemical variations of the type

typical of N-MORBsuites from elsewherealong the mid-oceanridge system [e.g., Perfit et

al., 1983;Thompson et al., 1989;Walkeret al., 1979] often interpreted as the result of

shallow fractionation processes. The 9°30'N suite is quite coherent (with scatter) and

comprisesa linear, continuousseries on MgO variationdiagrams (Figure 4.7). For

convenience in data handling, I havecomputedgroup means (see Table 4.4 notes) and plot

these group means in Figure 4.8 (MgO variationdiagrams) and Figure 4.9 (Normative

mineralogy).

Traceelementdata by Instrumentation Neutron Activation Analysis(INAA) for

selectedglassesare given in Table 4.5. These also show limited variation which can be

explained almostentirely by fractional crystallization as discussedlater.

4.4.4 Along-axis chemical variation

The chemicalvariation of lavasalong axis in the 9°30'Narea is not random. While

there is significant chemicalvariation at each place along the axis, the mean valuesexhibita

fairlyregular pattern of along-axis variation. Figure4.10 shows that MgO and Ti02 (other

elementas well) show localscatter,but also a crudevariation along axis that correlateswith

topography. The along-axis pattern is clearly evidentafter smoothingwith a moving

boxcar filter (Figure 4.11). Local topographichighs at 9°48'N, and the 9°32'N to 9°38'N

area correspond to the highestMgO and lowest Ti02 values. The mean and maximum

MgO valuesdecrease away from the local topographic highs. Local topographic lows

(e.g., at 9°43'N) and topographicgradients in slope (e.g., the deepening between 9°38'N

and 9°20'N)can also be seen in the pattern of along-axis chemical variation. At the same
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Fig. 4.13 Plot of Ti02 vs. Mg/(Mg+Fe2+) for the chemical group means of the 9°30'N
area to illustrate my fractional crystallization model (Table 4.6). Additional models
tested connect all the group means and consistently yield good fits for reasonable solid
assemblages.
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Table4.6. Representative fractionation model results

r
I

-0.0258(Fo85.0) -O.1076(An78.0) -0.0291(W045.6En42.5Psll.9)
-O.0369(Fo85.0) -0.1536(An77.0) -0.0709(W043.1En42.9FsI2.4)
-O.0543(Fo84.4) -0.2027(An76.0) -O.0846(W042.3En34.6Fs23.1)
-O.0661{Fo8j.0) _ -O.2607(An75.0) -0.124]J}V042.3~34.6Fs23.1)

Parent
(R53SG)
1.1679
1.2617
1.3379
1.4415

+ Olivine + Plagioclase _ + _ Clinopyroxene'[ = Daughters

CH89b
CH86
CH88
R40

Lxtl Residuals

-0.1625 0.0124
-0.2614 0.0372
-0.3416 0.0213
-0.4511 0.0976

--+::-
+::-

t Compositions taken from Allan et al. [1989] with similar host melt compositions. Olivine and plagioclase compositions are from Tables 4.2 and
4.3 respectively.
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line) and liquidspredicted by the liquid-line-of-descent model (opendiamonds) of
Weaver andLangmuir [1990]. The offset in Si02 is due to a normalization procedure in
the Weaverand Langmuir model. Note that data, my fractional crystallization modeland
the liquid-line-of-descent model all agree reasonably well. This agreement is reasonable
for all elements,not just the ones shown here.
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time, there is a range of variation at any latitude, for exampleMgO shows a variation of 1

wt % or more throughout the 9°30'Narea. However, smoothingof this scatter shows that

axial topography and depth to the top of the AMC (Figure 4.1) are correlated with axial

MORB chemistry. As expected, computedmeltdensity(see Chapter 2) and melt eruption

temperature [Bender et al., 1984] shown on Figure4.12 also exhibit a crude correlation

with depth to the AMCand axialtopography, with the leastdense, hottestmagmaserupting

at the local topographic highs near 9°36'Nand 9°48'N to 9°50'N.

4.4.5 Radiogenic isotopes and eruptionages

Harpp et al. [1990]presentedSr and Nd isotopedata for samples from the 9°30'N

area. These results will be fullypresentedelsewhere, howeverI note here that the N

MORB samples exhibit only a smallrange of 87Srj86Sr (0.70248to 0.70252) whichis

within analyticalerror. In contrast, the E-MORB from dredgeR-54 is significantly higher

(0.70264). Results of U-Th disequilibrium dating and 226Ra-230Th_Ba dating will

likewise be presentedelsewhere. Volpeand Goldstein [1990] presentedpreliminaryresults

indicatingthat N-MORB from 9°30'N area are significantly younger(- 2700-3000 years)

than the E-MORB samples (- 6500 years). Thesedata, though preliminary, indicate that

the E-MORB samplesfrom 9°35'Nare not related temporally to the vastmajorityofN

MORB erupted along this portionof the EPR.

4.5 Interpretation and discussions

4.5.1 Petrogenesis ofN-MORB

Datapresentedearliersuggest that the 9°30'N N-MORB suite may be related by

fractional crystallization, so I havequantitatively modeledthis process. Several hundred

models were tested [Bryan, 1986], whichessentially testedthe derivationof each lower

MgO liquidfrom each higher-MgO liquid(group means). All modelsconsidered yieldvery
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good fits (residual< 0.1) using reasonablephenocryst assemblages. A series of

representative fractionation models is illustrated in Figure 4.13 (and Table4.6) showing

that the mostfractionated liquids can be derivedsuccessively by fractional crystallization of

the moreMgO-rich melts. I emphasize that all the N-MORB meltsin the 9°30'Nareacan

be related in this manner,not onlythose shown in Figure4.13.

A summary of thecalculatedmodels is shown in Figure4.14. The phaseproportions

of olivine, plagioclase and cpxdo not vary in this temperature interval andeven the most

primitive, highest temperature liquids (Mg#"" 65) are multiply saturated in all three phases,

in agreement with the liquid-line-of-descent modelof Weaverand Langmuir [1990] (Figure

4.15) andnormative mineralogy of the glasses (Figure4.9). In a later section, I consider

the question of why, if the fractionation modelfits so well, are largecpx and olivine

phenocrysts virtually absentfrom the suite of lavas.

Figure4.16 showsthat trace elementabundances in the lavasare consistent with the

fractionation model. Only a fewelements, mostlyin fractionated samples, fail to matchthe

model within analytical uncertainty. Overall, the fit of majorand traceelement data to the

model calculations is goodand is consistent with isotopic data But could some other

processes also be involved which could lead to sporadic poor fits to the traceelements?

In order to test thisnotionfurther, I have carefully evaluated mixingmodelsusing

both majorand traceelementdata. In general, the fits of mixingmodels to the data are no

better, and in many casesare muchworse, than the fractionation models. I thus cannot

precludelimited mixing, however fractional crystallization is apparently the dominant

process at workin the 9°30'N area,as in the areanorth of the Clipperton transform

[Thompson et al., 1989]. Trace elementratios, like trace elementabundances, are in

general,explained within analytical uncertainties by the fractionation models. A few

exceptions, involving only La and Ce are shown in Figure4.17. Inconsistently, one or

moresamples exhibittraceelementratiosoutside the rangepredicted by my simple
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Fig. 4.16 Selected trace elements (Table 4.5) plotted to test the fractional crystallization
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fractionation model. This is interesting, and suggeststhat some additional process(es) may

be involvedin the petrogenesis of lavas. This processclearly doesnot have a large effect,

as most traceelementratios even for La and Ce are predicted within error by the model.

Further, this processdoes not affect the same samples in a consistentmanner, nor are

individual samplesaffectedfor all geochemically coherentelements. In additionthis

process does not lead to systematic enrichment or depletion relative to the fractionation

model. Thus, I am at a loss to convincingly explain the originof these minor

inconsistencies. Many processessuch as mantle heterogeneity, selectivecontamination,

vaportransportand others could be involved,howeverthere is no independentevidence

nor convincingconsistencywith other data for any of these processes. Indeed, the major

and trace elementdata plus isotoperatios are, with the few exceptions noted, well explained

by a simplemodelof coolingand fractional crystallization from a single parent magma

Using the chemical data presentedearlier, I have tried to determine whethera single

parental magma could give rise, by fractionation, to the entire 9°30'Nsuite of N-MORB or

whether, alternatively, more than one parent is required. Within analytical uncertainties,

and given the non-uniqueness of fractionation models,only one parentalcomposition is

required. In any case, if multiple parental liquidsexist along the EPR axis between9°20'N

and 9°51 'N, they are chemically very similar. The simplesthypothesis is that only a single

parentalliquidwas injected to feed this entire - 60 km segmentof the EPR.

As for the origin of this parental liquid, it couldbederivedfrom the type of aggregate

primarymelt proposed by Kleinand Langmuir [1987],McKenzie and Bickle [1988],and

this study, see Chapter 3). If so, using the method in Chapter 3 indicates that it could be

derived by columnmeltinginitiatedat - 19 kb (-60 km) and 1395°C and ending at - 12kb

(- 40 km) and 1360°C. This aggregatemelt represents about 18.5 percent melting of a

mantlesource such as MPY-90 [Pal/oon and Green, 1987].
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4.5.2 Petrogenesis of E-MORB

The E-MORB at - 9°35'N appears to be temporally unrelated to the N-MORB suite.

Becauseof isotopic and chemical differences, it cannot be relatedto the N-MORB by a

simpleprocess. Clearly, if the E-MORB is derived by simplemelting of thesame mantle

that yielded the N-MORB, it must be a verytiny fraction of melt. However, the isotopic

ratios precludethis simple scenario. Like E-MORB on seamounts near the axisof the EPR

[Batiza and Vanko, 1984;Zindleret al., 1984;Graham et al.; 1988], the E-MORB could be

a mix of an enriched mantle plume [Hanson, 1977] withmore depleted mantle matrix.

Alternatively, a volatile-rich, tiny melt fraction of the type suggested byHunterand

McKenzie [1989]might be involved. The E-MORB lavas are highly vesicular (up to

10%in patches) and richer in plagioclase phenocrysts than the N-MORB, perhaps

consistentwith this notion. On the otherhand, I cannotpreclude a shallow origin of the E

MORB,as assimilation or in-situcrystallization [Langmuir, 1989; Hekinian andWalker,

1987] can also explain somefeatures ofthe chemistryofthe E-MORBs. Interestingly, the

E-MORBs are the least dense meltswithin the 9°30'Narea (Figure 4.18), evenignoring

volatiles.

E-MORB is relatively rare in the 9°30'N area [Perfit et al., 1991] and the lOo-ll°N

area of the EPR [Thompson et al., 1989]. In contrast, it is much more abundant in the 12°

- 13°Nof the EPR [Hekinian et al., 1989]. Following the hypothesis of Hekinian et al.

[1989], it is possiblethat the 9°30'NE-MORB are relict froma priorE-MORB-dominated

stageof activity, nowcomplete at 9°30'N. Their model involves episodic melting, but time

variation in the processes of deepmagmatransport and lateralmeltfocusing might also

producethe same results.
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4.5.3 Where is the missing olivine andclinopyroxene?

Although fractional crystallization models, nonnative mineralogy, and liquid-line-of

descentmodels all predict that the N-MORBs should be multiply saturated witholivine,

plagioclase and cpx, mostof the lavascarry phenocrysts of onlyplagioclase. I propose

that most of the lavashavesuffered solid-liquid fractionation and two linesof evidence

supportthis idea First, the crystal sizedistribution data for plagioclase suggests a pattern

that has beendisturbed by the addition of plagioclase crystals (> 0.5 mm in size). Second,

the calculated densities ofN-MORB liquids and phenocrysts (Figure 4.19) indicate that

plagioclase should float and mafic crystals should sinkin the N-MORB melts. The

consistent indication is that the 9°30'N lavas represent fractionated melts withsome

plagioclase added and maficphenocrysts removed by someprocess. Most likely this

processis gravitational, though flow differentiation cannotberuled out.

It is of interest to attempt to determine where in the magma plumingsystemthis solid

liquidfractionation tookplace, sincethis wouldprovide clueson residence timesand

possiblyrates of flux through the various reservoirs in the system. Clearly,solid-liquid

separation could occur below the AMCor in the AMC[e.g., Sinton and Detrick, 1992],

howeverit is alsopossible thatcooling, crystallization and solid-liquid fractionation could

occur in dikesand/oraftereruption.

The latterpossibility seemsunlikely because if crystal settling occurred within cooling

lava flows, then at least a fewsamples of the plagioclase-poor, olivine- cpx rich

complement to the 9°30'Nlavasshouldhave been sampled. Collapsefractures, faulting,

fissuring, and otherprocesses at the axis preventselective sampling of only the tops of lava

flows.

In orderto test whether it is plausible that the fractionation processes occurred in

dikes, I considerpossible cooling timesof basalt liquidrising in dikes. For cooling,

crystallization and solid-liquid fractionation to have occurred in dikes, the mostprimitive
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melts wouldhave to cool up to 60°C(see Figure4.12). For a dike I meter wide, rising in

crust buffered by a hydrothermal convective geotherm (- 400oq , this amountof cooling

wouldrequire on the order of 12 hours [Jaeger, 1968,p.508]. However, crystal settling in

a dike 1 km long or more would requireseveralordersof magnitude longer [e.g., Kerr and

Lister, 1991] by which time the dike would be fully solidified. This simplecalculation

indicate thatdikes are unlikely loci for extensive cooling, fractionation and crystal settling.

Thesearguments tend to favor the AMCas the most likelyplacefor solid-liquid

fractionation to occur. Ifmelt zones (or liquid-rich mush zones)are small, as seemslikely

[Kent et al., 1990;Sintonand Detrick, 1992], settlingdistances wouldberelatively short

« 100m?) and the process could occurrelatively rapidly. A complication is that the large

plagioclase crystalsI infer to be of cumulate originrepresent only a small fraction of the

totalplagioclase whichI inferfrom the modeling musthavecrystallized from the

fractionated melts. Thisindicates that conditions of crystallization and solid-liquid

fractionation in the AMCmelt-mush are probably quite complex. Crystallization in the melt

lens versussurrounding mush zonesmay be quite different, both physically and

chemically. The highercrystalcontent, plusthe presence of cpx megacrysts in lavassouth

of 9°17'Nwhere the AMCreflector is off-axis, provideevidence that a crystal-rich mush

zone surrounds the small AMCmelt lens, as proposedby Sinton and Detrick [1992].

4.5.4 Along-axis chemical variation

I now return to considerthe possible causesfor along-axis chemical variation within

the 9°30'N area. I wish to explainnot only the along-axis variation (Figure4.11) but also

the observed scatter that is superimposed (Figure 4.10). Evidently botheffects are the

result of shallow-level fractional crystallization whichoccurred principally in the AMCmelt

zone, not the surroundingzone of mush. This assumes, of course, that the lavas I sampled

were eruptedfrom an AMC of roughly the samedepth,extent and geometry as presently .
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observed. I first consider the alongaxis chemical variation which correlatesroughlywith

variations in AMC depth and topography (Figures 4.1, 4.10 and 4.11).

If the AMCoccupies a level of neutral buoyancy alongaxis,which seemsvery likely

[Ryan, 1987],thensimpleextremepossibilities are 1) that the crustal lid has along-axis

differences in density structure (and the melthas constant density) or 2) that the melt varies

in density and composition (and the lid has a constant densitygradientwith depth) as

shown in Figure4.20. For these cases, if the axial basalts were eruptedfrom a chamberof

the presentdepthconfiguration, the along-axis chemical differences ariseeither because the

AMC is chemically zoned along axis, or because theextentof fractionation is proportional

to the lid thickness. The latteris reasonable sincethe amount of coolingthat the melt will

undergo in dikesis proportional to the distance between the topof the AMC and the surface

for constant ascentrate. However, crystallization accompanies cooling,and I alreadyhave

arguedthat it is unlikely for melt-crystal fractionation to occurin dikes.

The evidence thus seemsto favora laterally zonedmagmachamber. Othermore

complex scenarios are also possible, of course. However if the assumption that the axial

basaltseruptedfroman AMCof the present extentand depth is correct,a laterallyzoned

chamber is the simplestinterpretation. If so, then the age of the N-MORBs [- 2700 - 3000

years, Volpeand Goldstein, 1990] impliesan AMCwhich is in steady-state on the time

scale of - 3000years. Figure 4.21 showsthe scenario I favor based on the data and

argumentspresented above. Eruptions froma zoned chambercould also explainsmall

scale topographic changes, as the least densemelts (Figure4.12)are located at the highest

portion of the axis, as predicted by simplemagma-static head arguments.

Whilean AMCthatis chemically zoned along-axis seemsto adequately explain the

along-axis variation, it does not provide a simpleexplanation for the observed local scatter

(Figure4.10). If the chamber were chemically stratified, then individual eruptionsfrom the

AMC could varychemically, but if the AMC is verysmall [Kent et aI., 1990; Sinton and
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Fig. 4.21 Cartoon view of the scenario I favor to explain the along-axis chemical
variation in the g030'N area. This shows a chemically zoned magma lens with small,
semi-isolated pockets of melt to explain the local chemical variation observed at any
place along the axis (scatter).
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Detrick, 1992] chemical stratification seemsunlikely. However, smallscale along-axis

segmentation of the AMC, with smallsemi-isolated pockets of meltwhich cool at slightly

differentrate, couldexplain the observed scatter. Small scaletemporal variation caused by

the dynamic processes of AMCrecharge couldenhance local variation at any spot along the

EPR axis.

4.5.5 AMCresupply dynamics

If a laterally zonedmagmachamberis presentbelowthe 9°30'Narea of the EPR,it is

of interestto ask howit achieved its chemically zonedstate. One possibility is that when it

was first emplaced it was homogeneous, and that simplecoolinghas resulted in chemical

zonation. However, this seemsunlikely, as the deepestportionsof the chamber (most Fe

rich) wouldhave to cool the most. Thiswouldrequire largelateralgradients in thermal

structurefor which there is no evidence. Anotherpossibility is that the chamberwas

emplacedin a zonedconfiguration by vertical ascentof magmafrom below. This also is

possible but requires that the observed fractionation occurduringthis deeperascentprior to

emplacement. Petrological evidence presented earliermakes this unlikely.

Anotherpossibility is that the chamber acquired its zonation duringemplacement or

resupply. If I considera central injection model of the typesuggested by Sempere and

Macdonald [1986] andMacdonald et al. [1988], whichis similarto models of magmatic

pluming below Icelandic and Hawaiian rift zones, then veryslow along-axis emplacement

of an AMC couldcause chemical zonation. In this modelof veryslowemplacement, the

earliestmagmaemplaced would travel alongaxisthe farthest fromthe initial site of vertical

injectionandconsequently would cool the most. However, for a smallAMC, the

emplacement timein this model would haveto bea significant fraction of the lifeof the

AMCitself. This fraction is essentially the timeneededfor the magmato cool ~ 60°C
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balanced againstthe time neededfor complete solidification (cooling of 100°C- 200°C,

Yoder, 1976]. For this reason, a very slow along-axis injection model seems unlikely.

An alternative to slow injectionis episodiccentral recharge of the AMC. This model

also could produce a zonedchamberif new melt batcheshave a higher probability of being

injected only a short distance alongaxis [Macdonald et al., 1987]. Lateralmixing by

convection in a long chamberwith a smallcross section is thoughtto be negligible

[Oldenberg et al., 1989; Sinton and Detrick, 1992], so, if new melt batches are injected

only limiteddistances alongaxis and do not reach the distal ends, older fractionated magma

could be preserved even with frequentepisodesof lateral resupply. If this occurredin the

9°30'N area, all the melt batches supplied episodicallywould have to be identicalor nearly

identicalchemically and isotopically.

4.5.6 Implicationsfor magma supply at the EPR

My interpretations of the data presented above favor a chemically zonedAMC beneath

9°30'N. I favor a melt zoneor lens of the type suggested by Kent et al. [1990] and Sinton

and Detrick [1992]. A long,narrow and laterallyrestricted melt lens can explain most of

the features we observe. If the melt lens is segmented [Toomey et al., 1990], and/or has a

complexgeometry and/or the thermal structureis heterogeneous, such a lens may

simultaneously host melts of variable chemistry. This could explain the range of chemistry

we see at any given site along axis. Alternatively, this variationmay be the result of small

age differencesamong the N-MORB lavas at any given site. Recentdense samplingof the

9°30N area [Perfit et al., 1991]will probably be extremelyhelpful in distinguishing among

the possibilities.

In order to create a zoned magmachamber, I favor a dynamicalong-axis emplacement

model like that of Macdonald et al. [1987, 1988], with episodic resupplyof magma.

Thermal models [e.g., Wilson et al., 1988]suggest that chambers may corne and go at any
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locality along the EPR. The presence of olderE-MORB in the 9°30'Narea is consistent

withthe episodic presence of the AMC because the E-MORB mostlikelyerupted at a time

when the AMC was absentor muchsmaller in size. Otherwise, it wouldhave mixedwith

N-MORB in the AMCprior to eruption. If so, the presentAMC at 9°30'Nis probably

younger than - 6500years (the age of the E-MORB).

My data favoran important role for the AMCin volcanic-tectonic segmentation of the

EPR [Toomey et al, 1990]. But since I find the sameparentalmagmaalong- 60 km of the

EPR, centralinjection sites mustbe spaced at greaterintervals thanthe smallest scale

segmentation. Deval-bounded, 4th-order segmentation may be correlated withsystematic

along-axis fractionation differences, but theseare belowthe resolution of the sampling so

far. Overall, the new data favora hierarchical supplysystemlike that proposed by

Langmuiret al. [1986], Macdonald et al. [1987,1988] andSintonet al. [1991].

4.6 Summary and conclusions

The majorconclusions of this chapterare as follows:

1) The axis of the EPR in the 9°30'Narea (9·17'Nto 9°51;N)has mostlyN-MORB

with a narrowrangeof MgO andusuallyplagioclase phenocrysts only. The chemistry of

the lavas varies alongaxis, correlating roughly with elevation of the axis and depthto the

axialmagmachamber (AMC).

2) Majorandtraceelementdata are bestexplained by derivation of all the 9°30'N N

MORBfroma singleparentalmelt by fractional crystallization of olivine, plagioclase, and

clinopyroxene.

3) The virtual absence of olivineandcpx phenocrysts plus crystalsize distribution

analysis for plagioclase are bestexplained bycrystalsettling (olivine andcpx) andflotation

(plagioclase) occurring in the AMC. However in detail, this processis probably complex,

involving melt migration from the mush zoneinto the melt lens.
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4) EnrichedE-MORB at 9°35'Nis olderand not directly related to the N-MORB. It

probablyerupted at a time whenthe AMC wasabsentor much smallerin size, perhaps at

the initiation of a newmagmatic cycle.

5) Along-axis chemical variation and correlation of chemistrywithdepth to theAMC

is bestexplainedas the resultsof eruptionsfrom an AMC that is chemically zoned alongits

length, with Fe-richdense meltsat the distal,deep ends of the AMC. Correlation with

topography may be explained by meltdensitywith least dense melts creatinghigher

volcanicconstructions.

6) Localchemicalvariations at any site alongthe EPR at - 9°30'Nmay be due to

segmentation of the AMC,smallpocketsof melt,heterogeneity in thermalstructureand/or

small scale temporalvariation resulting from AMCresupplydynamics.

7) Chemicalzonation of the AMC could result from numerousprocesses, but I favor

a dynamiccause relatedto central episodic injection of MgO-rich magmaat sites alongthe

axis with lateralalong-axis transport. Injection sites are apparently spacedon the orderof

50 km or more and thus do not correspond to the 4th-order deval-bounded segmentation.
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CHAPTER 5

CHEMICAL VARIATION TRENDS AT FAST AND SLOW-SPREADING MID

OCEAN RIDGES

5.1 Abstract

I examine an expanded globaldata set of MORB majorelement analyses. In

agreement withpreviousresults, I show that slow-spreading ridges tend to have more

primitive (high Mg/Fe) lavasthan fast-spreading ridges. Fractionation-corrected valuesof

N3(8) andC3(8/Al(8) (indices of the extentof melting) andSi(8y'Fe(8) (an indexof the

pressureof melting) do not varysystematically with spreading rate. Assuming a mantle

that is generally homogeneous in majorelements, I conclude that mantle temperature below

mid-ocean ridges is independent of spreading rate. Usingdata for thirty-two best-sampled

ridge segments of variable length scales, I showthat the so-calledglobaland local trends of

chemicalvariation [Klein andLangmuir, 1989] are systematically distributed with

spreadingrate. The global trend occursat fast-spreading ridges (> 60 mm/yr), whereasthe

local trend occursat slow-spreading ridges (< 50 mm/yr), Becausethis distribution is

independent of geographic length scale, I refer to the two trends of chemical variation as the

fast and slow trends. Amongthe thirty-two ridge systems I examine,the slopesof the two

trends on chemicaldiagrams showsome variability, but no regular pattern, such as

fanning.

The global or fast trendis well-explained by mantle temperature differences occurring

at several lengthscaleswithin mantlerising passively in response to plate separation. I

propose that the slow trend arisesfrom processes occurring in buoyant diapirs undergoing

meltingand melt-solid reequilibration. Several linesof geophysical andgeological

evidencepoint to the importance of buoyant, 3-D mantle upwelling beneath slow-spreading

ridges. Petrologic modeling presented here is consistentwith this hypothesis, as is the
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existence of the slow trend in the chemical variation of seamounts on the flanks of the East

Pacific Rise.

5.2 Introduction

Mid-ocean ridgesare tectonically andmagmatically active sitesof generation of

oceanic ernst. It is well-established thatspreading rate is an important variable associated

withmany significant differences alongthe global mid-ocean ridgesystem. For example,

morphologic differences are largelycontrolled by spreadingrate [e.g.,Macdonald, 1982;

Franchteau and Ballard, 1983], withslow-spreading ridges typically havingdeep axialrift

valleysthat are much less pronounced or absentat fast spreadingrates. Related

topographic roughness on the flanks of mid-ocean ridges also dependson spreadingrate

[Pockalny and Detrick, 1983; Malinverno and Pocklany, 1990; Malinverno, 1991;Hayes

and Kane, 1991; Small and Sandwell, 1989]. Along-axis gravity [Lin et al., 1990;Lin and

Phipps Morgan, 1992] shows important changeswith spreadingrate, interpreted to reflect

fundamental differences in the styleof mantle upwelling, withdominantly 2-D, plate-driven

upwellingbelowfast ridges andmore3-D, buoyantly driven, diapiric upwelling beneath

slow-spreadingridges.

In addition to topographic and geophysical differences, petrologic differences exist

betweenfast and slow-spreading ridges[e.g.,Morel and Hekinian, 1980;Natland, 1980;

Flower, 1980;Batiza, 1991; Sinton and Detrick, 1992] with slowridges typicallyhaving

moreprimitive (higherMg/Fe) lavasand fast ridges more fractionated ones. Though

isotopic variabilitymay also bea function of spreading rate [e.g.,Cohen and O'Nions,

1982; Allegre et at., 1984; Batiza, 1984], this is controversial [e.g.,Macdougall and

Lugmair, 1986;Ito et al., 1987; Holness and Richter, 1989],as any simplerelationship

between spreadingrate andisotopic diversity is greatlycomplicated by platerecycling,

mantle convectionand mixing [e.g.,Hart and Zindler, 1989;Hart, 1988].
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In this study, madepossible by the recentavailability of several large datasets of

mid-ocean ridgebasalt(MORB), I examine an expanded globaldataset of MORBmajor

elementanalyses. I first confirmprevious resultsregarding spreading-rate dependence of

the extentof fractionation of MORB. In agreement withpreviousstudies, I find that fast

spreading ridgeshave,on average, more fractionated, lower MglFeMORB lavasthan

slow-spreading ridges.

I then use data for thirty-two well-sampled portions of the globalridge system to

evaluate chemical variation trends as a function of platespreading rate. Klein and

Langmuir [1987] showedthat globally, MORBs showan inversecorrelation between Fe(8)

and N~8), wherethe subscriptdenotesvalues corrected for shallowfractionation to an

MgO contentof 8.0 wt%. They interpreted this result in terms of a polybaric

decompression melting model and showed that deep (highFe(8»), extensive (lowN~8»)

meltingwouldbeexpected fromthe pooling of polybaricmelts producedfrom a long

mantlecolumn withhigh initialmelting temperature. In contrast, a short mantlemelting

column withlowinitialmeltingtemperature wouldbe expected to produce pooledmelts

reflecting shallower(low Fe(8») and less extensive (higherN~8») melting. Regionally

averaged MORB analyses exhibita trend of negative correlation between Fe(8) andN~8),

called theglobaltrend by Klein and Langmuir[1989].

However, somemid-ocean ridge segments, such as the mid-Atlantic ridge at 26°5

[Batiza et al.; 1988], exhibit an opposite trend: Fe(8) andN~8) show a positive,not inverse

correlation. That is, shallow(low Fe(8»), extensive (lowN~8») meltingis on a trend with

deep (highFe(8»), lessextensive(highN~8») melting. This trend of chemicalvariation was

termedthe local trend byKlein and Langmuir[1989]. The global and local trends are

shown in Figure 5.1.

In this study, I fmd that the so-called global trendis found at fast (» 60 mrn/yr full

rate) spreading ridges and that the so-called local trend is found at slow« 50 mm/yr)
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Fig. 5.1 The global and local trends of chemical variation [Klein and Langmuir, 1989] are
shown here on Na(8) and Ca(8)/AI(8) vs. Si(8)/Fe(8). The subscript denotes values of the
oxide corrected for shallow fractionation to a MgO content of 8.0 wt % [Klein and
Langmuir, 1987]. Following my technique in Chapter 3, I use both N~8) and Ca(8)!AI(8)
as indices of the extent of melting and Si(8)/Fe(8) as an index of the pressure of melting.
Arrows on each diagram point to high pressure and higher extent of melting. The data
points are from the new global data set of MORE. The heavy line shows the so-called
global trend and the thin solid lines with arrows (pointing to increasing extent of melting)
show (schematically) examples of local trends.
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spreading ridges. Transitional ridges (50 - 60 mm/yr) mayexhibiteithertrend of chemical

variation. This fmdingis independent of the ridge length and thus, for simplicity, in this

chapter I refer to thesetwo trends of chemical variation as the fast and slowtrendsrather

than global and local trends. I considerseveralpossible originsfor the slow trend and

conclude that it is due to fundamental differences in the dynamics of mantle upwelling

beneathslow-spreading ridges.

5.3 The data set

To the globalMORB glassdata set of Brodholt and Batiza [1989], I haveaddedthe

data of Sinton et al. [1991] for the southern East PacificRise (EPR), Thompson et al.

[1989] and Hekinian et al. [1989] for the northern EPR,Klein et al. [1991] and Dosso et

al. [1988] for the South-East Indian ridge,Humler and Whitechurh [1988] for the Central

Indian ridge, Michael et al. [1989] for the Explorer ridge, and Bougault et al. [1990] for the

northern mid-Atlantic ridge (MAR). I alsouse the updated 1991 version of Melson and

O'Heam'sSmithsonian Institution Volcanic Glass Project (SIVGP)data set. I use sample

group means for the analysis and include both glassand wholerock data« 5%). Using

correction factors in Chapter4, I adjustLamont-Doherty Geological Observatory and

University of Hawaii probe glass analyses to conform withthe Smithsonian analyses. Data

sourcesof MORBanalyses are given in Table5.1.

Spreadingrates are from NUVEL 1 [DeMets et al., 1990],exceptfor the Explorer

ridge [Botros and Johnson, 1988],Juan de Fuca [Wilson, 1988]and Gorda ridge [Davis

and Clague, 1987].
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Table 5.1. Data set

Ridge # Group Means MgO>5wt%
N. EPR 553 531
S. EPR 263 243
Gorda 28 28
Juan de Fuca 184 181
Explorer 87 83
Galapagos 172 130
Easter, East Ridge 15 15
Easter,West Ridge 40 40
N. MAR 712 704
S. MAR 97 89
Cayman Rise 26 26
Carlsberg 10 10
R~S~ 19 18
America-Antarctic 46 46
S. W. Indian 39 39
S. E. Indian 63 63
Central Indian 33 33
Total 2387 2279

Data Sources
1,4,6,11,23,24,25,26,30,35,42,43,54,55,56
1,12,45,51,55
1,16
1,19,31,32
1,15,41
1,2,13,14,21,22,46,47
1,49
1,49
1,7,8,9,29,34,40,43,44,48,50,52
1,5,17,28,39,56
1,53
1
1
1,38
1,20,36,37
1,3,18,33
1,27

I, Smithsonian; 2, Anderson et al. [1975]; 3, Anderson et al. [1980]; 4, Chapter 4; 5, Batiza et al.
[1988]; 6, Bender et al. [1984]; 7, Bougault & Hekinian [1974]; 8, Bougault et al. [1988]; 9, Bryan &
Moore [1977]; 10, Bryan [1979]; II, Byers et al. [1986]; 12, Campsie et al. [1984]; 13, Christie &
Sinton [1986]; 14, Clague et al. [1981]; 15, Cousens et al. [1984]; 16, Davis & Clague [1987]; 17,
Dickey et al. [1977]; 18, Dosso et al. [1988]; 19, Eaby et al. [1984]; 20, Engel & Fisher [1975]; 21,
Fisk et al. [1982]; 22, Perfit et al. [1983]; 23, Hawkins & Melchior [1980]; 24, Hekinian & Walker
[1987]; 25, Hekinian et al. [1985]; 26, Hekinian et al. [1989]; 27, Humler & Whitechurch [1988]; 28,
Humphris et al. [1985]; 29, Jakobsson et al. [1978]; 3D, Juteau et al. [1980]; 31, Karsten [1988]; 32,
Karsten et al. [1990]; 33, Klein et al. [1990]; 34, Langmuir et al. [1977]; 35, Langmuir et al. [1986]; 36,
Le Roex et al. [1982]; 37, Le Roex et al. [1983]; 38, Le Roex et al. [1985]; 39, Le Roex et al. [1987];
40, Melson & O'Hearn [1986]; 41, Michael et al. [1989]; 42, Moore et al. [1977]; 43, Morel [1979]; 44,
Neumanm & Schilling [1984]; 45, Renard et al. [1985]; 46, Schilling et al. [1976]; 47, Schilling et al.
[1982]; 48, Schilling et al. [1983]; 49, Schilling et al. [1985]; 50, Sigurdsson [1981]; 51, Sinton et al.
[1991]; 52, Stakes et al. [1984]; 53, Thompson et al. [1980]; 54, Thompson et al. [1989]; 55, Tighe
[1988, EPR synthesis]; 56, data from Chapter 4 and some unpublisheddata from26°S MAR.
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5.4 Results

5.4.1 Oxide trends with spreading rate

Plotsof the globalMORB data against spreading rate show muchscatterbut

statistically significant trends forall the majorand minorelementsexceptSiOz, which is

knownto have little variation duringfractionation. Table5.2 gives the slope, intercept, and

correlation coefficients of these lineartrendsand Figure5.2 showsrepresentative

examples. With increasing spreading rate, TiOz, FeO, NazO and PzOS increase, while

Alz03, MgOand CaOdecrease. These trends confirmprevious findings that lavas from

fast ridges are typically more fractionated thanthoseerupted at slowridges. Note that

although KzO showsa statistically significant correlation withspreading-rate, it is

inconsistent with a fractionation process(negative slope). This is not suprisingbecause

KzO is a very incompatible traceelementoxide and is not controlled by stoichiometry of

mantlemineral phases, so its variation to a largeextentreflects sourceheterogeneity; higher

KzO contents in lavasfrom slow spreading ridgesmay indeed result from hot-shot effect

such as at the Northmid-Atlantic ridge. When the analyses are corrected for shallow

fractionation by backtracking along liquid linesof descent (LLD)using a procedure similar

(see Appendices C andD for details) to that of Klein andLangmuir [1987], these

correlations virtuallydisappear. As shown in Table5.2 and Figure5.2, after correction,

the slopesare reducedby as muchas an orderof magnitude; plots of chemicalvariations

againstspreading rate are essentially flat (with muchscatter).

Assuming mantlesource is homogeneous withrespectto majorelements, which is

reasonable because majorelements are controlled by mineral stoichiometry, and a column

meltingmodel similarto that of Klein andLangmuir [1987], I next plot indicesof the extent

of meltingand depth of meltingagainst spreading rate (Figure 5.3). Si(s)!Fe(s) is a very
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Fig. 5.2 Examples of the correlation between major element variation and full spreading
rate. The lines are simple regression lines of oxides against the spreading rate because
the uncertainty for the spreading rate is much less than that for the oxides considering the
large range in the spreading rate. These correlations are consistent with increasing
degrees of low pressure fractionation with increasing spreading rate, as shown by the
absence of trends in plots of fractionation-corrected data. See Table 5.2 for data on other
major elements.
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Table 5.2. Global correlations

Raw data Corrected for fractionation*

Slope Intercept R Slope Intercept R

Si02 7.45xlO-4 50.65 2.63xlO-2 -2.I8xlO-3 50.52 1.45x 10-1

TiOZ 3.84xlO-3 1.39 3.73xlO-1 6.96xlO-4 1.31 1.42xlO- 1

AI203 -7.I4xlO-3 15.30 3.l2xlO-1 -2.60xlO-3 15.63 1.87xlO-1

FeO 8.87xlO-3 9.98 2.51x 10-1 -2.04xlO-3 9.70 1.04x 10-1

MgO -6.43xlO-3 7.65 2.55xlO-1

CaO -4.17x10-3 11.70 l.79xlO-1 l.04xlO-3 11.99 7.09xlO-2

Na20 2.40xlO-3 2.51 2.61xlO-1 8.81xlO-4 2.45 1.19xlO-1

KZO -4.74xlO-4 0.21 1.33xlO-1 -8.89xlO-4 0.20 3.I1xlO-1

P205 5.22xlO-4 0.14 2.84xlO-1 2.11x 10-4 0.13 1.64x 10-1

* CorrecLions for fractionation follow Klein and Langmuir [1987] except that I apply a regional correction
to data from each major geographic area as listed in Table 5.1. Furthermore, we use all samples with MgO
::::: 5wt % and a second-order polynomial fit in order to account for the curvature of variation trends in the
region of MgO :::: 9 - 7 wt %. We corrected all oxides to MgO :::: 8.0 wt%. Corrected oxide values sum to
100±1% and plots of corrected oxide values against original (uncorrected) MgO show essentially zero slope.
suggesting that this correction procedure does not introduce any artifacts. Values of R > 0.081 are
significant at 99% confidence level (F-test for N :::: 2387: 99% confidence at F:::: 6.63).
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sensitiveindicatorof the pressure of melting(seeChapter3) and N<l(S) and C<l(SYAl(s) are

good indices of the extentofpartialmelting of pooledcolumn melts [Klein andLangmuir,

1987; also see Chapter 3]. As shown in Figure5.3, plots of thesequantitiesagainst

spreading rate exhibit muchscatter. Thereis a suggestion that thescatteris more

pronounced at slow spreading rates. The causefor thegreater variation at slow-spreading

rates may be severalfold: sampling artifacts, mantlesourceheterogeneity, or less melt

homogenization both in mantle meltingregimes or magmachambers at slow-spreading

ridges. In any case, there is no evidence for systematic trends in eitherdepth of melting or

extent of meltingwith differences in spreading rate. This is an interesting finding because

it confirms that mantletemperature, an important control on melting below ridges

[McKenzie, 1984; Klein and Langmuir, 1987; McKenzie and Bickle, 1988], is variable,

but essentiallyindependent of spreading rate.

5.4.2 Chemical variation trendsversus spreading rate

Next, I search the globaldata set for spreading-rate dependence in MORB chemical

variation trends. As shown byKlein andLangmuir [1989], regionally averaged MORB

data exhibitcorrelations amongaxialdepth, inferred extentof melting and inferred depthof

melting. Unaveraged raw data exhibitsimilartrends [Brodholt andBatiza, 1989], such that

deeper melts(high Fe(s), lowSi(s)!Fe(s» are formed byhigherextents of melting (low

N<l(8) and high C<l(SYAI(s». Similarly, shallower melts (low Fe(s), high Si(s)!Fe(s» are

formed by lower extentsof melting (higherN~S». This behavior, observedglobally, was

called the global trend byKleinandLangmuir [1989]. The opposite trend, with a positive

correlation betweenFe(s) andN~S) [e.g., Batizaet al., 1988], wascalled the local trend by

Kleinand Langmuir [1989]. I wish to determine whether the distribution of the so-called

globaland local trends is systematic with spreading rate.
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Fig. 5.3 Variations of Si(8)/Fe(8). N~8) and Ca(8)!Al(8) as a function of spreading rate.
The lines are simple regression lines against the spreading rate as in Figure 5.2. Note that
these appear to have greater dispersion at slow spreading rates, but that values are
essentially constant (and scattered) with spreading rate.
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Table 5.3. Summary of data for the 32 best- sampled ridges and ridge portions
Plot ill Ridge LaL Long. LaL Long. Length SR Range #CG SD R 95% R 95% GLBLiLOCL Quality Score

A A B B (km) (mmIyr) (mm/yT) (sample/Hlkm") Cam/AlrSl N..Sl o[watcb
I Mid-Cayman Rise 18.13 -81.69 18.11 -81.87 19.14 11.80 10.00 26 13.58 0.48 + -0.59 + LOCL GOOD -1.13
2 Reykjanes Peninsula 63.86 -2.2..60 63.88 -21.50 53.88 17.58 ±O.02 II 4.08 0.90 + -0.97 + LOCL GOOD -1.38
3 Amcrican-Aruarctic Ridge -57.71 -7.66 -56.90 -6.04 13249 17.67 10.21 II 1.66 0.53 + 0.14 LOCL MED -0.24
4 NOM MAR (FAMOUS) 36.79 -33.27 36.92 -33.13 19.07 20.94 10.02 113 59.26 0.39 + -0.26 + LOCL GOOD -1.08
5 NOM MAR (Narrowgate) 36.54 -33.52 36.78 -33.28 34.19 20.99 ±O.O4 73 21.35 0.73 + -0.52 + LOCL GOOD -1.56
6 NoM MAR (AMAR) 35.84 -34.18 36.49 -33.65 86.47 21.14 ±O.IO 79 9.14 0.75 + -0.29 + LOCL GOOD -1.30
7 NOM MAR (South of Kane FZ) 15.88 -46.58 23.67 -44.78 885.81 26.20 ±1.21 141 1.59 0.17 + -0.48 + LOCL GOOD -0.54
8 Explorer Ridge (Southern segment) 48.97 -130.90 49.90 -129.50 144.61 28.00 10.03 59 4.08 0.74 + -0.57 + LOCL GOOD -1.06
9 South MAR (near Triple junction) -55.33 -1.72 -54.67 -0.02 130.83 30.70 10.08 IS 1.15 0.35 -0.36 LOCL POOR -e.zz

10 South MAR (_26°S area) -25.70 -13.91 -26.49 -13.76 89.05 35.67 10.01 92 10.33 0.71 + -0.40 + LOCL GOOD -1.27
11 Nonh EPR (-llON area) 2.2..35 -108.33 23.15 -109.13 120.93 50.14 ±O.42 61 5.04 0.19 0.07 LOCL POOR -0.06
12 NOM EPR (-2O"N area) 20.82 -109.10 20.93 -109.50 43.29 52.34 ±O.06 29 6.70 -0.43 + 0.67 + Gll3L GOOD 1.07
13 Galapagos (9O.95°-95.62"W) 244 -95.62 1.90 -90.95 52.2..02 53.98 ±J.58 37 0.71 0.33 -0.32 LOCL POOR -0.18
14 Gada Ridge (Northern) 42.47 -126.90 42.94 -126.60 57.69 55.00 ±O.OI 15 2.60 0.57 + 0.13 LOCL MED -0.29
15 Juan de Fuca(End) 47.33 -129.00 48.20 -129.00 96.67 58.29 ±O.23 46 4.76 -0.66 + 0.36 + Gll3L GOOD 0.98
16 Juan de Fuca (NSR) 46.27 -129.60 47.27 -129.10 117.45 58.68 10.15 26 2.21 0.52 + -0.20 LOCL MED -0.51
17 Juan de Fuca (Axial) 45.56 -130.10 46.ll -129.80 76.92 59.08 10.25 50 6.50 -0.47 + 0.32 + Gll3L GOOD 0.75
18 Juan de Fuca(8) 45.13 -130.20 45.47 -130.00 40.89 59.40 ±O.07 14 3.42 -0.03 0.13 Gll3L POOR 0.11
19 Juan de Fuca (5SR) 44.53 -130.50 45.00 -130.20 57.34 59.74 10.25 45 7.85 0.26 0.02 LOCL POOR -0.09
20 Galapagos (85.84°-9O.81"W) 1.06 -90.81 0.76 -85.84 553.20 61.58 ±J.81 42 0.76 -0.43 + 0.46 + Gll3L GOOD 0.43......

-....J 21 Galapagos (84.77°-85.77"W) 0.78 -85.77 1.71 -84.77 151.73 66.26 ±O.77 29 1.91 -0.46 + 0.75 + Gll3L GOOD 0.89

Vl 22 NOM EPR (l3.75°-14.82"N) 13.75 -104.15 14.82 -104.39 121.67 89.92 ±1.97 14 1.15 -0.30 0.88 + Gll3L MED 0.73
23 NOM EPR (12.91°-13.65"1'<l 1291 -103.98 13.65 -104.17 84.76 93.64 10.14 17 2.01 -0.46 0.93 + Gll3L MED 0.88
24 North EPR (12.67°-1289"N) 12.67 -103.91 12.89 -103.97 25.30 95.48 ±O.40 13 5.14 -0.90 + 0.85 + Gll3L GOOD 1.36
25 NOM EPR (l1.69"-12S7"N) 11.69 -103.81 1257 -103.91 98.39 97.86 ±1.63 95 9.66 -0.54 + 0.70 + Gll3L GOOD 1.23
26 Nonh EPR (10.29"-11.87"N) 10.29 -103.58 11.87 -103.81 177.35 101.76 ±2.92 206 11.62 -0.55 + 0.51 + Gll3L GOOD 1.02
27 NOM EPR (9.12"-10.21°N) 9.12 -104.19 10.21 -104.34 12.2..23 106.99 ±2.02 55 4.50 -0.52 + 0.03 Gll3L MED 0.61
28 NOM EPR (8.36°-9.12"N) 8.36 -104.14 9.12 -104.25 85.31 110.42 ±1.37 30 3.52 -0.21 0.69 + Gll3L MED 0.76
29 South EPR (13.08°-13.47°S) -13.08 -110.93 -13.47 -111.10 47.08 149.60 ±O.25 10 2.12 -0.09 0.83 + Gll3L MED 0.81
30 South EPR (l3.llo-15.92°S) -13.22 -11233 -15.92 -11298 308.06 150.89 ±1.36 43 1.40 -0.15 0.37 + Gll3L MED 0.32
31 South EPR (16.05°-20.52°5) -16.05 -11298 -20.52 -113.87 505.50 153.60 ±1.26 89 1.76 -0.30 + 0.21 + Gll3L GOOD 0.35
32 South EPR (21.000-23.02°5) -21.00 -114.19 -23.02 -114.51 226.87 155.49 10.43 35 1.54 -0.47 + 0.64 + Gll3L GOOD 0.71

Plot 1D refers to the plots of Figure 5.5. A and B refer to the latitude and longitude of the two extreme sample localities in the segment, The length is the distance between A and B. SR is the full spreading rate at the
middle point of the segment. Range is the total variation of the spreading rate of the segment, #CG is the number of group means. SD is the sampling density: /leG per 10 km. R is the correlation coefficient on the
pIOlS of Ca(8yAl(8) vs Si(s)!Fl:(8) and NI(S) Va S~8y'FC(8)' "+" and "-" under 95% indicate either the correlation is significant or not at 95% confidence level. GLBLiLOCL indicate whether the chemical systematics on
both plots are of global or local trend. Quality of the match shows the "goodness-of-fit" of the data to either global or local trend in terms of the slopes and correlation coefficients of the regressions on the two plots.
Score is determined using "goodness-of-fit" and sample density, and is used to construe! the barchart (Figune 5.6). See appendix for score procedures.
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Fig. 5.4 Highly abstracted map of the mid-ocean ridge system (following DeMets et al., [1990]). The thirty-two best-sampled
areas selected for this study are shown with numbers keyed to Table 5.3. Note the absence of well-sampled area in the Indian
Ocean and the southern Pacific south of - 30·S.



To do so, I select thirty-two of the best-sampled portions of the ridge system from

the global data set and examinethedata from each area in detail. The choiceof the thirty

two ridge segments is based on the sample density only, that is, segments with sample

density greater than 0.7 (chemicalgroups per 10 km) are considered, becausethe highest

density below this value is 0.52 (chemical groups per 10 krn) which seems too low to be

reliable. These are listed in the order of increasingspreading rate in Table 5.3, which also

gives the latitude and longitudeendpointsof each ridgesegment, its length, spreading rate,

number of chemical group meansand sampledensity. The lengths of these ridge portions

vary greatly (see Table 5.3) and allhave first-orderdiscontinuities (transformfaults,

propagating rifts, and large over-lapping spreadingcenters) [Macdonald et al., 1988] as

endpoints. Sampling density also varies greatly, with the poorest-sampledridge having

0.7 samples per 10 km. Ideally one would choose ridge segments of comparable length

and sampling density; however, the present sample distribution makes this impossible.

Another consequenceof incomplete sampling is that the group of thirty-two best-sampled

areas does not include any portion of the Indian Ocean ridge system (Figure5.4). Figure

5.1 shows plots of Ntl(8) and C1l(8yAI(8) (indices of extent of melting) against Si(8)!Fe(8)

(index of pressure of melting) for the entire data set. Figure 5.5 shows the same two plots

for each of the 32 individual ridge portions of Table 5.3.

Most of the thirty-two ridgesegments show clear linear trends with slopes indicative

of either the global or local trend. However, some segments show less clear trends, either

because of low sampling density or intrinsicallyno trends. In order to assess objectively

how closely the data from each area approximate the global or local trend, I developed a

method for assigninga numericalscore to each segment. The scores are derived from: 1)

the slope of the regression lines (positiveor negative values of the correlationcoefficient),

2) the value and significance(t-test)of the correlationcoefficients, and 3) samplingdensity.

By this method, areas with veryclear trends (little scatterand many samples) receive the
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Fig. 5.5 Chemical systematics of the 32 densely sampled ridges or ridge portions shown on the same two diagrams of Figure
5.1. The numerals refer to the ridge ill number listed in Table 5.3. Note the great variability in the correlation and the slopes
(sign and magnitude) of the regression lines. The regression lines are obtained by simple regression of Y on X, but reduced
major axis (RMA) analysis shows that the sign of the slopes, which is an important factor used to score the 32 ridge segments
(see Table 5.3 and Appendix 5), remain unchanged. Table 5.3 gives correlation coefficients and values of statistical
significances.
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Fig. 5.6 Bar diagrams to show the relationships between chemical systematics and the
full spreading rate. Each bar refers to a specific ridge segment listed in Table 5.3 and the
first number gives its ID number. The value after the comma is the full spreading rate.
This figure clearly shows that fast ridges follow the global trend and slow ridges the local
trend. There is also a transition (50 - 60 mm/yr) where either trend is possible.
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vs. Si(8)/Fe(8)diagrams. The heavy line (for reference) is the global trend from Figure
5.4. Note that the slopes of both the local and global trends vary and that no simple
pattern (such as a fanning pattern) exists.
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highestnumerical values(seeTable 5.3: negative scorefor local trend and positive score

for global trend) and areas with scattered trends and/orfewersamplesreceivelow

numericalscores. Detailsof the scoringprocedure are given in Appendix E.

Table 5.3 and Figure 5.6 summarize the results and showclearly that MORB

chemicalsystematics (localversusglobal trend) are relatedto spreading rate. Fast

spreadingridges (> 60 mm/yr)exhibit the global trend whereas slow-spreading ridges «

50 mrn/yr) exhibitthe localtrend. Further, this relationship is apparently independent of

geographic lengthscale, as Table5.3 has ridge segmentsof highlyvariable length. For

example, at slowrates, bothNarrowgate (34.2 km long) and the entire mid-Atlantic ridge

south of the KaneFracture Zone (885 km long) exhibitvery clear local trends. At fast

rates, both small segments and the entirenorthernand southernEPR follow the global

trend, as shown previously in Chapter3. Since the distribution of these chemicalvariation

trends is apparently controlled by spreading rate andnot spatial scale,as impliedby the

terms global and local, I will call themthe fast and slow trends.

Another important result from Table5.3 and Figure5.5 is that the slopes of the

regression lines for the fast and slow trends are not constant. Furthermore, as can be seen

on Figure 5.7, the individual regression lines do not exhibit any systematicpattern (such as

fanning) on the plots. One possibility is that this variability in slope is due to uncertainty in

the slope of the regression lines (data scatter); however, I find no relationship between the

correlationcoefficients and the slope of the regression lines. Thus, it is more likelythat

this slope variation is real andreflectscharacteristics of the natural processes that result in

the distinctivechemical systematics of bothfast andslow-spreading ridges.

5.5 Discussion

If we assumethat the mantleis approximately homogeneous for majorelements, then

the results of Figure 5.3 indicate that mantle temperature is independent of spreading rate.
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However, chemical variation trendsinvolving pressure and extents of melting do appearto

be related to spreadingrate (Table 5.3and Figures 5.5 and 5.6). These trends,the fast

("global") and slow ("local") chemical variation trends, appear to be independent of

geographic lengthscale alongaxis andthe slopesof the trends are variable (Figure 5.7).

These observations suggeststrongly that the dynamics of mantleupwelling, thought to

differ fundamentally between fast and slow ridges [e.g.,Lin and PhippsMorgan, 1992;

Scottand Stevenson, 1989], playa role in controlling the distribution of the fast and slow

chemicaltrendsin MORB. I hypothesize that the fast trend resultsfrom melting under

conditions dominated by passive, plate-driven mantle upwellingthat is broadly 2-D in

character [e.g.,PhippsMorgan, 1987]. In contrast, the slow trend would be the result of

meltingthat occursin risingmantle dominated by buoyant, 3-D upwelling ("plume-like")

[e.g.,Sotinand Parmentier, 1989; ScottandStevenson, 1989]. Such buoyant instabilities

could be embedded within a mean upward plate-driven flow [Scott and Stevenson, 1989].

In fact, however, becauseregionally-averaged data for manyslow-spreading ridgesas a

wholealso show the "global" ( fast-spreading chemical trend), it seems likelythat passive

upwelling of mantleis also important at slow-spreading ridges.

Strongevidence existsfromcrustal thickness and MORB chemical data [Klein and

Langmuir, 1987], theoretical considerations [McKenzie, 1984] and modelsof MORB

melting [Klein and Langmuir, 1987; McKenzie and Bickle, 1988; also see Chapter3] that

the fast ("global") trend of MORB is dueprincipally to differences in mantle temperature.

Hot mantle risingadiabatically intersects the solidus at a deeperlevel thancoolermantle and

continued decompression melting with matrix compaction shouldresult in pooled melts

withchemicalsignatures ofhighpressure (highFe(s) and low Si(s)!Fe(s» and highextents

of melting (lowN~8) and high C~s)!AI(8». Regional differences in mantle temperature

shouldgive rise to ensembles of data that follow the global trend. Mantletemperature

differences of about200°Care capable ofproducing the globalarray [Klein andLangmuir,
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1987]. On a smallergeographic length scale,differences in mantle temperature can give

rise to the sameglobal-type systematics at a more localor regional level,as shown

discussed in Chapter3. Thus, this explanation of global trend is fully consistent with both

petrological evidence and models of mantle flow beneath fast-spreading ridges [e.g.,Lin

and Phipps Morgan, 1992].

The fast ("global") trendis well-explained byadiabatic decompression meltingof a

mantlecolumn in which polybaric melts are efficiently separated fromtheir residues and

pooledin a reservoir at lowpressure [Klein and Langmuir, 1987; see also Chapter3].

However, in risingdiapirs at slow spreading rates, separation of melt from residue may be

lessefficientthanat fast-spreading rates. For one thing, the melt fraction contributes

buoyancy to the solid mantle, whichcouldretardseparation of melt from matrix by normal

matrixcompaction processes [McKenzie, 1984;Ribe, 1983;Cawthorn, 1975;also see

Chapter3]. Whereas rapidmelt segregation in column meltsof the fast trendpreserves

high-pressure signatures at high extents of melting [Klein and Langmuir, 1987],extensive

meltsof the slowtrend have low-pressure signatures. One possible explanation is that

slowmelt segregation in diapirs allows matrix-melt reactionduring ascent, such that high

pressure signatures are onlypreserved in meltsproduced by lowextents of meltingshortly

afterinitiation of a diapiric instability when dikes become efficient conduits at greater

depths.

Duringascent of a mantle diapirundergoing melting, inefficient melt segregation

would allowmelts to reequilibrate with the solidmatrix. If thesereequilibrated melts were

tapped by dikes [Nicolas, 1986; Sleep, 1989] at various pressures, an ensembleof melts

resembling the slow("local") trend would result. Deep melts would be produced by small

extents of melting soonafterinitiation of the diapir. Withcontinued diapiric ascent, melting

andmelt-solid reequilibration, meltswould havechemical signatures of successively lower

pressure and moreextensive melting.
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Althoughthis somewhat speculative idea is difficult to prove, there are many

independent lines of evidencesuggestingthat diapirs are important at slow-spreading

ridges. Gravity and topography data [Lin and PhippsMorgan, 1992;Lin et al., 1990],

studies of mid-ocean ridge segmentation [Whitehead et al., 1984;Schouten et al., 1985;

Crane, 1985] and theoretical studies of mantle flow [Scott and Stevenson, 1989; Sotin and

Parmentier, 1989]all point to the possible importanceof diapirs at slow-spreadingridges.

Furthermore, geologic mapping in ophioliteshas revealed diapiric structure in mantle rocks

[Rabinowicz et al., 1987;Nicolas, 1986], and the observed diapiric structures small « 10

km). These independent lines of evidence indicate that the notion of diapirs at slow

spreading ridges deserves serious consideration. Below, I develop this hypothesis further

and offer two additional lines of supportingevidence. First, I discuss some illustrative

mass balancecalculationsindicatingthat melts along the slow trend could be related by a

melting-crystallization reaction that plausiblycould occur in rising diapirs undergoing

melting and melt-reequilibration. Secondly, I show that zero-age lavas of seamounts on the

flanks of the East Pacific Rise exhibit both the fast and slow chemical variation trends.

This is consistentwith the diapir hypothesisas diapiric buoyancy instabilitiesmay be

expected to develop at the edges of the broad upwellingregion below the EPR axis and

flanks [Phipps Morgan, 1987; also see Chapter 3]. Similarly, at transitional ridges (50 - 60

mm/yr) where both the fast and slow trends may occur, diapiric and widespreadpassive

upwelling may both occur. In this case the petrologicsignature of erupted lavas may be

dominated by either trend.

5.5.1 Calculations

Relatively little is known about the physico-chemical processes occurringin mantle

diapirs undergoing melting [e.g., Cawthorn, 1975]. Diapiric instabilitiescould arise in the

mantle below the axes or flanks of mid-ocean ridges because of thermal,compositional,
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and/or melt buoyancy [e.g., Sotin andParmentier, 1989;Scottand Stevenson, 1989;also

see Chapter 2]. Once initiated, the solid or solid-plus-melt diapirs could rise and

decompression-induced melting could ensue. The complexinternalprocessesoccurring

withinthe diapir wouldbeaffectedby interaction between the diapir and the surrounding

mantle through whichit rises. Verycomplexthermal,mechanical and chemicalprocesses

seem likely.

Under appropriate conditions,material in diapirs should melt just as passively

upwelling mantle does. However,melt extraction by matrixcompaction,a process thought

to be generallyimportantfor upwellingmantle [McKenzie, 1984]could be inhibited by

mechanical deformation within a diapir,becauseascending diapirs must overcome the

overload (when plate separation rate is slow)either mechanically or by thermalstoping.

Furthermore,if melt buoyancycausesmatrixascent, then ordinary melt expulsion by

matrix compactionmay begreatly slowed. In this case, the melt and matrix wouldhave

enhanced opportunity to interact chemically, even as meltingcontinued. I envision a

process similar to that studied by Kelemen [1990] and Kelemen et al. [1990]exceptthat the

process I envision is polybaric. For this reason, the results of Kelemen [1990] and

Kelemen et al. [1990] at 5 kb only cannot be rigorouslyapplied here.

Instead, I explorepossible petrologicprocesses in diapirs with some extremely

simple but illustrative mass balancecalculations. With thesecalculations I attempt to

determinedirectly the minerals that might be involved in producingmeltsalong theslow

trend of chemicalvariation.

A fundamental difficulty of attempting to interpretthe cause of the slow trendis that,

by definition, this trend is comprised of samples with identical MgO = 8.0 wt %. Even

though the slowtrend probablyis the result of dynamicphysical and chemicalprocesses

which lead to variations in MgO (as well as othermajorelement abundances), our present

definitionand view of the trend is an artificial, constant-Mgt) snapshot only. Whether
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meltscomprising the slowtrendarerelatedto each otherdirectly through somepetrologic

processsuch as melting or crystallization, or relatedonly indirectly (forexample, sequential

products of a petrologic process), it is most improbable that theycoexist as constant-MgO

melts.

In order to circumvent this problem of constant MgO, whileat thesame time tryingto

explicitly determine the majorsilicate phases thatmightbe involved in theslow-spreading

trend,I use simple stoichiometric least-squares modelingof the type described by Bryan et

al. [1969] and Bryan [1986]. Figure5.8 shows several well-defined trends from slow

spreading ridges which I use in my illustrative model. I implicitly assume that the magmas

alongthe slow trend are related to one anotherby some petrologic processes (melting or

crystallization, for example) involving majorsilicate phasesand I attempt to determine the

phasesand their proportions using mole-percent least-squares mass balance calculations.

For simplicity, in Figure5.9 I omit the data points and showonly the regression lines

for each of the slow trends. I essentially ask: whatassemblages of silicatephasescould be

involved in producingthe trends between a and b? To get aroundtheproblemof constant

MgO, I use a two-stepapproach. First, in the stoichiometric modeling, I combine Fe and

Mg to form one divalent cation(FM). This allows us to obtaina first order solution while,

for the moment, neglecting theconstantMgOproblem. UsingFM also allows us to

temporarily disregard the complexity of Fe-Mgpartitioning in naturalsilicate phases and the

effectsof pressure, temperature andcomposition on the partitioning behavior as I seekonly

a generalized solution. Oncehavingdone the initial modeling with FM, I returnto consider

how much MgO may actually change along the a-b or b-a paths of Figure5.9.

With the cation FM,I makeolivine (FMZSi04) and pyroxene (FMzSiZ06: both

orthopyroxene and Mg-Fe components of clinopyroxene). In this simplestoichiometric

modeling, I also considerend-member diopside-hedenbergite (Di-Hd), jadeite (Jd),Ca

tschermak (Ct), and albite-anorthite (Ab-An). Table5.4 shows the liquid compositions at
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Fig. 5.8 Plots of Na(8) vs. Fe(8) and Na(8) vs. Si(8) showing the global trend of Klein and
Langmuir [1989] (thick line) and several best-defined local trends (cross trends)
recognized at slow spreading mid-ocean ridge segments [Klein and Langmuir, 1989;
Batizaet al., 1988]. CR =Cayman Rise, 26°S =MAR at 26°S, SKFZ =MAR south of
the Kane Fracture Zone and RP =Reykjanes Peninsula.
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Fig. 5.9 Same as Figure 5.8 but with the data points of the local trends omitted.
Regression lines are best-fit lines for all elements (not just ones shown). The points
labeled a (filled square) and b (empty square) are the liquids I consider in Tables 5.4 and
5.5 which define the a - b path I attempt to model. The thin lines between solid squares
are the results of my two-step modeling procedure (see Tables 5.4 and 5.5 and text for
details). Note that the thin lines (model) and the thick lines (data) are generally well
matched. The model I present gives a good fit to all elements, not just Na, Fe, and Si.
Also shown as thick light lines for comparison are the local trend data corrected to MgO
=7.0 and 9.0 wt %, as labeled (for RP only, others are similar). Note that these have
similar slopes to the MgO =8.0 wt % local trend.
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Table 5.4. Melt compositions for each local trend (Figures 8 and 9)

RP-a RP-b CR-a cR-b SK-a sK-b 26°S-a 26°S-b

Wt% at MgO = 8%

Si(8) 48.00 49.38 50.75 51.75 49.80 50.69 50.69 51.62
Ti(8) 2.48 1.06 1.67 1.46 1.85 1.28 1.68 1.13
AI(8) 13.56 15.60 16.14 16.79 15.30 16.25 15.48 15.70
Fe(8) 14.37 10.13 8.91 7.68 10.73 8.78 9.65 8.31
Ca(8) 10.12 13.15 10.11 10.85 10.55 11.88 11.48 12.41

Nac8) 2.41 1.89 3.45 3.20 2.89 2.61 2.70 2.52
K(8) 0.25 0.10 0.23 0.28 0.23 0.20 0.09 0.06
P(8) 0.24 0.07 0.18 0.18 0.19 0.13 0.16 0.11

tMgO 9.55 8.74 8.76 9.58
tFeO 8.01 6.71 7.38 6.59

Recalculated to Cation Mole %

Si 45.35 46.19 46.82 47.32 46.33 46.82 46.93 47.69
Ti 1.77 0.75 1.16 1.00 1.30 0.89 1.17 0.78
Al 15.10 17.19 17.55 18.10 16.77 17.70 16.90 17.09

*FM 22.63 19.08 17.88 16.78 19.44 17.80 18.52 17.44
Ca 10.25 13.18 10.00 10.63 10.52 11.76 11.39 12.29
Na 4.42 3.44 6.19 5.70 5.22 4.69 4.87 4.54
K 0.30 0.12 0.27 0.33 0.27 0.23 0.11 0.07
P 0.19 0.06 0.14 0.14 0.15 0.11 0.12 0.09

RP: Reykjanes Peninsula; CR: Cayman Rise; SK: south of the Kane Fracture Zone; and
26°S: 26°S area MAR.

* FM is the combined cation mole % ofFeO and MgO (= 8.0 wt%).
t MgO and FeO compositions for b were calculated explicitly to determine their change along

the a-b path. In this calculation, other elements agree with those in Table 5. I used the
calculated phase proportions from Table 5.5 and peridotite modal abundances from Dick [1989].
I partition cnstatite-ferrosilite (En-Fs) between Opx and Cpx in Table 5 in the ratio 63:37. with
Opx free of diopside (Di) and hedenbcrglte (Hd) components. I also used FogO.3. Opx with Mg#
= 91.3 and Cpx with Mg# = 94.6 from Dick [1989]. As explained in the text, I consider these
mass balance models illustrative, not definitive.
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Table5.5. Results of the least-squares model calculations

RP-b CR-b SK-b 26°S-b
a 0.4884 0.6816 0.6667 0.5414
Di-Hd 0.1569 0.0599 0.0841 0.1249
Jd 0.0518 0.0597 0.0488 0.0767
Ct 0.1704 0.0929 0.1060 0.1204
En-Fs 0.2913 0.2220 0.2104 0.2816
01 -0.1569 -0.1200 -0.1167 -0.1467

SQ'D 0.0142 0.0654 0.0032 0.0220

Calc Obser Diff Calc Obser Diff Calc Obser Diff Calc Obser Diff
Si 46.18 46.19 -0.01 47.32 47.32 0.00 46.82 46.82 0.00 47.68 47.69 -0,01
Ti 0.86 0.75 0.11 0.79 1.00 -0.21 0.87 0.89 -0.02 0.63 0.78 -0.15- Al 17.19 17.19 0.00 18.10 18.10 0.00 17.70 17.70 0.00 17.09 17.09 0.00

\0 FM 19.08 19.08 0.00 16.78 16.78 0.00 17.80 17.80 0.00 17.44 17.44 0.00+>-
Ca 13.19 13.18 om 10.64 10.63 0.01 11.77 11.76 0.01 12.30 12.29 om
Na 3.45 3.44 om 5.71 5.70 0.01 4.70 4.69 0.01 4.55 4.54 0.01
K 0.15 0.12 0.03 0.18 0.33 -0.15 0.18 0.23 -0.05 0.06 0.07 -0.01
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points a and b of each of the local trends of Figures 5.8 and 5.9. I now use a least-squares

method to determine the stoichiometric end-member phases which can, when added to

liquid a, produce liquid b (or vice versa).

Although least-squares mixing models of this type, especially with few components

and many phases, are notorious for giving non-unique solutions, these results appear to be

robust. I have tested hundreds of models using many combinations of mineral end

members but only a few yield self-consistent results with good fits (low residuals).

Representative results are shown in Table 5.5. Note that the poorest fits are for Ti and K,

which is not surprising because I did not include mineral end-members containing either

element (though I could add Ti to pyroxene). One interesting result is that plagioclase is

apparently not needed to describe the a - b path for any locality as all solutions with

plagioclase give very high residuals (> 2.0 or so), with especially poor fits for Ca and AI.

This is not surprising because melting in the plagioclase stability field may be quite

restricted [Nicolas, 1986]. Table 5.5 shows that in general, the path from a to b (Figure

5.9) seems to involve both melting and crystallization. Pyroxene components are taken

into liquid a while olivine solidifies; together, these two effects produce liquid b. In all

four cases, the original liquid a represents about half of the eventual liquid (b) and the ratio

of pyroxene components (added to melt) to olivine component (removed from the melt) is

3.6 - 4.0. Such a trend is thus a net melting trend characterized by a mineral- melt reaction

of the general form:

Liquid a + Pyroxene C Liquid b + Olivine

and is similar to the reactions studied theoretically and experimentally by Kelemen

[1990] and Kelemen et al. [1990] at 5 kb. Under conditions of ascent to lower pressure,

this reaction would proceed to the right [e.g., O'Hara, 1965; Stolper, 1980; Elthon and

Scaife, 1984], obviously favoring the a to b path over the alternative b to a path.
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This resultseemsreasonable and is consistentwith processes expected in a buoyant

solid-liquid diapirundergoing continued melting. Note that in Table5.5 thecombined

compositions of the pyroxenes enteringthe meltsare unlike anynaturalpyroxenes in that

Jd, and particularly Ct are too high. This is, in fact, expected, as both orthopyroxene and

clinopyroxene are residual phasesduringmantlemelting to produce MORB [Dick et al.,

1984]. Continuous melting will tend to depleteJd and Ct components in residual

pyroxenes because bothare incompatible during meltingand less stable in pyroxenes as

pressure is reduced. Thus,pyroxenes in the solid will gradually be depletedin these

components, whilethe melt in a risingdiapir will be enriched in Jd and Ct components.

I now reconsider possible changes in MgO andFeO. To calculate the MgOand FeO

changes, I dispense with the use of FM. Using the phase proportions from Table 5.5, I

partitionFeO and MgO among the solidsilicatephases (seeTable5.4 note fordetails)and

calculateliquidb as a combination of liquida and the phasesof Table5.5. The FeO and

MgO valuesobtained are givenin Table5.4. MgO changes onlyslightlyalongmy

calculated path a-b. It is important to note that because of the MgO=8.0 condition of the

slow-spreading trend lines in Figures 5.8 and 5.9, that even thoughthe calculations

indicatea smallchangeof MgO, thecalculated a - b paths cannot be identical to the a - b

paths of the slow trends. To assessthe difference in the calculated vs. observed paths, I

plot the calculatedend points(b) on Figure5.9. In addition, I plot slow trendscorrectedto

MgO = 7.0 and MgO = 9.0, whichfall close to the MgO = 8.0 positions. Thus, although

the calculateda - b paths are not identical to the slow-spreading data arrays in Figure5.9,

they are close enough. Indeed, because the slopes of actual slow trends vary(Figure 5.7),

there is evidently some variability in the processes leadingto their formation. Given the

potentialcomplexity of physical-chemical processes in risingdiapirs undergoing melting,

this variability in the data is not surprising.
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Note that this result is similarin some waysto the suggestion of Kinzler and Grove

[1992] who propose polybaricfractional crystallization as a possibleorigin for the slow

trend. I think thatfractional crystallization is inevitable withinrising mantle diapirs, but

such fractionation may occuronlyduringlateststagesof diapirism whenmelting ceases

due to slow ascent and higherheat loss. Mineralogic features of MORB lavas from slow

spreading ridgessuggestthathigh-pressure fractionation may indeedplaya rolein their

petrogenesis [Bryan et al, 1979, 1981; Juster et al., 1989]. However, I suggestthese

effects are superimposed on theearliereffectsof melting and solid-melt reaction.

5.5.2 Evidencefrom near-EPRseamounts

The near-axis flanks of the EPRhaveabundant seamounts composed dominantly of

MORB [Batiza et al., 1990]. They occuras individual seamounts and also as chains

parallel to eitherrelativeor absolute platemotion. Figure5.10 shows that the seamount

MORB array is very similarto the globalaxial MORB array(Figure 5.1) andappears to be

a combination of boththe fast and slowtrends. Veryclear slowtrends are found at

individual seamounts, as shownin Figure5.11. Thus the slow trends are not confmedto

slow-spreading ridges, but also are found at zero-age seamounts near fast-spreading

ridges.

As shownin Chapter3, mantle upwelling beneath the EPRappearsto become less

vigorous off axissuch that at 40 - 50 km away from the EPR axis the upwelling is feeble.

In suchan off-axis mantlesetting,diapiric instabilities would haveadequate timeto

nucleate and rise, providing MORB melts for some active off-axis volcanoes. This

suggestion is speculative, but the existence of diapiric instabilities below the flanks of the

EPRis very plausible. If so, then the existence of the slow-spreading chemical variation

trendat near-EPR seamounts is consistent with the otherlines of evidenceindicating that

the slowtrend couldoriginate by solid-melt reaction in risingdiapirsundergoing melting.
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Fig. 5.10 Data for seamounts near the East Pacific Rise (8° to 15DN) from Batiza and
Yanko [1984], Allan et al [1989], Batiza et al. [1989, 1990] and unpublished data. REL
points are from members of small seamount chains parallel to relative motion; ABS for
chains parallel to the absolute plate motion. For reference, I show the global trend [Klein
and Langmuir, 1989] and a representative local trend and data for the northern EPR from
Chapter 3. Note that the seamount MORB data array strongly resembles the global mid
ocean ridge MORB array (Figure 5.1).
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Fig.5.11 Seamount data from Batiza and Vanko [1989] and Batiza et al. [1990] showing
local trends for individual seamounts.
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5.5.3 Diapirsat slow-spreading ridges

Slow-spreading ridge segments in the Atlantic [e.g., Blackman and Forsyth, 1992;

Grindlay et al., 1991; Lin et al., 1990] are typically characterized by centralalong-axis

highsand negative residual gravity anomalies. These anomalies may be due to thickcrust,

a thickermantlecolumn of low-density residual mantle, and/orhighertemperature mantle.

All thesepossibilities are consistent with focused buoyant mantleupwelling withmore

melting in the centerof the segment. Whethersuch upwelling represents a singlelarge

diapiror numerous individual diapirs in the center of the segmentis not known, but for the

givenalong-axis chemical variation as well as the topography andgravity data, multiple

diapirs tapped at various levelsseem to be more likely. I suggesta diapirmodel for the

origin of the slow-spreading trend of chemicalvariation. Such diapirs(Figure5.12) could

produce the slow trend via the diapiric meltingprocesses I propose.

Figure 5.12 shows that for a given slow-spreading ridge segment, such as 26°S

MAR, the mantleupwelling may be more focused in the center,so that thereshould exist

an along-axis thermal profile characterized by a hottercenterand cooleredges nearoffsets

due to conductive heat lossnear offsets ("cold" edge effects). In such a thermal regime,

dikescouldpenetrate to muchgreaterdepthsnear offsets than in thecenter,so thatdiapirs

near offsets would be tapped at a greaterdepth beforeachieving largesize, whereas diapirs

in the center would rise,experiencing continuous meltingand solid-melt reequilibration, to

much shallowerlevelsbefore beingtapped. The net resultsof this process reflected in

observed chemistry are that 1) lavasnear offsets are characterized bysignatures of high

pressure and low degreeof melting; whereas 2) lavas in the center of the segmentpreserve

signatures of highdegreeof meltingand low pressure due to reequilibration, consistent

withthe observation at 26°S MARand the chemicalcorrelations of the slow ("local") trend.

Thus,a diapiric upwelling withassociated meltingand meltsegregation is consistent with

MORB chemistry, topography, as well as gravitypatterns. The termsslow and fast are
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DIAPIR MODEL OF SLOW-SPREADING
MID-OCEAN RIDGE SEGMENT

Diapirs near offsets are
tapped at deep levels
before achieving
large size

Diapirs in the center of the
segment rise to shallow
levels beforebeing tapped

Fig. 5.12 A cartoon showing an idealized along-axis cross-section for a typical slow
spreading mid-ocean ridge segment such as the one at 26°5, MAR [Batiza et al., 1988;
also see Chapter 3] with two bounding offsets and a central topographic high. In this
model, the mantle upwelling is more focused and hotter in the center than near offsets (as
denoted by the size and pattern of the arrows) so that the solidus is depressed in the
center. Black areas in diapirs are melt which forms during ascent but reequilibrates at
lower pressure as the diapir rises. Dots show diapir trails. In such an environment
temperature may decrease laterally toward offsets due to "cold edges", so dikes may be
efficient conduits at greater depths near offsets than in the center. Thus, diapirs near
offsets are tapped at deep levels before achieving large sizes (resultant MORB chemical
signatures will reflect low degrees and high pressures of melting), whereas diapirs in the
center of the segment rise to shallow levels before being tapped (resultant MORB
chemistry will have signature of high degrees and low pressure of melting due to solid
melt reequilibration). Many independent lines of evidence favor an important role for
diapirs at slow spreading ridges. I suggest that petrologic processes in rising diapirs may
result in the slow-spreading trend of MORB chemical variation.
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coincidentwithslow- and fast-spreading rates, but theypertain to slow and fast melt

separation, as the slow trend also seems to occur at near-EPRseamounts.

This diapiricupwellingmodelmakessense because fast upwelling and rapid melt

segregation at slow-spreading ridges may be restricted due to slow spreading; diapirs must

circumventthe overloadthrough buoyantforces and/oreven thermalstoping as opposed to

passiveupwellingcaused by fast plate separation. This also explains the differentalong

axis topography betweenslow- and fast-spreading ridges. Buoyant instabilitywould be

initiatedin spatially discrete patterns at slow-spreading rates [e.g., Schouten et al., 1985;

Crane, 1985]which facilitatedevelopment of isolated, or centralized, upwellingas

indicated by the high frequency of ridgesegmentation and the dramatic topography within

individualsegmentsalong the mid-Atlantic ridge [e.g.,Lin et al., 1990;Lin and Phipps

Morgan, 1992].

5.6 Conclusions

1) With an expandedglobaldata set, I confirmthat slow ridges appear to generally

have more primitive lavas than fast ridges.

2) There appear to be no systematic differences between slow- and fast- ridges in the

depth or extent of partial melting, thus mantle temperature seems to be independentof

spreadingrate.

3) The so-called local and global trends of MORB systematics are a function of

spreadingrate. The global systematics are found at fast ridge segmentsand the local

systematics are found at slow ridges. Eithertrend can be found in transitional ridges

spreadingat 50 - 60 mm/yr.

4) The so-called local and global trends are not apparently sensitive to length scale, so

I refer to these trendsas the slow and fast trends, respectively. These terms are coincident

with fast- and slow-spreading rates, but they pertainto fast and slow melt segregation.
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5) The slowandfast trends display a range of slopes on chemicaldiagrams, butno

consistent or regularbehavior, such as a fanning pattern.

6) Strong geophysical and field evidence (in ophiolites) points to the importance of

diapirsat slowridges. I show that the "local" trendis characteristic of slow ridges and

propose that this trendcould resultfrom processes in risingdiapirs undergoing melting and

meltreequilibration.

7) The slow trendis not confined to slow-spreading ridges, but also occurs at near

EPRseamounts, suggesting that slow meltsegregation andsolid-melt reequilibration is the

directcauseof the slow trend.

8) transitional ridgesspreading at 50 - 60 mm/yr maydisplayeitherthe fast or slow

trendof chemical variation. I interpret this to indicate that both 2-D, passive upwelling and

buoyant, 3-D (diapiric) mantleupwelling occurandthat thepetrologic signatures of lavas

erupted may be dominated by eitherprocess.
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APPENDIX A

MICROSOFT BASIC CODE FOR DENSCAL

DENSCAL calculates densities of silicate melts and mantle minerals (olivine,
orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene, garnet, spinel, and plagioclase) as a function of
TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE, and COMPOSITION in magma generation envi
ronment.

First version:
Second version:
Final version:

11/15/1989
02/23/1990
04/22/1990

by Yaoling Niu
Department of Geology and Geophysics
University of Hawaii at Manoa
2525 Correa Road
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
U.S.A.

WINDOW 1,,(6,28)-(506,330),2
OPTION BASE 1
DIM OXN$(10),OXW(10),OMW(10),OXMW(10),OXMF(10),PMVO(10),PMV(10)
DIM DVDT( lO),BETA(l O),DBETADT(lO),OXBETA(l0),SK(6),SDKDT(6)
DIM SDKDP(6),DST(6),DSPT(6),COM$(6),COM(6),COMW(6),COMV(6)

MAINMENU:
PRINT TAB(3) "Type one of the numbers (1 - 8) to make choice":PRINT
PRINT TAB(5)"1","DENSITY OF SILICATE MELT"
PRINT TAB(5)"2","DENSITY OF OLIVINE"
PRINT TAB(5)"3","DENSITY OF ORTHOPYROXENE"
PRINT TAB(5)"4","DENSITY OF CLINOPYROXENE"
PRINT TAB(5)"5","DENSITY OF GARNET"
PRINT TAB(5)"6","DENSITY OF SPINEL"
PRINT TAB(5)"7","DENSITY OF PLAGIOCLASE"
PRINT TAB(5)"8","QUIT":PRINT
INPUT "What is your choice";CHOICE
ON CHOICE GOTO MELT,OLIVINE,OPX,CPX,GNT,SPL,PLAG,QUIT

MELT:
CLS
CALL TEXTFONT(O):CALL TEXTSIZE(l2):LOCATE 5,5
RESTORE MELT
FOR 1=1 TO lO:READ OXN$(I):NEXT
DATA Si02,Ti02,AI203,Fe203,FeO,MnO,MgO,CaO,Na20,K20
FOR 1=1 TO lO:READ OMW(I):NEXT
DATA 60.0843,79.8988,101.9613,159.6922,71.8464,70.9374,40.32,56.08,61.98,94.2
FOR 1=1 TO lO:READ PMVO(I):NEXT
DATA 26.90,23.16,37.11,42.13,13.65,14.13, 11.45,16.57,28.78,45.84
FOR 1=1 TO lO:READ DVDT(I):NEXT
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DATA .0,.00724,.00262,.00909,.00292,.0,.00262,.00292,.00741,.01191
FOR I = 1 TO lO:READ BETA(I):NEXT
DATA 6.93,9.88,5.04,.0,4.28,.0,1.79,0.68,8.35,22.66
FOR I = 1 TO lO:READ DBETADT(I):NEXT
DATA .0,-.5,-13,.0,4,.0,14,3,11,25
NEWSAMPLE:
PRINT:INPUT "Sample Name";SN$
PRINT "Input Oxides wt % of sample"
FOR 1=1 TO lO:PRINT OXN$(I);" ",:INPUT
OXW(I):OXMW(I)=OXW(I)/OMW(I):NEXT
SUMOFMOL=O:
FOR 1=1 TO lO:SUMOFMOL=SUMOFMOL+OXMW(I):NEXT
FOR 1=1 TO 1O:0XMF(I)=OXMW(I)/SUMOFMOL:NEXT
MOLWTLIQ=O
FOR 1=1 TO lO:MOLWTLIQ=MOLWTLIQ+OXMF(I)*OMW(I):NEXT
LPRINT TAB(5)" Melt Sample: ";SN$
LPRINT TAB(5)"-----------------"
MELTPI':
INPUT "Temperature (OC)";T:INPUT "Pressure (KB)";P
REM MELT DENSITY AT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
FOR 1=1 TO 1O:PMV(I)=PMVO(l)+DVDT(I)*(T-1400):NEXT
PMV(6)=14.l3*EXP(15.1 *1O"-5*(T-1400»
VLIQ=O
FOR 1=1 TO lO:VLIQ=VLIQ+PMV(I)*OXMF(I):NEXT
VLIQ=VLIQ+OXMF(2)*OXMF(9)*20.28
LQDT=MOLWTLIQ/VLIQ:
FOR 1=1 TO 1O:0XBETA(I)=BETA(I)*10"(-3)+DBETADT(I)*1O"(-6)*(T
14(0):NEXT
FOR 1=1 TO 1O:0XBETA(I)=OXBETA(I)*OXMF(I):NEXT
SUMBETA=O
FOR 1=1 TO lO:SUMBETA=SUMBETA+OXBETA(I):NEXT
LQMUDULUS=1/SUMBETA
LQDTP=LQDT:MDD=.5
TRYLQ1:
LQDTP=LQDTP+MDD
TRYLQ2:
BM1=BM
BM=1.5*LQMUDULUS*«LQDTPILQDT)"(7/3)-(LQDTPILQDT)"(5/3»
IF BM<P AND BM>BM1 THEN GOTO TRYLQ1
IF BM<P AND BM<BM1 THEN MDD=MDD/2:GOTO TRYLQ1
IF BM>P AND BM>BM1 THEN MDD=MDD/2:LQDTP=LQDTP-MDD:GOTO
TRYLQ2
IF BM>P AND BM<BM1 THEN LQDTP=LQDTP-MDD: GOTO TRYLQ2
DST=LQDT:DSPT=LQDTP
GOSUB PRINTER
INPUT "Do you want a change of pressure and temperature (YIN) It;Yes$
IF Yes$="Y" OR Yes$="y" THEN GOTO MELTPT
INPUT "Do you want a change of Melt composition? (Y/N)";Yes$
IF Yes$="Y" OR Yes$="y" THEN GOTO NEWSAMPLE
GOTO MAINMENU
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OLIVINE:
CLS
CALL TEXTFONT(O):CALL TEXTSIZE(12):LOCATE 5,5
PRINT:INPUT "Sample Name";SN$
INPUT "Fo%=";FO:FO=FO/lOO
LPRINT TAB(5)" Olivine Sample: ";SN$
LPRINT TAB(5)"-----------------"
LPRINT TAB(5) "Fo = ";FO
OLPT:
N=2
INPUT "Temperature (°C)";T:INPUT "Pressure (Kbar)";P
RESTORE OLIVINE
FOR 1=1 TO N:READ SK(I),SDKDT(I),SDKDP(I),COMW(I):NEXT
DATA 1271,-0.236,5.39,140.708,1368,-0.268,5.2,203.778
DST(1)=3.225-9.1526*10"(-5)*(T-25)-3.1618* 10"(-8)*(T-25)"2
DST(2)=4.4-1.2124*1O"(-4)*(T-25)-2.2511 *10"(-8)*(T-25)"2
DST=DST(I)*FO+DST(2)*(l-FO)
GOSUB BCHMNAGAN
GOSUB PRINTER
INPUT "Do you want a change of pressure and temperature (YIN) ";Yes$
IF ¥es$="Y" OR Yes$="y" THEN GOTO OLPT
INPUT "Do you want a change of Olivine composition? (Y/N)";Yes$
IF ¥es$="¥" OR Yes$="y" THEN GOTO OLIVINE
GOTO MAINMENU

OPX:
CLS
CALL TEXTFONT(O):CALL TEXTSIZE(12):LOCATE 5,5
PRINT:INPUT "Sample Name";SN$
INPUT "En%=";EN:EN=EN/100
N=2
LPRINT TAB(5)" Orthopyroxene Sample: ";SN$
LPRINT TAB(5)"---------------------------"
LPRINT TAB(5) "En = ";EN
OPXPT:
INPUT "Temperature (°C)";T:INPUT "Pressure (Kbar)";P
RESTORE OPX
FOR 1=1 TO N:READ SK(I),SDKDT(I),SDKDP(I),COMW(I):NEXT
DATA 1070,-.27,5,200.792,1010,-.3,5,263.862
DST(I)=3.194-9.281 *10"(-5)*(T-25):DST(2)=3.998-11.62*1O"(-5)*(T-25)
DST=DST(l)*EN+DST(2)*(l-EN)
GOSUB BCHMNAGAN
GOSUB PRINTER
INPUT "Do you want a change of pressure and temperature (YIN)";Yes$
IF ¥es$="¥" OR Yes$="y" THEN GOTO OPXPT
INPUT "Do you want a change ofOPX composition? (YIN)";Yes$
IF Yes$="Y" OR Yes$="y" THEN GOTO OPX
GOTO MAINMENU

CPX:
CLS
CALL TEXTFONT(O):CALL TEXTSIZE(l2):LOCATE 5,5
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PRINT:INPUT "Sample Name";SN$
N=6
RESTORE CPX
FOR 1=1 TO N:READ COM$(I):NEXT
DATA CEn,CFs,Di,Hd,Jd,Ac
PRINT "Input % of the following CPX components:"
FOR 1=1 TO N: PRINT COM$(I);:INPUT COM(I):COM(I)=COM(I)/100:NEXT
LPRINT TAB(5)" Clinopyroxene Sample: ";SN$
LPRINT TAB(5)"--------------------------"
LPRINT TAB(5)"Components: ";"CEn=";COM(l);";CFs=";COM(2);

";Di=";COM(3);";Hd=";COM(4);";Jd=";COM(5);";Ac=";COM(6)
CPXPT:
INPUT "Temperature (OC)";T:INPUT"Pressure (Kbar)";P
RESTORE CPXPT
FOR 1=1 TO N:READ SK(I),SDKDT(I),SDKDP(I),COMW(I):NEXT
DATA 1070,-.27,5,200.792,1010,-.3,5,263.862,1130,-.2,4.5,216.56
DATA 1200,-.2,4.5,248.095,1430,-.2,4.5,202.14,1060,-.2,4.5,284.968
DST(I)=3.191-9.272*10"(-5)*(T-25):DST(2)=4.005-11.64*101\(-5)*(T-25)
DST(3)=3.277-2.108* 10"(-5)*(T-25):DST(4)=3.632-2.337* 101\(-5)*(T-25)
DST(5)=3.347-8.796*10"(-5)*(T-25):DST(6)=3.576-8.796*10"(-5)*(T-25)
DST=O
FOR 1=1 TO N:DST=DST+DST(I)*COM(I):NEXT
GOSUB BCHMNAGAN
GOSUB PRINTER
INPUT "Do you want a change of pressure and temperature (Y/N)";Yes$
IF Yes$="Y" OR Yes$="y" THEN GOTO CPXPT
INPUT "Do you want a change ofCPX composition? (Y/N)";Yes$
IF Yes$="Y" OR Yes$="y" THEN GOTO CPX
GOTO MAINMENU

GNT:
CLS
CALL TEXTFONT(O):CALL TEXTSIZE(l2):LOCATE 5,5
PRINT:INPUT "Sample Name";SN$
N=6
RESTORE GNT
FOR 1=1 TO N:READ COM$(I):NEXT
DATA Pyr,Alm,Gro,Spe,And,Uvr
PRINT "Input % of the following garnet components:"
FOR 1=1 TO N: PRINT COM$(I);:INPUT COM(I):COM(I)=COM(I)/100:NEXT
LPRINT TAB(5)" Gamet Sample: ";SN$
LPRINT TAB(5)"--------------------"
LPRINT TAB(5)"Components: It;"Pyr=";COM(I);";Alm=";COM(2);

";Gro=";COM(3);";Spe=";COM(4);";And=";COM(5);";Uvr=";COM(6)
GNTPT:
INPUT "Temperature (OC)";T:INPUT "Pressure (Kbar)";P
RESTORE GNTPT
FOR 1=1 TO N:READ SK(I),SDKDT(I),SDKDP(I),COMW(I):NEXT
DATA 1750,-.21,5.45,403.15,1779,-.201,5.43,497.755,1700,-.2,4.25,450.454
DATA 1742,-.2,4.59,495.028,1570,-.2,5,508.185,1620,-.2,5,500.483
DST(I)=3.557-9.332*10"(-5)*(T-25):DST(2)=4.318-11.044* 101\(-5)*(T-25)
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DST(3)=3.595-8.319* 10"(-5)*(T-25):DST(4)=4.19-11.351 *1O"(-5)*(T-25)
DST(5)=3.86-9.406*10"(-5)*(T-25):DST(6)=3.848-9.378*10"(-5)*(T-25)
DST=O
FOR 1=1 TO N:DST=DST+DST(I)*COM(I):NEXT
GOSUB BCHMNAGAN
GOSUB PRINTER
INPUT "Do you want a change of pressure and temperature (YIN)";Yes$
IF Yes$="Y" OR Yes$="y" THEN GOTO GNTPT
INPUT "Do you want a change of garnet composition? (YIN)";Yes$
IF Yes$="Y" OR Yes$="y" THEN GOTO GNT
GOTO MAINMENU

SPL:
CLS
CALL TEXTFONT(O):CALL TEXTSIZE(12):LOCATE 5,5
PRINT:INPUT "Sample Name";SN$
N=4
RESTORE SPL
FOR 1=1 TO N:READ COM$(I):NEXT
DATA Spl,Her,Chr,Mgt
PRINT "Input % of the following spinel components:"
FOR 1=1 TO N: PRINT COM$(I);:INPUT COM(I):COM(I)=COM(I)/100:NEXT
LPRINT T AB(5)" Spinel Sample: ";SN$
LPRINT TAB(5)"-------------------"
LPRINT TAB(5) "Components: ";"Spl=";COM(1);";Her=";COM(2);

";Chr=";COM(3);";Mgt=";COM(4)
SPLPT:
INPUT "Temperature (°C)";T:INPUT "Pressure (Kbar)";P
RESTORE SPLPT
FOR 1=1 TO N:READ SK(I),SDKDT(I),SDKDP(I),COMW(I):NEXT
DATA 1940,-.22,4,142.273,2103,-.2,4,173.808
DATA 1830,-.2,4,223.8366,1860,-.2,4,231.539
DST( 1)=3.583-9.513*10"(-5)*(T-25):DST(2)=4.265-1O.423* 10"(-5)*(T-25)
DST(3)=5.086-8.907*10"(-5)*(T-25):DST(4)=5.2-21.89*lOA(-5)*(T-25)

DST=O
FOR 1=1 TO N:DST=DST+DST(I)*COM(I):NEXT
GOSUB BCHMNAGAN
GOSUB PRINTER
INPUT "Do you want a change of pressure and temperature (YIN)";Yes$
IF Yes$="Y" OR Yes$="y" THEN GOTO SPLPT
INPUT "Do you want a change of spinel composition? (Y/N)";Yes$
IF Yes$="Y" OR Yes$="y" THEN GOTO SPL
GOTO MAINMENU

PLAG:
CLS
CALL TEXTFONT(O):CALL TEXTSIZE(12):LOCATE 5,5
PRINT:INPUT "Sample Name";SN$
INPUT "An%=";AN:AN=AN/lOO
N=2
LPRINT TAB(5)" Plagioclase Sample: ";SN$
LPRINT TAB(5)" ---------------------------"
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";T;"OC"
";P;"Kbar"
";USING "#.#### g/cc";DST
";USING "#.#### g/cc";DSPT

LPRINT TAB(5) "An = ";AN
PLAGPT:
INPUT "Temperature (°C)";T:INPUT "Pressure (Kbar)";P
RESTORE PLAG
FOR 1=1 TO N:READ SK(I),SDKDT(I),SDKDP(I),COMW(I):NEXT
DATA 699.3,-.2,4,262.223,943.4,-.2,4,278.209
DST(l)=2.611-3.3415* 10"(-5)*(T-25)-7.5322* 10"(-8)*(T-25)"2
DST(2)=2.762-1.6329*10"(-5)*(T-25)
DST=DST(1)*(1-AN)+DST(2)*AN
GOSUB BCHMNAGAN
GOSUB PRINTER
INPUT "Do you want a change of pressure and temperature (YIN)";Yes$
IF Yes$="Y" OR Yes$="y" THENGOTO PLAGPT
INPUT "Do you want a change of PLAG composition? (YIN)";Yes$
IF Yes$="Y" OR Yes$="y" THENGOTO PLAG
GOTO MAINMENU
QUIT:
END

BCHMNAGAN:
FOR 1=1 TO N:SK(I)=SK(I)+SDKDT(I)*(T-25):COMV(I)=COMW(I)IDST(I):NEXT
TMV=O:KV=O:KRO=O
FOR1=1 TO N:TMV=TMV+COMV(I):NEXT:
FOR 1=1 TO
N:COMV(I)=COMV(I)rrMV:KV=KV+COMV(I)*SK(I):KRO=KRO+COMV(I)/SK(I):NE
XT
KR=1/KRO:KT=(KV+KR)/2
PRINT
DSPT=DST:SDD=.5
TRY1:
DSPT=DSPT+SDD
TRY2:
CP1=CP
CP=1.5*KT*«DSPTIDST)"(7/3)-(DSPTIDST)"(5/3»*(l-.75*(4
SDKDP)*«DSPTIDST)"(2/3)-l)
IF CP<P AND CP>CP1 THEN GOTO TRY1
IF CP<P AND CP<CP1 THEN SDD=SDD/2:GOTO TRY1
IF CP>P AND CP>CP1 THEN SDD=SDD/2:DSPT=DSPT-SDD:GOTO TRY2
IF CP>P AND CP<CP1 THEN DSPT=DSPT-SDD: GOTO TRY2
RETURN

PRINTER:
LPRINT TAB(5)"Temperature:
LPRINT TAB(5)"Pressure:
LPRINTTAB(5)"Density at ";1;" bar:
LPRINT TAB(5)"Density at";P;"Kb:
PRINT
RETURN
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APPENDIX B

MICROSOFT BASIC CODE FOR MORBCAL

MORBCAL calculates compositions of primary magma parental to MORBs as a
function of melting conditions: Depth of melting and melting temperature.

First version
Second version
Final version

04/20/1990
02/20/1991
07/15/1991

by Yaoling Niu
Department of Geology and Geophysics
University of Hawaii at Manoa
2525 Correa Raod
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
U.S.A.

WINDOW 1,,(6,28)-(506,330),2
CALL TEXTFONT(O):CALL TEXTSIZE(l2)
PRINT TAB(1) "1) MORBCAL calculates the primary MORB major element
compositions"
PRINT TAB(3) "based on the empirical melting model detailed in Chapter three. The
default "
PRINT TAB(3) "mantle peridotite composition employed in this model is MORB
Pyrolite-90,"
PRINT TAB(3) "the most reasonable composition of depleted oceanic upper mantle, of
Falloon"
PRINT TAB(3) "and Green (Mineral. PetroI.,1987). An option is given for you to input
your"
PRINT TAB(3) "desired mantle compositions, but the input should not be over
extrapolated out of'
PRINT TAB(3) "the available periments (see Niu and Batiza,1991). Otherwise, the
empirical"
PRINT TAB(3) "coefficients in this model may be adjusted to meet your desire if new
periments"
PRINT TAB(3) "for a variety of mantle compositions are available in future. ":PRINT
PRINT TAB(l) "2) MORBCAL provides two melting models: BATCH melting and"
PRINT TAB(3) "decompression pression induced DYNAMIC melting due to plate
separation. "
PRINT TAB(3) "In addition, MORBCAL also enables to calculate melting parameters
such as"
PRINT TAB(3) "F(%), Po(kb), Pf(kb), To(°C), and Tf(°C) for a ridge segment where
densely"
PRINT TAB(3) "sampled MORB compositions are available."
PRINT
GOSUB WaitKey
PRINT
DIM OXN$(8),OXMTL(8),OXLIQ(8),BOXLIQ(8),OXSOL(8),DCEF(8),DE(8)
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DIM DF(8),DRF(8),DH(8),DI(8),FPT(8),FPTN$(8)
MAINMENU:
CLS
CALL TEXTFONT(O):CALL TEXTSIZE(l2)
PRINT TAB(3)
"******************************MENU********************************"
PRINT
PRINT TAB(3)"Type a number to make choice":PRINT
PRINT TAB(5)"1", "Equilibrium BATCH Melting Model"
PRINT TAB(5)"2", "Decompression-induced DYNAMIC Melting Model"
PRINT TAB(5)"3", "Melting parameters: F(%), Po(kb), Pf(kb), To(°C), and Tf(OC)"
PRINT TAB(5)"4", "Quit":PRINT
INPUT"What is your choice"; CHOICE
ON CHOICE GOTO BATCH,DYNAMIC,FPP1T,QUIT
QUIT:
END

BATCH:
CLS
CALL TEXTFONT(O):CALL TEXTSIZE(12)
PRINT TAB(3)"******************Equilibrium BATCH Melting
model******************"
PRINT
PRINT TAB(1)"1) BATCH model requires input of pressure (kb) & Temperature (oq
at"
PRINT TAB(3)" which melting may occur. IF your INPUT is a subsolidus condition,"
PRINT TAB(3)" MORBCAL will prompt you because no melting will occur.":PRINT
PRINT TAB(l)"2) In this model, each oxide concentration is computed independently
and"
PRINT TAB(3)" no normalization is invoked":PRINT
PRINT TAB(1)"3) Because of the limitation by available experimental data, the best"
PRINT TAB(3)" results are warranted at the conditions of P = 7 - 22 Kbars with 8 _II

PRINT TAB(3)" 30 % of melting.":PRINT
GOSUB WaitKey
RESTORE BATCH
FOR 1=1 TO 8: READ OXN$(I):NEXT
DATA Si02,Ti02,AI203,FeO,MgO,CaO,Na20,K20
FOR 1=1 TO 8: READ OXMTL(I):NEXT
DAT A 44.74,0.17,4.37,7.55,38.57,3.38,0.4,0.03
FOR 1=1 TO 8: READ DE(I):NEXT
DATA 0.848,0.091,0.196,1.472,5.623,0.327,0.0509,0.0099
FOR 1=1 TO 8: READ DF(I):NEXT
DATA -0.0022,-0.002,-0.0065,0,-0.0451,-0.012,-0.0038,-0.0002
FOR 1=1 TO 8: READ DRF(I):NEXT
DATA 0,0,-0.025,0.273,0,0.3071,0,0
FOR 1=1 TO 8: READ DH(I):NEXT
DAT A 0.0055,0,0.0021,-0.035,-0.081,0.0005,0,0
FOR 1=1 TO 8: READ DI(I):NEXT
DATA 0,0,0,-0.013,0,0,0,0
PRINT
PRINT "This is the default MORB-Pyrolite-90:"
FOR 1=1 TO 8:PRINT TAB(I*6);OXN$(I);:NEXT:PRINT
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FOR 1=1 TO 8:PRINT TAB(I*6);USING
"##.##";OXMTL(I); :NEXT:PRINT:PRINT
INPUT "Do you desire to input your own mantle composition? (Y/N)";MYeh$
IF MYeh$="Y" OR MYeh$="y" THEN GOSUB Mantle:PRINT
LINE INPUT "Give a name to save your results as a disk file:";Filename$
OPEN "A",1,Filename$:PRINT
IF MYeh$="Y" OR MYeh$="y" THEN MMCN$=MCN$ ELSE MMCN$="MPY-90"
PRINT#1, MMCN$;":"
FOR 1=1 TO 8:PRINT#1, TAB(I*6);OXN$(I);:NEXT:PRINT
FOR 1=1 TO 8:PRINT#1, TAB(I*6);USING "##.##";OXMTL(I);:NEXT
PRINT#1,
BPT:
CALLTEXTFONT(0):CALLTEXTSIZE(l2)
INPUT "Pressure (Kb)";P
INPUT "Temperature(°C)";T
F=-117.149-6.028*P+(.11679+.003023*P)*T
IF F<=O,THEN BEEP ELSE GOTO BDCEF
PRINT "Subsolidus condition!!! Either P is too high or T is too low!":GOTO BPT
BDCEF:
FOR 1=1 TO 8:DCEF(I)=DE(I)+DF(I)*F+DRF(I)/F+DH(I)*P+DI(I)*P/F:NEXT
FOR 1=1 TO 8:0XLIQ(I)=OXMTL(I)/(F/100+DCEF(I)*(l-F/100»:NEXT
PRINT
PRINT "Equilibrium BATCH melting of';" "MMCN$;":"
CALLTEXTFONT(1):CALLTEXTSIZE(9)
PRINT "T(°C)";TAB(7);"P(kb)";TAB(l4);"F(%)";:
FOR 1=1 TO 8:PRINT TAB(14+1*7);OXN$(I);:NEXT:PRINT
PRINT T;TAB(7);P;TAB(14);USING"##.##";F;:
FOR 1=1 TO 8:PRINT TAB(l4+1*7);USING "##.###";OXLIQ(I);:NEXT:PRINT
PRINT#1,"Equilibrium BATCH melting of';" "MMCN$;":"
PRINT#1, "T(°C)";TAB(7);"P(kb)";TAB(l4);"F(%)";:
FOR 1=1 TO 8:PRINT#1, TAB(14+1*7);OXN$(I);:NEXT:PRINT#1,
PRINT#1, T;TAB(7);P;TAB(14);USING"##.##";F;:
FOR 1=1 TO 8:PRINT#1, TAB(l4+1*7);USING "##.###";OXLIQ(I);:NEXT
PRINT#1,
INPUT "Do you want a change of pressure and temperature (Y/N)";Yes$
IF Yes$="Y" OR Yes$="y" THEN GOTO BPT:PRINT
PRINT#1, "This job is done at ";TIME$;" on ";DATE$:PRINT
CLOSE 1
GOSUB WaitKey
GOTO MAINMENU

DYNAMIC:
CLS
CALLTEXTFONT(0):CALLTEXTSIZE(12)
PRINT TAB(3)"************Decompression-induced DYNAMIC Melting
model************"
PRINT
PRINT TAB(1)" 1) DYNAMIC model requires input of Po, the depth at which melting
may"
PRINT TAB(3)" occur across the mantle solidus, and Pj, the depth at which melting"
PRINT TAB(3)" may actually stop.":PRINT
PRINT TAB(l)"2) Because of the limitation by available experiments, your input of"
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PRINT TAB(3)" 5kb s Po :525 with 3kb :5Pi s Po will produce the best reliable
results" :PRINT
PRINT TAB(I)"3) In this model, each oxide concentration is computed independently"
PRINT TAB(3)" and no normalization is invoked.":PRINT
GOSUB WaitKey
RESTORE DYNAMIC
FOR 1=1 TO 8: READ OXN$(I):NEXT
DATA Si02,Ti02,AI203,FeO,MgO,CaO,Na20,K20
FOR 1=1 TO 8: READ OXMTL(I):NEXT
DATA 44.74,0.17,4.34,7.55,38.57,3.38,0.4,0.03
FOR 1=1 TO 8: READ DE(I):NEXT
DATA .858,.098,.189,1.442,5.286,.318,0.111,.069
FOR 1=1 TO 8: READ DF(I):NEXT
DATA -.004,-.005,-.0051,0,-.064,-.0122,-.007,-.002
FOR 1=1 TO 8: READ DRF(I):NEXT
DATA 0,0,-.025,.273,0,.272,0,0
FOR 1=1 TO 8: READ DH(I):NEXT
DATA .005,0,.0021,-.0350,-.063,.001,0,0
FOR 1=1 TO 8: READ DI(I):NEXT
DATA 0,0,0,-.013,0,0,0,0
CLS
PRINT "This is the default MORB-Pyrolite-90:"
FOR 1=1 TO 8:PRINT TAB(I*6);OXN$(I);:NEXT:PRINT
FOR 1=1 TO 8:PRINT TAB(I*6);USING"##.##";OXMTL(I);:NEXT:PRINT
INPUT "Do you desire to input your mantle composition? (YIN)";Yes$
IF Yes$="Y" OR Yes$="y" THEN GOSUB Mantle
LINE INPUT "Please give a name to save your results as a disk file";Filename$
OPEN "A",I,Filename$
IF MYeh$="Y" OR MYeh$="y" THEN MMCN$=MCN$ ELSE MMCN$="MPY-90"
PRINT#I, MMCN$;":"
FOR 1=1 TO 8:PRINT#I, TAB(I*6);OXN$(I);:NEXT:PRINT
FOR 1=1 TO 8:PRINT#I, TAB(I*6);USING "##.##";OXMTL(I);:NEXT
PRINT#I,
DPo:
INPUT "Enter Po(Kb)";Po
IF Po<5 OR Po>25 THEN BEEP ELSE GOTO DPf
PRINT "The INPUT must be: 5kb <Po <25kb !!!":GOTO DPo
DPf:
INPUT "Enter Pf(Kb)";Pf
IF Pf<3 OR Pf>=Po THEN BEEP ELSE GOTO DDCEF
PRINT "The INPUT must be: 3kb < Pi <Po":GOTO DPf
DDCEF:
F=4
FOR 1=1 TO 8
DCEF(I)=DE(I)+DF(I)*F+DRF(I)/F+DH(I)*Po+DI(I)*Po/F
OXLIQ(I)=OXMTL(I)/(F/lOO+DCEF(I)*(I-F/I00»
OXSOL(I)=(OXMTL(I)-OXLIQ(I)*F/l00)/(I-F/l00)
NEXT
CLS
Pff=Po
Tf=1119.7+13.098*Po-.23065*Po"2+6*Pff
PRINT "Dynamic Melting of";" ";MMCN$;" ";"from";" Po =";Po;"Kb";" & ";"To =";:
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PRINT USING "####.##";Tf;:PRINT"oC":PRINT
PRINT#I, "Dynamic Melting of';" ";MMCN$;" ";"from";" Po =";Po;"Kb";" & ";"To
-"..- ,.
PRINT#I, USING"####.##";Tf;:PRINT#I, "oC":PRINT
CALL TEXTFONT( 1):CALL TEXTSIZE(9)
PRINT "Pj";TAB(7);"Tj";TAB(16);"F%";:FOR 1=1 TO 8: PRINT
TAB(I*7+16);OXN$(I);:NEXT:PRINT
PRINT#I, "Pj";TAB(7);"Tj";TAB(l6);"F%";:FOR 1=1 TO 8: PRINT#I,
TAB(I*7+16);OXN$(I);:NEXT
PRINT#I,
WHILE Pff>=Pf
F=F+l
Pfa=-1.2811+1.1006*Po
Pfb=.45858059322#-.04765420539#*Po+.00093799868842#*Po"2
Pfc=-.026007077679#+.0012312026894#*Po-.000038694385217#*Po"2
Pff=Pfa+Pfb*F+Pfc*F"2
Tf=1119.7+ 13.098*Po-.23065*Po"2+6*Pff
FOR 1=1 TO 8
IF OXSOL(I)<O OR DCEF(I) <= 0 THEN OXSOL(I)=O
DCEF(I)=DE(I)+DF(I)*F+DRF(I)/F+DH(I)*Pff+DI(I)*Pff/F
BOXLIQ(I)=OXSOL(I)/(DCEF(I)+.Ol*(l-DCEF(I»)
OXLIQ(I)=(OXLIQ(I)*(F-I)+BOXLIQ(I»/F
OXSOL(I)=(OXMTL(I)-OXLIQ(I)*F/lOO)j(I-F/100)
NEXT
PRINT USING"##.##";Pff;:
PRINT TAB(7);USING"####.##";Tf;:
PRINT TAB(l6);USING"##.##";F;:
FOR 1=1 TO 8: PRINT TAB(I*7+16);USING"##.###";OXLIQ(I);:NEXT
PRINT
PRINT#I, USING"##.##";Pff;:
PRINT#I, TAB(7);USING"####.##";Tf;:
PRINT#I, TAB(16);USING"##.##";F;:
FOR 1=1 TO 8: PRINT#I,
TAB(I*7+16);USING"##.###";OXLIQ(I);:NEXT:PRINT#I,
WEND
CALL TEXTFONT(O):CALL TEXTSIZE(l2):PRINT
PRINT#I, "This job is done at ";TIME$;" on ";DATE$:PRINT
INPUT "Do you want a change of Po and Pi (YIN) ";Yes$
IF Yes$="Y" OR Yes$="y" THEN GOTO DPo ELSE CLOSE 1
GOTO MAINMENU

FPPTT:
RESTORE FPPTT
FOR 1=1 TO 5:READ FPTN$(I):NEXT
DATA Si(8),Fe(8),Al(8),Ca(8),Na(8)
FOR 1=1 TO 5:PRINT FPTN$(I);" ",:INPUT FPT(I):NEXT
F=19.202-5.175*FPT(5)+15.537*FPT(4)/FPT(3)
Po=25.98+.967*F+45.277/F-5.186*FPT(l)/FPT(2)
Pf=( 1.3613*Po+3.9103)+(-1.3458*Po-13.592)/F+(-.030 15*Po-.2929)*F
T=1119.7+ 13.098*Po-.23065*Po"2+6*Po
Tf=1119.7+13.098*Po-.23065*Po"2+6*Pff
PRINT "F(%)";TAB(7);"Po";TAB(l4);"Pj";TAB(21);"To";TAB(28);"Tj"
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PRINT USING "##.##";F;:PRINT TAB(7);USING"##.##";Po;:
PRINT TAB(l4)USING"##.##";Pf;:PRINT TAB(2l);USING"####.##";T;:
PRINT TAB(28)USING"####.##";Tf
INPUT "Do you want to input another set of composition? (YIN)";Yes$
IF Yes$="Y" OR Yes$="y" THEN GOTO FPPTI
PRINT:PRINT "This job is done at n;TIME$;n on ";DATE$:PRINT
GOSUB WaitKey
GOTO MAINMENU

WaitKey:
PRINT TAB(3) n********************Press any Key to
continue*********************n
a$=INKEY$:WHILE a$="":a$=INKEY$:WEND
RETURN

Mantle:
LINE INPUT "Please give a name of your model mantle:";MCN$
FOR 1= 1 TO 8:PRINT OXN$(I);" ",:INPUT OXMTL(I):NEXT:RETURN
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APPENDIX C

A GENERAL EQUATION FOR FRACTIONATION CORRECTION

M

Y 2 =Y 1 + Lmn(X~ - X~)
n=1

where X's are MgO wt % and Y's are any non-MgO oxides wt %; M is the order of the

regression; n is the nth term; and mn is the regression coefficient of the nth term. X2 is the

desired MgO level (i.e., X2 =MgO =8.0 wt %), and Xj is the observed MgO wt %. Y I is

the observed non-MgO oxide wt %, and Y2 is the wt % of the non-MgO oxide(s) that you

wish to calculate at a constant MgO wt % of X2.

Example 1, you find the regression of FeO versus MgO is a straight line,

FeO =a + m MgO, and you want to calculate Fe(8)' then

Fe(8) =FeO + m (8 - MgO)

Example 2, you find the 2nd order of polynomial is the best to describe the CaO versus

MgO variation, CaO =a + m l MgO +~Mg02, and you want to calculate Ca(8)' then

Ca(8) =CaO + m l (8 - MgO) +~ (64 - Mg02).

The advantages of using polynomial regression

* On MgO variation diagrams, straight line is not the best description for most of oxides,

even within limited range of MgO (5.0 s MgO s 8.5).

*Using polynomial can overcome the non-linear variation trends (or kinks) for some

oxides corresponding to joining points of mineral phases along LLD. For example, Si02

by pyroxene(s) and oxides, CaO and Al203 by plagioclase and cpx, A1203, FeO and Ti02

by oxides, and P20S by apatite.

*Because of the effectiveness of polynomial in overcoming these kinks, more samples can

be used. For instance, we no longer have to exclude samples with MgO > 8.5 wt % and

MgO < 5.0 wt %.
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APPENDIX D

FRACTIONAnON COEFFICIENTS

NorthEPR Gorda Ridge
a b a b

SiO 2.3995 -0.1820 SiO -0.3938 0.0000
AI203 0.7723 0.0066 Alb03 0.9015 0.0000
FeO -5.7299 0.2993 Fe -1.3167 0.0000
CaO 4.2838 -0.2445 CaO 4.0218 -0.2106
Na20 -0.0018 -Om52 Na20 -0.1150 0.0000

ExplorerRidge NorthMAR41°_71.3oN
a b a b

SiO -0.2561 0.0000 SiO 0.6141 -0.0600
Alb03 -1.0350 0.1170 Alb03 1.7791 -0.0810
Fe -2.8762 0.1241 Fe -4.3411 0.2011
CaO 3.4471 -0.1801 CaO 3.1810 -0.1860
Na20 -0.5101 0.0192 Na20 -0.9630 0.0580

North MAR, South of 41°N Mid-Cayman Rise
ba b a

SiO -1.1310 0.0511 SiO -0.2321 0.0000
Alb03 1.8410 -0.0670 Alba3 0.6486 0.0000
Fe -2.7260 0.1190 Fe -0.8820 0.0000
CaO 2.4070 -0.1471 CaO 0.4668 0.0000
Na20 -1.4180 0.0831 N1l20 -0.2923 0.0000

Africa-Antarctic Juan de Fuca
a b a b

SiO 0.5885 -0.0694 SiO 3.9937 -0.3082
Alba3 1.3506 -0.0605 Alba3 -0.8434 0.0000
Fe -3.1522 0.1785 Fe -6.6915 0.3743
CaO 2.7536 -1.7330 CaO 6.1176 -0.3757
Na20 -0.1261 -0.0065 Na20 -0.0018 -0.0152

South EPR South MAR
a b a b

SiO 2.5740 -0.1851 SiO -1.2950 0.0611
Alba3 -1.0031 0.1190 Alba3 1.0531 -0.0100
Fe -3.6282 0.1351 Fc -8.0420 0.4519
CaO 4.0610 -0.2210 CaO 8.1173 -0.4999
Na20 -0.1260 -0.0071 Na20 0.5296 -0.0529

Galapagos
b

SE Indian Ridge
ba a

SiO -0.3610 0.0000 SiO 0.5885 0.0694
Alb03 1.3960 -0.0275 Alba3 1.3506 -0.0605
Fe -5.9884 0.2977 Fe -3.1522 0.1785
CaO 3.2309 -0.1708 CaO 2.7536 -0.1733
Na20 0.0910 -0.1402 Na20 -0.0018 -0.1520

ReykjanesPininsula
ba

SiO -0.3261 0.0000
Alba3 0.8411 0.0000
Fe -1.6444 0.0000
CaO 0.8623 0.0000
Na20 -0.2277 0.0000
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APPENDIX E

SCORE PROCEDURES

Numerical values(scores) are derivedto objectively assesshow well the observed
trends match idealized local and/orglobal trend.

Rca/AI and RNa are thecorrelation coefficients of Cll(SyAI(S) versusSi(s)!Fe(S) and
Na(s) versus Si(s)!Fe(s) respectively; R95% is the critical valueof thecorrelation coefficient
at 95% confidencelevel (t-test); In our test, if the R's are significantat 95% confidence
level, the slopesof the regression lines are also significant at that level (F-test).

Local Trend:
Good (-l.0): RCa/AI> 0, RNa < 0, RCa/AI> and RNa> R95%

Med (-0.8): RCa/AI> 0, RNa < 0, RCa/AI or RNa> R95%

Poor (-0.6): RCa/AI> 0, RNa < 0, RCa/AI and RNa:S:; R95%

Global trend:
Good (1.0): RCa/AI < 0, RNa> 0, RCa/AI and RNa> R95%

Med (0.8): RCa/AI> 0, RNa < 0, RCa/AI or RNa> R95%

Poor (0.6): RCa/AI> 0, RNa < 0, RCa/AI and RNa :s:; R95%

Transitional:
Local med (-0.4):

or

Local poor (-0.2):

or

Global med (0.4):

or

Global poor (0.2):
or

RCa/AI> 0, RNa ~ 0, Larger R > R95%

RCa/AI :s:; 0, RNa < 0, Larger R > R95%

RCa/AI> 0, RNa ~ 0, Larger R :s:; R95%

RCa/AI s 0, RNa < 0, Larger R :s:; R95%

RCa/AI < 0, RNa s 0, Larger R > R95%

RCa/AI ~ 0, RNa> 0, Larger R > R95%

RCa/AI < 0, RNa :s:; 0, Larger R s R95%

RCa/AI ~ 0, RNa> 0, Larger R s R95%
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Calculated score for plotting:
To reflect the important effects of the R values and the sampling density along a

ridge segment, we calculated the plotted scores by:

Score =AGF * R *SDl/4

where AGF is the arbitrary "goodness-of-fit" (values in parentheses after Good, Med, and

Poor); R is the larger correlation coefficient; and SD is the sample density (number of

chemical group means per 10 kilometer). We arbitrarily use the radical of 4 to damp out the

large range of values for sampling density while arbitrarily keeping our score numerically

small.
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APPENDIX F

A MACINTOSH DISKETTE

A 3.5' Macintosh floppy diskette contains the following computer programs and

macros I have written for this study:

1) DENSCAL (Code and compiled application with Runtime)

2) MORBCAL (Code and compiled application with Runtime)

3) Excel macro for C.I.P.W normative mineralogy, including the following three

files:

a) C.I.P.W normative formulation

b) C.I.P.W. macro

c) C.I.P.W. I/O

4) ExKeys.yn: an Excel macro for petrological data manipulation

5) Probe0.yn: an Excel macro for calculating mineral structural formula from

mineral (Olivine, Orthopyroxene, Clinopyroxene, Plagioclase, Spinel, and

Garnet) analyses.

a) Probe0.YN formulation

b) Probe0.YN macro

c) Probe0.YN I/O

6) Excel templates for making petrological L\ diagrams (compositional and phase

diagrams).

a) Tholeiitic-Calc discrimination L\ (AFM)

b) Cpx-Ol-Qtz L\ of Walker et al (1979)

c) Cpx-Ol-Qtz L\ of Grove et al. (1982, 1983)

d) Cpx-Ol-Qtz and Plag-Ol-Qtz of Elthon (1983, 1984)

These have been saved on several Macintosh computers in G & G department

Computer Lab for public use. I hope this will be very helpful for saving much time of the

future petrologists, both students and faculty.
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